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* Mini TRANSISTORS WITH THE MIGHTY SPECIFICATIONS 
2N4285 pnp high reverse Ybe 2N429l pnp large tignal high gain 3 3 2N4286 npn high gain 2N4292 npn UHFlow noise 
2N4289 pnp high gain 2N3794 npn 2N4291 coinple,nent ) each 

95001 npn high power 13/6 each 

*PEAK SOUND PRODUCTS 
TRANSISTORISED STEREO AMPLIFIER ANO PRE-AMP 5A8-I 

PorsuppIyki: 
tItis 

Cabinet £3 net 
NEW MINIATURE LOUDSPEAKER TYPE MS85 

fl 
Really outciasses other speakers or its type. Handles high 
power efficiently and with purity throughout the audio 
spectrum. Bass resonance 60Hz. lIb Ceramic magnet. 
5 ohms. Power Handling 00er 8 true wasti. Grill: dull gold 

- anodised aluminium. Cabinet: natural Arromosa. Site 
9 highX IO' deepXS' wide. Supplied in kit rorm to achieve 
the incredibly low price or £81116 net. 
Discount not available on these Peak Sound Kits. 

* UNBEATABLE VALUE IN NEW SEMICONDUCTORS 
SILICON RESISTORS 
BCIO7, 2/9; BCIOB, 2/6; BCIO9. 2/9; 0W. 10%, 1/9 dot.; 13/6 lOO. ¡W. 
BCI67, 2/6; BCI68, 2/-; BC169, 2/3; 5%, 2/2 doz.; 17/- per lOO. 1/6 less 
BCIO9 and BC169 are low noise, per 100 ir ordered in complete 00's 
BCI67, BC168 and BC169 plastic, of one ohmic value. jW and 1W 
2N3055, high power. 16/6 only. types also available. see catalogue. 
MPFIOS, geld effect, cm 2 to bmA/V, Large stocks or Skeleton pm-sets. 
8/- only. high quality. bono. or vert. 
Low noise: 2N3707, 4/6; 2N3391A, mounting. II- each. 
5/6; 2N4058. pnp, 5/-. 
Bargain: 2N2926. red. 2/3; orange, ELECTROLYTICS: roe rut details 
2/6; yellow. 2/9; green, 3/-; 2N3702. or our extensive and varied stocks 
41-; 2N3703, 3/9; 2N3704. 4/-; see the latent Electrovulue 
2Ñ3705, 3/8; 2N3053. 5/3. Catalogue. 
EVERYTHING BRAND NEW NO SURPLUS FAST DELIVERY 
DISCOU NTS: (unless otherwise utated) ¡0% over 13,15% over (IO. 
SEND ¡j. for ¡968 CATALOGUE-involuoble io every electronics enthusiast and 
Ørofessionol laboratory alike. 
POSTAGE If. on order under £I,FREE LI and over. 

E LECTRO VALUE 6 MANSFIELD PLACE, ASCOT, BERKS. 

j 

il 

- I 

F UQL li I 
Rapid Mail Order Supply Service 

I 

I 

H 

L : 
ILLUSTRATED: 
L64 -j BIT INSTRUMENT IN 
L700 PROTECTIVE SI4IELD 

APPLY DIRECT TO: 

SALES & SERVICE DEPT. 
ADCOLA PRODUCTS LTD. 
ADCOLA HOUSE 
GAUDEN ROAD 
LONDON, S.W.4 
TELEPHONE 01-622 0291 

PRINTED CIRCUIT KIT. 
BUILD 40 INTERESTING PROJECTS on PRINTED CIRCUIT 
CHASSIS with PARTS .nd TRANSISTORS fro,,. your SPARES BOX 
CONTENTS: (1)2 Copper Lint Bors 41? X 2. (2) I Board for Mitch- 
box Rudio. (3) I Board for Wri,twtch Radio etc. (4) Rsit. (S) Resist 
Solvent. (6) Etchnt. (7) Cleanser/Degreser. ¿B) I6-pge Bookkt P.!nted 
Ci.wits fo...A,nturs. (9) 2 Miniature Rdo Dil SW/MW/LW. Mso free 
with each kit. (IO) Essent.l Design Data. Circuits. Chsss Plans. etc. for 
40 TRANSISTORISED PROJECTS. 
A very comprehensive selection of Circuits to suit everyone's requirements 
and constructional ability. Many recently developed very efficient designs 
publish.d for the flrt time. including IO nw crcits. 

EXPERIMENTER'S 
tt PRINTED CIRCUIT KIT 

3' Postage &p!ck. 1/6 (UK) 
Cmm wIth 

d 

(I) Crystal St with bied Detector. (2) Crystal Set with voItg.qudrupIer 
detector. (3) Crystal St with Dynmc Loudspeaker. (4) CrysI Tuner with 
Audio Amplifier. (S) Crrer Power Conversion Receiver. (6) Spht-Lod 
Neutrahsed Double Refle,. (7) Mtchbo, or Photocell Radio. (8) "TRI- 
FLEXON" Triple Reflex with seIf-djustng regeneration (Patent Pendng). 
(9) Solar Battery Loudspekr Rdio.The SmalleSt 3 designs yet offered to 
the Home Constructor anywherein theWorld. 3 Subminiature Radio Receivers 
based on the Triflexon" circuit. Let us know if you know of a smaller 
design publhhed anywhere. (IO) Postage Stamp Rd!o. Size only I 62 X 95 
X 25. (Il) Wristwatch Radio 115 X 8O X 55. (12) Ring Radio 70 X 

70 X 55. (I)) Bactri-powred Radio. Runs on ugr or bread. (14) R.d,o 
Control Tone Receiver. (IS) Transistor PIP Anphfier. (16) Intercom. (Il) 
I-valve Amplifier. (IB) Reliable Burglar Arm. (19) Light-Seeking AnimAI, 
Guided Missile. (20) Perpetual Motion Machine. (21) MetRI Detector. (22) 
Tra,istor Tester. (23) Human Body Raditon Detector. (24) MnjWoman 
Discriminator. (25) Signal Injector. (26) Pocket Trnceiver(Licene required). 
(27) Constant Volume Intercom. (28) Remote Control of Models by Induction. 
(29) Inductive-Loop Trnntter. (30) Pocket Triple Refle, Radio. (31) Wrest- 
witch TrnsmitterfWire.less Microphone. (32) Wire-Ies Door Bell. (33) 
U)trsonic Switch/Alarm. (34) Stereo Pramplifer. (35) Q.ality Stereo Push- 
Pull An,pIfier. (36) Ljght.Ben Tekphone Pbetophon&. (37) L,ght-Ben 
Trnsmittr. (38) SiInt TV Sound Adaptor. (39) Ultrson,c Trnmltter. 
(40) Thyritor Drill Speed Controller. 

YORK ELECTRICS 
333 YORK ROAD, LONDON, S.W.11 

Sd .LA.E.forf,41 dí1, r bif d.rfpGo, md Phoogr.pha fU Nil. 

ti 
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Open all day, 9 am -6 pm Monday lo Saturday 
I 118 EDGWARE ROAD. LONDON. \jV.2 Tel.: 01-723 9189 152/3 FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.4 Tel.: FlEet St. 2833 
I 

Opon all day Saturday, oarh closrop i p nr Thursday 
Open all day Thursday. early closnç i p ro Saturday 

I 

ALL MAIL ORDERS AND CORRESPONDENCE TO: 3-15 CAVELL ST:, TOWER HAMLETS. LONDON. E.1 Tel.: 01-790 4821 

529 

NEW INTERNATIONAL TAPE 
T. MK-38A 1I1 e100re 

Type KR-65 3.a3in 

FAMOUS AMERICAN MADE BRAND TAPE AT RECORD LOW PRICES 300v 27/6 bOrnA 
3mMessage tape, 13011 ........ 2/6 2In Otarnmerd play, 06011 PVC 11/6 2OMA ............................ 87/6 

30U.A .......................... 66/6 
3m Mr..age tape, 223it ........ 3/8 Olin Long play, 1,20061 Mylar 3.5/O 1555A 8 naetrr ........................ 

OrnAs meter .................. 42/- 31e Message tape, 300tt ........ 7/6 41e Triple play, 2,40011 Mylar 45(0 
- 

102/aA .............................. 
102/aA ........................ 58/- 3jI.s Triple play, 60011 Mylar .... 10/O 71e Standard ptny, 1,2001t Are- .............................. O 
3oo ......................... 46/- lin Teipte Play, 900f t Mylar 17(6 tate ...................... 1216 Type MK.45A lin haare Type MK6SA 31e square lin Double play, 1,20011 Myla 16/0 ¡in Standard play, 12,OOtt Y ImA ............................ 39/6 lerA ............................ 38/0 

Sin Long play, 90011 Acetate 10/0 lar ....................... 1816 3n'.A ............................ 28/6 OrnA .......................... 36/- 
Sin St.nndard play. 60011 PVC 8/0 7m Long play, 1,8001t My/ar 19(6 bOrna, .......................... 38/6 bOinA .......................... 38/6 lin Triple play, 1.80011 Mylar 35/0 7m Dooble play. 2.40011 Mylar 28/0 300v ............................ 39/6 300V .......................... 38/- 
Olin Doable play, 1,80011 Mylar 2/6 lin Long piay, 1,900lt Acetate 15/0 Ö0 A ............................ 49/0 lOpA .......................... 50/6 
Olin Long ploy. 1.20011 Aretate 12/6 SIn Triple play, 3,60011 My Irr 50/0 Ima, S saler ...................... 32/6 OrnAS Cretor .................... 38/0 

1'. & 3'. 1/- estro erri. 4 reel. ansI over Post Frey 
- 

booaA ............................ 
000MA .......................... 42/6 

35/- 
102/aA .......................... 
800ptA .......................... 36/ß 

Branches High Fidelity Audio Centres 
207 EDGWRE ROß5D, LONDON. W.2 Tel.: 01-723 3271 42 TOTTENHAM CT. RO., LONDON, W.1 Tel.: 01-580 2573 Open ali ti.,y Saturday, early clossnIl 1 pm. Thursday 

Open all cThy Thursday, early closinq 1 Fsm Salúrc/ay 
33 TOI1ENHAM CT. RO., LONDON. W.1 Tel.: 01.636 2605 

Abo suitable for ore with other FM tuners 
LASKY'S PRICE 99/6 Post 5/- 

PACKAGE PRICE IF BOUGHT TOGETHER £11 Puits!- 

NEW! TTC ELECTRONIC REMOTE 
CONTROL SWITCHING SYSTEM 

Comprising trucot.tonior,l signal Oca oroittws 
unit and receiver relay awitching unit this i. an 
extremely compact, simple to floe and install 
remoto switching ryotem for usc with a wide 
range nl mains operated equipment. The high 
frequency tinaudibie) signal which the trans- 

- mltter produces nc relayed to the remote 
switching unit via the nc. main. circuit into 
u-hich the unito nrc plogged-proylding imitant 
on/off-off/on control of appliances. Ideal 
for use with audio, radio, TV, lights 
electric blankets and most other domestic 
equipment. Spec.: 3 transistor and i diode 
circuit. }'requency igOkc/s (factory pse-mt). 
Power 220/240%' a.c., 50/60c/o. Mau. power of 

cquipment to be ow-itchenl 300W. The appliance to ho trlggcred pimply plugs in to 
the switch relay unit. Strong plastic cabinets rizo 5f e 3f u iflss, each fitted with 
steno indicato. temp. Coswplete with i'iex ond opesating instructions. 
LASKY'S PRICE £7.19.6 Post 5/- 

TTC Model C-1051 
- 

A completely new design 20000 O.P.V. pocket - - . .. ' 

muitisneter with built-hr thermal protection 
circuit and mirror orale. Enccptionally large t' 

r - 

easy to erad sorter with DAc.onval movement. I .. ' . 

Coloue coded scaler. Single positive click-in, r ' I ij, 
switch for oil ranger. 

. -'m' ' 

0-6-30--300--1,200%' fit IOK/obons/%'. De. ,_ 
' 

volte: O-3-.18-lb0-300-12KV at 20K/ ' 

ohms/V. ltesistance'. 0-fiOlt-emegs. D.c. curreot 0-OOg.A-300smnA.- Devlbe : -00dB 
to +17dB. Hand calihratioss gives entremely high standard of accuracy on all runge.. 
Uses one 1f V penlight hattery. Strong Impact rrsistant plastic cabinet-aise ossly 
4f mc 3f n if in. Two colour huff/green finish. Complote with t0.t lead, ad battery. 
Orti, list pelee 88.6.0. 

LASKY'S PRICE 751- Post 2/6 

LASKY'S CLEAR PLASTIC - -. - 
PANEL METERS - 

Precision made hr Japan hy HIOKI. Each meter booed nod 
fully guaranteed with ail ßxlng nut, nod washer.. flaco ace 
nl Iront paneiAsld 1/6 P, on each. (Quote. foe qoontitie..) 

""' 
I -'._ 

- A 
Type KR-hO 30 2(iis (illustrated). 
imA ,............. 88/6 30.A .......... 88f- - 
Seals .,..,......... 08/6 ImA S Meter .,.. 39/6 
loosnls ............ 38/6 100pot ......... 88/6 o 
300V, .............. 30/- 3001aA ........ 45/- - 

cabinet nine 6 o 4 02m with we:ot otrap. Complete a tb f' _- 

empiece and batteries. There are no, over 200 ornai- 
cannette titles available: jonc, pop, ohooc and dealen. 
Thi, machine allow, you to ploy the macic of your choice 
anywhere-anytime. 

LASKY'S PRICE £7.9.6 PoetI!. 

TRANSISTOR FM TUNER 
CHASSIS 
Fully tunable--range 88 to 10816v/e. Con.- 
pietely wired on printed circuit. 10316v/a. IF. - - 
6 tranaistor. and 3 diode,. 810w motion tuning ' 'a - o . a drive. Sine 61n4n 2in, Operate, irom any 
9v d.c. eouree. Full dats anal circuit eupplied. a 

LASKYS PRICE £6.1O.O Poet 1/- 

MULTIPLEX ADAPTOR 
Now you can enjoy etereo nouaI with the FM Tuner above, lirici 5pm.: MPX Input 
oensitivity iOOn,V. Output llOmV. Self powered by n 9V battery. 4 teaneiotor and 
6 diode circuit, Sine 94 X 2 e jmn. 

- - 
n Model TE-20 

'r. -'°'h''° ".. - A new high quality inctoy tented anal 
calibrated EF Signal (lenecator offering a 

8 '"' - full frequency range cuver of 1,20kv/o to 
20016v/o in O band, pion one harmonie 

- hand. Doni High/low EF output tar- 
- ualnale pruvided and oeparate vaziabie 

-, Audio output. Etched circular ec..le- 
.,... accuracy ± 2%-rend against hair-line 

'a 'ar on perspex cursor, Power "on" pilot 
- ' '? iight fitted. Brief Speciû,aiiuu: Fcc' 

- queney range (6 fundamental bande) A. (j '- 

- 120-S2Ohc/., B, 320-1,000kcjn, C. 1-34 
Mr/o, D. 32-1116e/e. E. 11-3816v/e, F. 36. 
l3OMe/o. Harmonic Band 130.26016v/e, 
Frequency accuracy ± 2%. Outpot.-BF 
(high) 100.000$OV man,, EF (low) 100MV 

roan. Audio outpu0 400v/e, 0V npproo. (acijanotable), . Power requIrement, 109/125V, 
50/60c/, or. Vulve line-up: I2BII7A. 6AltI und ,ele,atum rectifier. Stroug metal cane 
else: 70100 Ihn, Itniehent in geey crackle ultb leather carrying handle. Complete with 
teet lead. ned inutruetion book. 

LASKYS PRICE £12.1O.O Poet 8/. 

F R E E Now Ready. Twelve 160 11in page' - 
m47o_rvuaDd1/ioeP:=4 

SPECIAL INTEREST ITEMS! 
DESIGNED ESPECIALLY TO REPLAY 
PHILIPS CASSETTE SYSTEM 
THE FANTAVOX 
TAPE CASSETTE PLAYER 
Tble machine le the Oret of Ito type ami e dreigned epeci. 
fealty to replay pry-recorded tape caooetteo made for the 
PHILIPS ami other cuccette .3-oteme. The cuccette le 
cimpty clipped letto the eoachtne orni te inmcedlatoly reale __________ 
to play. Each caocette give, over 40 neicoetee play (to ID 
tre.ck), ceo loco of timo in rewlnding.-eimply teme cuccette I 

over. Cooctont tape cpee,i j I.p.o. Only too controlo oEi/ - 

pioy and vol. Fulty tranoletorleed poweetsel vol., built i, 
- speaker, socket for pereonal earplece. Operatee on O pen. I - 

light batterie.. Very attractively etyled shockproof pluetlo C 

GARRARD D %( AUTOCHANGERS 
AP7S .................. 02211./e 

- 

ATOO Mb. 11 ............ 013/19/e 
3000LM with etereo cart. 09/19/O 

. 

. A70 .................... 012119/6 

/ 

/ .450 .................... 07/7/O 

-'' 
TWSCRIPTION MOTORS 
GARRARD 401 ............ 027/19/O 
GARRARD Lab. 00 Mk. II mmpieto with 

L . o buey ........................ 030/9/O 

SINGLE PlAYERS 
Aceto st-ort orni stop. Complete with 
pick.op arco. 
GARRARD SrIO Rk. 11 wIth heavy 

t/tubin .................. EI/lo/O 

GARR.ARD BASES 
WB1 .......... WB2 /13/8 

CLEARVIEW PLASTIC COVER8 
SPC1.. 03/3/10 SPC2 .. *4/4/4 
SPC4.... *4(4/11 

(IARRARD SEP22 00/10/O Poitoge on oli ihove 6/- entro 

TEST EQUIPMENT 
RF SIGNAL GENERATOR 

J 

GET YOUR LASKY'S CATALOGUE RECORD PLAYERS 
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 Just right for the home owner, boater, model builder, hams, sophisticated enough 

- A for even radio and TV servicing Solidstate circuit FET input 4 silicon tran- 
\ sistors, I diode circuit 4 a.c. voltage ranges 4 d.c. voltage ranges, 4 ohm ranges, 

\ \ Il megohm input d.c. i megohm input ac. 44m 2OOA Meter S Self powered 
t Rugged polypropylene case with self cover and handle. Storage space for own test 

-' - leads PCB construction. 

Kit £12.12.O. Ready to use £1710.0. P.P. 4/6. 

I 
Please use coupon 

DAYSTROM LTD., Dept. P.E.8, GLOUCESTER 
I on right for enquiries 

530 

£37.4O £46 P.P. 10/6 

IP-27 not illustrated, but similar 
in styling. 

t t t -t t .t ntttnt tat atta * tt 
FULL SPECIFICATION 

ON ANY MODEL. 
AVAILABLE ON REQUEST .tataa.atttn.n.t t ta.tnnt 

New improved Version Of The Famous Heathkit 
Solid State, Voltage-Regulated, Current-Limited 
Power Supply... 1P-27 - 

New zéner reference New improved circuitry is virtually immune to. 
overload due to exotic transients 05 to 50 volts d.c. with better 
than ± IS millivolts regulation Four current ranges 5OmA, l5OmA, 
500mA and 15 amperes S Adjustable current limiter: 30 to 100% 
on all ranges Panel meter shows output voltage or current "Pin- 
ball" lights indicate "voltage" or "current" meter reading Up-to- 
date construction Unequalled performance in a laboratory power 
supply. - 

Kit 1F-27 £46.12.0. Ready to use £55 PP. 9/-. 

New Solid-State Volt-Ohm-Meter, 1M-17 

£28.8.O £35.8.O P.P. 6/- 

1 

L L'- *Ø 
Kit IP-17 Ready-to-use 

New Variable Control Regulated High Voltage 
Power Supply. .. IP-li 

Furnishes O to 400 volts d.c. @, lOOmA maximum with better than 
1% regulation for Oto full load and ± 10 volt line variation Furnishes 
6V a.c. @ 4 amperes and 12V a.c. ® 2 amperes for tube filaments 

Provides 0 to -100 volts d.c. bias @ 1 milliampere maximum 
Features separate panel meters for continuous monitor for output 

current and voltage. Terminals are isolated from chassis for safety 
High voltage and bias may be switched "off" while filament voltage 

is "on" Modern circuit board and wiring harness construction 
120/240V a.c. 5OHz..operation. 

Kit 1M-25 Ready-to-use 

£48.1 0.0 £59 . 

Kit 1M-16 Ready-to-use 

from one ohm to 1,000 megohms 11 current ranges from I5A full 
scale to l5A full scale Il megohm input impedance on d.c. 10 
megohm input impedance on a.c. a.c. response to 100kHz 6m 

200iA meter with zero-centre scales for positive and negative voltage 
measurements without switching S Internal battery power or 
120/240V a.c., 50Hz Circuit board construction for extra-rugged 
durability. 

New Solid-State Volt-Ohm Meter. .. 1M-16 

8 a.c. and 8 d.c. raflges from 05 volts to 1,500 volts full scale 7 
ohm-meter ranges with 10 ohms at centre scale and multipliers of X 1, 
xlO, xlOO, X 1k, x 10k, X 100k, and xl megohm Il 
megohm input on d.c. ranges, I megohm on a.c. ranges S Operates 
on either built-in battery power or 120/240V a.c. 50Hz Circuit- 
board construction. 

(Available in ready-to-use or kit form) 

The newest and most practical innovation in électronic instrumen- 
tation is the exciting new ultra-functional styling format from Heath. 

Néw Solid-State, High-Impedance Volt-Ohm- 

è 4 I Milliammeter. . . 1M-25 

full scale 7 resistance rang, IO ohms centre wale with multiplie 
9 a.c. and 9 d.c. voltage ranges from 150 millivolts up 1,500 volts 

X 1, x IO, X 100, X 1k, X 10k X 100k, and X 1 meg . . . measures 

HEATH IT for the "New Look' 
in INSTRUMENTATION 
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Prices quoted are Mail Order prTces. in Colour' Prices and ipeciflcations subject to' change without prior notice. L------ ___ 
531. 

SEE HEATHKIT MODELS AT: 
GLOUCESTER 
Factory and Showroom, Bristol Road. 

LONDON 
233 Tottenham Court Road, W.1. 

BIRMINGHAM 
17-18 St. Martin's House, Bull Rina. 

Demonstrations by arrangement. 

Deferred terms available over £10 (U.K. only). 

r - - - - - - HEATHKIT - - - 
Send Pleaie addr.ii all .nquiri.. to 

for 
DAYSTROM LTD., Dept. P.E.8, GLOUCESTER 

Latest 
i Please send me FREE CATALOGUE 

FREE I 
Full details of model(s) ............................................................................................. 

Catalogue................................................... .. 
............ .. ........................................................ 

36 pages, NAME ............................ 
-.... 

many 
models 

I 

ADDRESS ........ 

-.,. I 

Taatefullystyied to harmonise with any car colour scheme. 111gb quality 
output stage will operate two loudspeakers If desired. Can be built for a 

total price. 

KIT (less speaker) £1218.6 mcl. P.T. Ready-to-use £1912.6 
P.P. 4/6 6 x 4' Loudspeaker £1 .4.5 extra. (less Speaker) P.P. 4/6 

A wide range of 
SPEAKER SYSTEMS 

- HI-Fl SPEAKER SYSTEM. Model 
\, SSU-1. Ducted-port bass reflex cabi- 

- i net "in the white". Two speakers. 
Vertical/horizontal models with legs, Kit 

SSU'1 £12. 14. 6 PP. 12/ Without legs, Kit 
£12. 0. 0 mcl; P.T. P.P. 7/6 

The BERKELEY SLIM.LINE 
SPEAKER SYSTEM, fully finished 

i walnut veneered cabinet for faster con- 
struction. Special 12' bass unit and 4 

i 
mid/high frequency unit. Range 30- 

1 
17,000Hz. Size 26' x 17' only 71 deep. 
Modern attractive stylIng. Excellent 

_.J value. 
KIt £19. 10. 0. P.P. 13/6 - 

Berkeley Ready-to-use £24. 0. 0. P.P. 13/6 

Compact, economical stereo and mono record playing for the whole 
Family-plays anything from the Beatles to Bartok. All solid-state 
circuitry gives room filling volume. 

KIT £28.6.O mcl. P.T. P.P. 10/6 Ready-to.u.e £35.4.O 
P.P.10/6 

Transistor Portables 
UXR-1, flow available in Modern 
coloured caece or leather. 
6 transistor, i diode circuit. 7 x 4m. 
speaker, LW and MW coverage. 
Case: brown leather, or cólours 
navy blue, coral pink, lime green. 
Please state 2nd choice. 
Kit £12. 8. 0. mcl. P.T. Colour 
Kit £13. 8. 0. mcl. P.T. Loather 
Ready-to-use £15.10.0. P.R. 4/6 

uxR-2; choice of black or brown 
real leather cases. 
7 transIstor, 3 diode circuit. Battery 
saving circuitry. LW and MW 
coverage. Pushbutton wave change. 
Slide rule tuning. 
Kit £15. 10. 0. mcl. P.T. Leather 
Ready-to-use £17.100. P.P. 6/- 

- 

UXR'I 
/ - 

_ 

UXR-2 L! 1/ 

operational modes. Built-In stereo power amplifier givIng 4W rms per Full range- power. . . over extremely wide frequency range. 
channel. Two high efficiency 8 x 5 speakers. Operates on 230V Special transformerless output circuitry. Adequately heat- 
s.c. supply. sinlced power transistors for cool operation-long life, 6 posItion 
Versatile recording facilities. So easy to build-so easy to use. - source switch. 

High-performance CAR RADIO, CR-i 
Superb long and medium wave 
entertainment wherever you drive. 
Complete your motoring pleasure 
with this compact outstanding unit. 

H Latest semiconductors (6 trsnslstoÑ, 2 dIodes). For 12v positive or 12V 
negative earth systems. Powerful output (4w). Preassembled and aligned 
tuning unit. Push-button tone and wave change controls. Positive manual 
tuning. Easy circuit board assembly. instant operation, no warmup time. 

Latest Portable Stereo 
Automatic playing of 16, 33, 45 
and 78 rpm records. Ail transis- 
tor-cool mutant operation. Dual 
LP/78 stylus. Plays mono, or 
stereo records. Suitcase port- 
ability. Detachable epeaker en- 
closure for beet stereo effect. 
Two 8m X 5m epecial loud- 
speaker.. - For 220-250V a.c. 
mains operation. Overall cabi 
net size 15* X 3 X 1O+in. 

Record Player, SRP-I 

Latest STEREO TAPE RECORDER, STR-1 
Fully portable-own speakers 
Kit £58. 0. 0 mcl. P.T. P.P. 10/6 

I Ready-to-use £70. 6. 0 md. P.T. 
P.P. 10/6 

FOR THtS SPECIFICATION 
- * track stereo or mono record and 

u u u playbackat7f,31and1ips. Sound- 
on-sound and sound-with-sound 
capabilities. Stereo record, stereo 
playback, mono record and playback 

on either channel. 18 transistor circuit for cool, instant and depend- 
able operation. Moving coil record level indicator. Digital counter 
with thumb-wheel zero reset. Stereo microphone and auxiliary inputs 
and controls, speaker/headphone and external amplifier outputs. 
front panel mounted for easy access. Push-button controls for 

Latest STEREO AMPLIFIER, tSA-12 
12 X 12 watts output 

Kit £30.10. 0 less cabinet P.P.10/6 

Ready-to-use £38 (mcl. cab.) P.P 10/6 

Cabinet £2. 5. 0 extra 

FOR THIS SPECIFICATION 

17 transistors, 6 diode circuit. ±1dB, 16 to 50,000Hz at 12W 
per channel Into 8 ohms. Output suitable for 8 or 15 ohm 
loudspeakers. 3. stereo inputs for Gram, Radio and Aux. 
Modern low silhouette styling. Attractive aluminium, golden 
anodised front panel. Handsome assembled and finished 
waiñut veneered cabinet available. Matches Heathkit models 
TFM-1 and AFM-2 transistor tuners. 

Build Your Own Heathkit Electronics 
A kit for every interest - Home Workshop - Hi-Fi - Radio - Test - Amateur 
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dgilletl nictal work. CIr.Kit board. attrattive (roast 
pane! knobs, wire .older, nuts, boit.-no extras to buy. 
Simple step tsp step Inatructiost. enable any conutruoto, 
ta, build an .onpltfier to be proud of. Brief Specification: 
Preti. response ±3dB. 2020,O00c/u. Base boost approx. 
to +11dB. Treble cuit appesto. to -16dB. Negative 
feedback 15dB over nioln atop. Louer requiresneate 21V 
.100 amp. 
PRICES: 

Amplifitr KIt, 19.10.0 tRollt so! Tested 112.10.0). 
P. 1' P. 4/6. 

Power Pack KIt, 12.10.0 (ittsilt said TeStest £3) P. OP. 4/-. 
Cbiust(tcsiliunt.).t2.10.6. P. & F. 2)0. 

(Special Ofler-fl4.10.9. post tree Il all above kite ordoresi 
at name time or built and tented tor 618 post Iene). 
Circuit diagram, construction irtsulls and part., list (free 

lth kit) 1/6 (SAE.). 
HIGH GAIN 4 TRANSISTOR PRINTED CIRCUIT 
AMPLIFIER KIT Tppe TAl (na thus. In ¡sue tuse) 

Peak output las excess of I) watts. S All class' 
dach Itritlsk con,ponents. S Built ou printed circuit 
panel alte O a 3m. Generous aloe Driver and Output 
Tranolorinere. Output transformer tapped (or 3 ohm 
and 11 0km oprakrsn. S Trasointoen (GET 114 os 
SI Mollard Oc8lD and nsatchrd pair of OCt11 e/pl. 

lt voit operation. Everything supplied, ojee. 
battery ciipn, solder. etc. S Comprehensive easy to 
follow instructions and circuit diagram 2/6 (Free with 
Kit). .011 parts mid separately. SPECIAL PRICE 45/-. 
P. a P. 3/.. .tlso ready built sod tested, 52/6. 
P. & P. 3/-. 

PM/AM TUNER HEAD by liorsaser and Wadsworth 
wttb valve and tuner head circuit flagran,. (See June 
isnue). ONLY 27/6 each. P. t P. 3/.. 

HSL "FOUR "AMPLIFIER KIT. Similar in appearance 
to MAli above but employs entirety different and ail. 
s-ancoxi circuitry. Complete set of part.. ate, 79/6. P.9?. 6). 

10/14 WATT ffl-FI 
AMPLIFIER KIT 
A ntyllshly finished 
monaural amplifier 
wIth an output of 
14 watt. from 2 
ELSIs lu punh.puii. 
Super reproduction 
o) both music anti 
speech, u tb nef. 
Itgible bum. Sep. 
arate Input., for 
mike and gran: 
allow recorde unii 
announcement. tut 
inflow eaa,h other. Irait> shrouded ae,'t,un associ output 
tranntormer to match 3.130 speaker and 2 independent 
volume euutrol#/ and separate bans and treble controls are 
pmvided givIng good lilt and eut. Valve lIne.up lEI-Odo, 
ECCS3. EF86. "nil EZ8O rectifier. Simple Inatructina: 
booklet 2/6. (Free olV, part..) All pari, sold separately. 
ONLY 17.9.6. P. a P. 8/91. Also available ready built 
and crated complete wIth ,t'i. Input sockets. 69.5.0. 
P.O P.8/6. 

FORMERO. Stack site 1) 
I In. Output trotto. 

topped tor 3 ohm and 16 ohm 
output. 10/- fair pius 2/- 
P. & P. 

QOIALITT RECORD PLATER AMPLIFIER 
A top-quality record player amplifier employing heavy 
duty double u osmd mains tramformer. E83. EL84, 
EZSO valve.. Separate Base, Treble and Volume 
controls. Complete with output translOrmee matched 
for 3 ohm speaker. Sloe lin. w. it 3m. st. X Oto, h. 
Ready ballt stud testad. PRICE 75/-. P. k P. 6/.. 
ALSO .AVAIL5t.BLE mounted on board with 'output 
transformer and speaker crusty to fit into cabinet below. 
PRICE 97/6. P. 9 P. 7/6. 

DE LUXE QUALITY PORTABLE RIP CABIIIET 
Uncut motor board sits 14)ln. w. 12h,. clearance lin. 
below. 2)ln, above. Will take above amplifier ami soy 
RSE. or GARRARD Autoehanger or Single Player UnIt 
(except AT6O anti SF22). Otee lOin. w Olin. :: Sin. 
PRICE 63.9.6, P. 9 P. 9/6. 

BRAND NEW 3 OHM LOUDSPEAKERS 
lIn.. 14/-: 04m.. 18/6: SIn., 27/-; lin. X 4m. 18/6; lOIn. 

6m.. 27/6. E.M.I. SIn. X lin, with high flux magnet 21:-. 
KHI. 13/in. ': Sin, with high flux ceramic magnet, 42/- 
(16 ahnt, 42/-). P.O P. sOin. 2J- 6ls, t SIn. 2/6, lOIn. k 
lIla,. 3/6 per speaker. 
BRAID NEW. iHn. 140. H/D Speakcrn. 3 or tI ohm. 
By welt-known British maker. Now with Mt Flux 
ceramic ferrobar magnet assembly, 63,10.0. P. 'ti P. 5/-. 
(fait., samiels: 115W. 66; 32W, £8. 

HARVERSON SURPLUS CO. LTD. 
170 HIGH ST., MERTON, S.W.19 01-540 3985 

Open all day Saturday. Early closing Wed.. ¡ p.m. A few minuteu from 
South Wimbledon Tube Station. (Please write clearly). 

OVERSEAS P. & P. CHARGED EXTRA. S.A.E. with all .ngniri.. 

SOMMER BARGAIN! 
HA.RVXRSONS SUPER MORO AMPLIFIER 

A super qriality gram ampliSer using a doable wound 
main. tranutoruner. EZ8O rectifier and ECL82 triode 
pentod, val,, ai indio amplifier and power output tage. 
Impedance 3 ohms. Output appron. 3 8 watts. Volume 
and tone controls. Cbuaols line only 7 w. X 3 d. X 8 h. 
overall. LO. main. 2001240v. Supplied absolutely Brand 
New sompletely wired and tested with valves and good 
qualltp output transformer. LIMITED NUMBER ONLY. 

Our Rogk Bottom Bargain Price 19/6 P. & P. 61- 

EMS. 3!ln. HEAVY DUTY TWEETERS. Powerlul 
eeraruuie magnet. 3 or S Ohm. 15/-. P. & P.2/6. 13 ohm. 
iee, r. n P.2/4. 

TRANSISTOR STEREO 8 + 8 

A really lleot.clous Hl-Fi Stereo Amplifier Kit. Usr 14 
tranolitors givIng 8 watts push-pull output p.r ehonnel 
(16W mOno), bstegratml pre-ornp. with Bisas, Treble oui) 
Volunsr controls.' Suitable tor use with Ceramic or 
Crystal cartridges. Output stage lar any speakers leoni 
310 15 oben.. Compact design, all puns supplies) Including 

GORLER P.M. TUBER HEAD. 88.100 Mc/i 307 Ms/s. 
I.F., 18/-. Flue 2/6 P. .1 F. (EccSO volveu. 8/O entra.) 
BRAND NEW MAIES TRANSFORMERS for Bridge 
Rectifier. PrI. 240V. AC. Mee. 240e. ut SOnij. und 03v. 
at j.3 amp. Stock alar 25 X f' X 15' 13/0. F. & F. 3/6. 
(Special quotations for quantltirs). 

3-VALVE AUDIO AMPLIFIER MODEL RA84 
Dueigsuesl lar HI-li reprodan- 

C, lIon of recouds. feC. Maine 
à... I operatIon. Ready built on _J plated heavy gauge nietoS 

!L.__!sr.,viìv. h'e:rpor:. E83, ELM4. NZ0O valves. \ ¡ Heavy duty, double wound 
\,- mains tran,tOrnuer and Output 

t f tehed lar 
Subs,, speaker. acparatc Baso, Treble and volume qontruls. 
Negativo feedback line. Output 45 watts. Frönt panel 
can be detached and leads extended lar remote mounting 
of controls. Complete with knob,, volve.. etc.. wires) and 
tested for only 24.6.0. F. di P. 6/.. 

HUGE PURCHASE' ElI. 4-Speed Ployer. 
Heavy 011o, metal turntable. Low Outker 
perforussanee 200/230v. olsauled nuotor (80v. 
tap). Complete with sleet type light. ' weight pick-up orse, und mono cartridge 
with t/o styli for LP/78. LIMITED 
NUMBER. ONLY 03/-. P. du F. 0/6. 

4-SPEED RECORD PLAYER BARGAINS 
Mains models. All brand new In makes', packing. 
E.M.L MODEL 909 SIngle player with unit mouuted pleh- 
up arm and mono carl. 03.6.0. 
B.S.R. UA25 with latest mono compatible Cart. ... Se.1g,e 

All plu. Carriage and Packing 6/6. 
LATEST GABRARD MODELS ALS, types available 1000, 
SF25, 3000,-ATOO, eie.Send SAE. loe litait Bargain Prieeol 

LATEST B.S.R. 11H MONO COMPATIBLE CARTRIDGE 
With turnover napphire stpli foc playing TP, LP and Stereo 
recorde with mono aqulp. ONLY 22/0. P. & P.1/c 
SONOTONE 9TAHC Compatible Stereo Cartridge with 
diamond stylus 50/-. F. di F. 1/0. 
MONO Y/O CARTRIDGE. Complete with LP di 78 
sapphire otyll. Brand Neu 1510. P. di P. 2/-. 

KING'S TELESERVICE CO. 
105/107 DAWES ROAD, FULHAM, S.W.6 

FULP4AM 1668-2998 

532 

OTHER MODELS-SEND FOR UST extra 

DUKE & CO. (LONDON) LTD. 
621/3 Romford Road, Manor Park, E.12 
Phone 01-478 6001-2-3 Stamp for Free List. 

I7in.-II.IO.O Carr.30/ TRANSISTOR CHASSIS DI 
59/6 TWO SCOOPS FROM "KING'S" 

I 9m. SLIM-LINE 24 gflS. 
6 Transistors. LW/MW. Tele- 
scopic Aerial. Brand New. 

CONTI N U O US L O O P TWO-YEAR GUARANTEE 
Famous British Manufacturer 
(LESS SPEAKERS). P. & P.4/6. 

EX-RENTAL TELEVISIONS 
TRANSISTOR CHASSIS Dl 

59/6 
(NEVER ENDING -- NO REWINDING) O T n tors LW/MW. Brand ra sh 

T A P E C A S S E T T E 
FREE ILLUSTRATED 

LIST OF TELEVISIONS 

New. Famous Manufacturer 
(LESS SPEAKER IOU) DI.. 

n 5. P. & P.4/6. 

Ir-Ir-2I'-23 
I 

TRANSISTOR RECORD 
PLAYER CABINETS 19/6 

P. & P. 7/6. 
SINGLE PLAYER CABINETS 

...t....s..aw. t t.. sttt....t- 
B U L K P U R C H A S E 
RIDICULOUS 'PRICE . 

15/6. P. & P.7/b. 
TRANSISTORCASES 19/6. 
Cloth covered, many colours. 
Sian 9fX6+X3f. P.& P.3/6. 

IDEAL BACKGROUND MUSIC - LANGUAGE 
S,milarcasesinplastic7/6. 

COCKTAIL/STEREOGRAM 
COURSES,. ETC. 200ff. HIGH QUALITY AMPEX 
TAPE. WILL FIT ALL TAPE RECORDERS. 

WIDE RANGE OF MODELS 
SIZES AND PRICES 

CABINET £15 

CANNOT BE REPEATED DEMONSTRATIONS DAILY - 
NEARLY ALL GONE o i EACH STEREOGRAM CABINET £19 

HURRY! NOW ONLY loi- P&P6d. 
An sisgant Stereogram Cabinet in 
modern Veneered Mahogany and 

cloth covered Front Panel 
BLACK LEATHERETTE SIDE PANELS 

-' 

_____________________________________________________________ 

FULL CIRCUIT - INSTRUCTIONS - PARTS 
L I ST TO B U I L D y o u R o W N 

Dimsnsions:52xI7'xI2.Speaker 
positionsforTwin 10x SSpeakers 

t 

TELEPHONE ANSWERING ¡RECORD 
MACHINE - QUICK - AUTOMATIC Polished walnut veneer with 

TAKES 100's OF CALLS: 25/- 
: 

-= elegant glass fronted cocktail 
compartment, padded. 

CHEAP TO BUILD. SEND NOW - 

r 

-- -. 

,- 'ç' 

Position for two 10 elliptical 
speakers. Record storage 
space. Height 3W, width 7" AMPEX TAPE SPOOLS, ONLY 2/6 

P. & P. 6d. 52e, depth 14+. Legs I Sn. 
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ANY I'CEM 10/-.. ANY 5 ITEM6 22 

CORI. (Thyrletors) CR81120 5/6; CR81140 V6; CR83110 7/ S; CR83130 6/0; 
CR83/40 10/-; CR83/SO 12/0 oath. 
3000' TYPE RELAYS (ea. new equIp.) 10 for 22/- (055, choIce) P. & P. 0/... 
VR5SNER L1GliCWE1Gfl'1 ACCUMULATORS (loo 1) s 11 X )In). 13 ASir 12/6 roch. 
COMPUTER LOGIC HOARDS contaIning: 14 BCZJI. 2 tiimpot,. diodes, ste.. 00/- 
each. 
LIGHT DIMMER/SPEED CONTROL MODULES: 200 watt. 35/-; sOG ott, 45/-; 
1.000 wott. 60/-. 
RECORD LEVEL METERS (By emlth,). lj X (io, 15/- each. P. a P. 2/6. 
MINIATURE RELAYS ((o,. X jhs). 34V 1 e/o. 7/8 cooS. 
P.C. CONNECTORS (13 way In.Iine) 4/6 paIr. 
LARGE CAPACITY ELECTROLYTICS: 100 + 400t.F. 272V; i.000O.1. 50V; 2.5005d'. 
78V; 3,200gtF, 16V; 3,000aF. 12V, 4/- eSeS. 4,0000F. 90V; 0.0000F, 23V. 7/8 each. 
S.000pF. 00V; 6.3000F, 62V: 10.0000P, 30V; 16.0000F. 10V; 21,600geP, 12V, 10/-. 

SPEAKER BARGAINS (EM.!. 53 X 6to.) WIth two Tweeter, snd X /over. 10 ohio, 
65/-; wIth Dual Cons. 15 ohm, 52/6; SIngle Cone. 30e 50 ohm. 42/.. P. & P. 3/.. 
FAME, IHn. 2OaoH (Dual Cone). 95/- P. .0 P. 0/.. 
TWEETER (E.M.I. 31n), 10 ohm. 12/6. 
CAR RADIO (3/0 ohm), 7 X 41e. 15f-; 0 s. SIn. 17/6. 
INVENTER UNIT containIng 2 'e OCIO and 2 LAS Pot Cores. 15/-. P. a F. 2/6. 

PATTRICK & KINNIE 
81 PARK LANE, HORNCHURCH, ESSEX 

ROMford 44473 

ADD-ON-ABILITY tuner and facilities to take the most 
sensitive low output pickups ever 
made? With Martin Audiokits 

THRI'LLING PO'tIER it's easy, for with these superbly 
engineered ail-transistor prefabri- 

DEPENDABILITY cated units, success is built In from 
the start and you build to your own 

GENUINE ECONOMY preferred plan. IVS A MONEY 
SAVING SCHEME, TOO. 

Details from:.-. Trade enqufries invited. 

MARTIN ELECTRONICS LTD., 155 Hih Street, Brintford, 
Middlesex. lSLeworth 1161 

I To MARTIN ELECTRONICS, 155 High Street 
i Brent ford, Middlesex 

I have not had your leaflets before. Please send them on 
AMPLIFIERS O FM TUNER O RECORDAKITS D I 

I (Tick ax required) 
I 

NAME ....................................................................................... I 
ADDRESS ............................................................................ 

i 

L. - - -- --------- - - j 

Cudmlom battery stuck together n Ith a soin, 
operated charger which you mouut ou the huk of E L E C T R O N I C S (C R O Y D O N ) L I IVI I T E D your set. The niales flex unplugs so the net 
remains completely portable. Offered for less 

(Dept. PL) 102/3 TAMWORTH RD., CROYDON, SURREY (Opp. W. Croydon Stn.) thun the coot of the boiterie, alone. O1iLY 1S!6. 
plan 3/6 pool. alSO at 2 LONDON ROAD. CROYDON. SURREY. SAE. with enquiries please 

HIGH SPEED MAGNETIC COUNTERS (4 X i X Ii). 4 digit. 12/24/40V (nIste 
which) 0/6 roch. P. & P. 1/-. 
COPPER LAMINATE BOARD (04 is b x /,hu). 2/6 euch, S for 10/.. 
RE$ETTABLE HIGH SPEED COUNTER (3 t i flu). 3 digit. 32/24/48V (slots 
which) 32/6 euch. 

BOLE COMPONENT OFFERS 
100 Copocltors ôôp0' to 0.2/sF. 
200 CachOu Resistor, 5 5W lTruo.tetor type,). 
220 Cuobon ResIstono 5 & 1W. 
100 Csr,ntic Capocliors 2-I,800pF. 
20 Vitreuo W/W ResIstors (0%). 
12 PrecIsion Resistors ((1.1% nevero I .land.nl valuen loeluded). 
25 Clore Tolerance Caps. (2%). 
22 SilIcose DIodes 000 p.1w. 70g m o. 
4 Silicon Recto. 400 ply. 3 amp. 
8 SIllerOs Recto. 100 ply. 3 amp. 
SO Silicou Trans. (20(706/720. ß6Y2S/0S. BCY41/42 types.) Unmarked, t'sste.t.d. 
00 SilIcon DIodes 200 ma. ]00 ply. Sub. Mio. 

MARTIN 
IS' HIGH FIDELITY 

p his 
How would you like to start with 
a simple amplIfier, say, and add to 
It until it bgcame a fully stereo 
twenty watt amplifigr with FM 

sta-uction,. 39/6, 
pius 2/6 post and 
insurance. Or available made up 32/6. Pius 2/6 
poet. 

3kW TANGENTICAL BLOWER UNIT 
Winter ta coming but act today and ross won't 
d:smay. ThIs beoter unit Is the very latest type, 
moat efficient and quiet running. is as fitted in 
Hoover and blower heaters costing £16 and more. 
We have a few only. ITnii.s complete, wires) 
ready to fit into cauce, I.e. motor. inspeiier, 2kW 
boater switching 1.2 and 3kW. and with thereaai 
safety out-out. Con ha fitted into any metal line 
ease or cabinet. Only need on/nfl switch. 
59/6, postage and insurance 6/6. Don't miss this. 

out guarantee except that they are 
oea. 16/6 pisse 2/6 post and ins., ices 
batteries. 

. i 

HI-FI BARGAIN 
FULL Fi 12 1110E LOUDSPEAKER. Thin is rnaioubtcdiy 
one of the finest iondepeakers that we hace ever offered, 
produced by one of this country', moat faisons makers. lt 
has a die-east metai frame and is strongly recommended for 
Hi'Fi iosd ansi Rhythm Guitar and public address. 
Fius Deasity 11,000 gau.s-Total Fisso 44,000 ltaxnelln- 
Power Haadling 12 watte R.M.S.-Cone If oulded fibre- 
Feeg. response 30.1O,000e/a-Itain rrnanaace 60c/s-Chxasis 
Disan. 12m-12f in over mounting logs-Baffle hole 11m 
Diarn.-M000tirsg holes 4, hoirs-)in dinas, on pitch circlr 
11indtcro.-OvsealJheight 2fi. A £6 speaker offered for 

hril]lantiy desigoed far speed and efficiency-- 
cassette takes normai specie drops in and out for 
cosy ioading-aii normai iunctlon.-uccrseorien 
indisede: stethoscopic earpieee-cryetai micro- 
phone baa on/off switch-telephone pick-up- 
tape reference paci -DON'T MiSil TRIS UN- 
UPItATABLE OFFE R -SEND TODAY. 
66/19/6 pfau 7/6 post aoci insurance, Footuwitch 
18/6 extra. Spare Cassettes at 7/6 roch, three toril 
MAINS TRANSISTOR POWER PACK 
liesigued to operate transistor sets ausi a:opiiûerr. 
.bdjuutabir output 11V, 8V. 11V for up to oOOm.6 
(clase lt working). Taken the place of any nf the 
ioiloseing batteries: FF1, FF3. FF6, FF6, P2'I. 
PP9 and others. Kit comprises: mains tranofarmer 
rectifier. ssnoothisar and ioad resistor, condensers 

0-ImA FULL VISION MOVING COIL METER only 22/9/6, pisse 7/6 F. a P. Specify three nr fiftrrss oboes. - a ajisjjossrral snip at only 1/6, pises 3/6 
lin sq. lull vision 19/8, Pion 2/- pool,. Don t iso thin er. posiage. 
SOOpFSILICONI'UNINGCONDENSER,S/SEACE, THIS MONTH'S SNIP CENTRIFUGAL FAN 
Ic 

DOZ, b-bOrnA lin FLUSH MOUNTING 
Fluorescent iihtiacc N VIRG COIL METER. 10/ 

- nnit Isande by the Centrifugal hic's er 
os- entractor by 

THE TUBE IS FREE 
This month with our 12120watt fluorescent kit os Wills super silent poly- 

ester filled choke ossi 
i 

i7sa' Cout5 
e radin auppresses1starto5 

.- 
- 

itY oIe 20w. 
geOlng.or si l/ii°"I ieas than Id per day if ief t ali the tim:. Kit .t/ Out and the whole 

unitta there iarophnlder, and two terry tube cupe. finched white sensori. - Amassngiy economical. 2f irit on ali the time fl 
" 

eonditlonlug, ideal 

Only 19/6, pius 4/6 past and packing, and the tube 
is yours for nothing, but you scoot collect this. costs only op pgny per day4nora b uniti. MeaSures lit long, lo fieni in 

- 

extraction over 
cooker, duct type Kitchen, Be:icoom, ltnilwoy, Poech. Loft, etc. outlet, 200/200V 

YOU NEYER NEED BUY ANOTHER BATTERY 
Don't soins this amnslag offre. 
39/8 with tube. Asoeo:blrd rrndy to instail. ?sstagc ini fleurasse 6/6 . iOefonotor.63.19.6. 

for your transistor radio ii it esses a 8V battery. 
Stupendous offer this month-a 8V Nickie 

entra. - post and isstsronrs' 
7/6. 

PP8 Elimanator. Play posar pocket ra4ro 

j 

Il from the mains! Save do. Completo 
I 

component kit comprises 4 rectifiers-- 
IU meJOS dropper resletaners, smoothing 
II condenser and nstrssctlone. Only sf6. 

pise 1I-port. 

DRILL CONTROLLER 
Rlectronically changer speed 
from opproolmately 10 revs. 

i- BARGAIN OF THE YEAR 
MICRO-SONIC 7 transistor Key chain 
mdb 155 very pretty cose, elze 2ln> 
2In X ito-complete with coli leather 
olppesl bug. Specification: Circuit: 
7 transistor superheteroslyne. Fre- 
quency, range: fiJO east 1,600kg/s. 
Sensitivity: fimv/m. Intermediate 
frequency 46akc/i or 4ditc/s. Power 
output: 40mW. isntenaa: ferrite-rod. 
Loudspeaker. Permanent magnet 
type. in transit from the Kaot these 
sets sufiered slight corrosion as the 
hotteries were left tu them bot when 
this corrosion is cleared away they 
should work perlectly-ofteee«l with- 

CASSETTE LOADED DICTATING 
MACHINE 

tic 

fitfo, 

2f 119/S. - 
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SINCLAIR RADIONICS LID,. 22 Newmarket Road, 

_-111" Cambridge Phone OCA3-52996 
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15u IMPEDANCE A pair in stereo give true "in-depth" performance with 
complete freedori. from listening fatigue. If you missed 

LOADING UP TO the Audio Fair, why not hear this speaker in your own 

14 WATTS home. Should you not be pleased with it, your money 
including cóst of return post to this office will be refunded 
in full. BRILLIANT 

TRANSIENT ' The very finest value for money." 
SAYS THE EDITOR OF TAPE RECORDING MAGAZINE." 

RESPONSE Page 267. June Issue. 

After a great deal of I,stenng I have formed the positive and unshakeable 

U NEW MATERIALS op.nion that n the 0.14 we have the very finest value for money it is possible to 
buy. In the B & K graph hes the answer to the astonishing quality of. these little 
fellows. My recommendat,on (to persons nef ready to spend lOO or more on 

U NEW STYLING speakers) s to neest in Sinclair 0.14s and sit back and enjoy them for the neat 
few years.' 

ALL BRITISH ' Published Practical Electronics. Macember ¡967. 

praising their goods, but I ases so 
delighted with the (two) Q.14 
speakers that I feel I must write 
this for it sounds that you have 
given me a flew collection of 
records. I congratulate you on 
a marvellous speaker at very 
reasonable cost." 

SUPERB VALUE AT 

£.19.6 

Ioudspeakér design 
- When the Sinclair Q.14 was demonstrated at this year's 

Audio Fair, it delighted some of the world's keenest and 
most critical listeners. lt more than held its own against 
far more expensive loudspeakers and proved beyond all 
question that research and careful design could produce a 

ACOUSTICALLY quality loudspeaker for a remarkably low price. The Q.l4 ACCLAIMED BY 
CONTOURED measures 9in square on its face and is finished in black uss TOO' 

matt with natural aluminium bar embellishment. Its 
P.C. of Newry N. S,elondi.o,aes: 

60 6000Hz unique shape allows it to be tried and used in a far wider 
. always been cynical about 

choice of positions than conventionally shaped speakers. esters wr,sten so manufacturers 

SINCLAIR 
a brilliant advance ¡n 

I high fidelity 

Widely acclaimed at the 196? 
AUDIO FAIR 
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For use with Iwo ZITa in stereo. With full control and yourself or buy your Micromatic ready 
matching facilities. Attractive aluminium front panel and Mallory Mercury built. This is the set you will never be 

(2 needed) ea. 2/9 without once you hear ut for yourself. 

THE SINCLAIR GUARANTEE 
SINCLAIR RADIONICS LTD., 22 NEWMARKET ROAD, CAMBRIDGE '1 

I Please send POST FREE 
. Should you not be cpmpletely satisfied 

with your purchase when you receive _ ..: 
NA,ME ........ 

I 

it from us. your money will be refunded I ................................................................ .. .... - ............ 
in full at once und without question I ADDRESS ................................ . ............ 

FULL SERVICE FACILITIES AVAIL- .......................... 

* .... -...- ........ 

- I 

ABLE TO ALL PURCHASERS 
- .... .. 

Por which I enclose cash/cheqae/mc'ney order PE.8J 
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with the enormous output. 
No Constructor's amplifier bus ever achieved such success as the 
Sinclair Z12. It has fantastic power-to-size ratio, and far greater 
adaptability. lt will oper'ace from batteries or mains supply unit PZ.4, 
and give superbstereo repb'oduction for a modest outlay. Thousands 
are in use throughout the world-in hi-fl, electronic music instruments. 
P.A.. intercom systems, etc. This true 12 watt amplifier is supplied 
ready built, tested und guaranteed together with the Z.12 manual 
which details control circuits enabling you to match the Z. li to your 
precise requirements. For complete listening satisfaction, use your 
Z.12 system with Q.l4 loudspeakers. lt assures superb quality with 
substantial saving in outlay. 

* IDEAL FOR BATTERY OPERATION. 
3m> hin:: lun. Class B Ultralinear output. 

15-50.000Hz 1dB. Suitablu for 3, 5, 8 or 1511 
speakers. Two 3-ohm speakers may be used in 
parallel. lnput-2mV into 2k13. Output- 
12 watts R.M.S. continuous sine wave (24w peak). 
IS watts music power (30W peak). Ready Built, 
Tested and Guaranteed. 

SINCLAIR PZ.4 STABILISED 
POWER SUPPLY UNIT 
A heavy doty ac. mains power supplj unit 

- .,. delivering 18v d.c. at ISA. Desijned 
3,' specially for use with one or 

more ZJ2s. Reudy built and 
- tested. 

SINCLAIR STEREO 25 PRE-AMP/CONTROL UNIT 

the 
'u-- - 

world's 

smallest 

L - 
' radio 

BUY IT IN 

MA 

r' 
' 

sì' 

KIT FORM 

OR READY 

BUILT 

This amazingly tiny 
receiver is the ultimate in 

....___:__' personal listening. The 
Complete kit Micromatic is as easy to including magnetic 
earpiece and have with you as you r wristwatch. lt 
instructions has enormous power and range, and the 

49/6 - magnetic earpiece now supplied assures 

Ready built with marvellous quality. Hear how Radio I 

magnetic earpiece and other stations simply pour in over 
the whole medium waveband. Build it 

 - .. I - 

SINCLAIR 

U COMBINED 12 WATT HI-FI AMP AND PRE-AMP 

The .smalÎ amplifier SNCLA[]R MUCRO[i]ATIC 1n x Iin xin 

s 

I 

'4 . et__1. 
-J. 

'- 

,*w SI 

C)' . 

-I 

ii___ 
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Z31 

y3o 
.3AFI1 
IDAF96 
1Dec90 
1DP91 
1DF96 
IDH3/91 
.pI3H77 
IDK9E 
1DX92 
1DK96 

rL92 
L04 

E0L83 
ECLS6 

IECLL800 
IEF9 
IEF3IA 
1EF39 
EF41 

IEFO0 
F86 

[EP89 
lEPO 1 

98 
1EP183 
1EP184 
1EF804 
IEFP6O 
1E1190 
1EL33 
EL34 

IEL4I 
IELI2 
IELOI 
1EL84 i5 

Z003U JO!- llE3 42/- 003 9/. 
0A2 6/3 12AC6 lo,- BY100 6/I 
082 
0C3 

6/- 
5/6 

12AD6 
12AE6 

11/ 
TRASISTlES 

0Z4 4/6 124.16 4/6 18131 4/ 
IB3GT j_ 12AT7 3/9 2152 4/ 
lEI 5/6 12A.U7 4/9 20210 12/I 
21111 9/- 12AXS 8/3 20301 9/- 
2E26 20/- 128M 6/- 20302 6/- 

lAS 7/- 128E6 9/9 20401 9/- 

3820 40/- 12E1 17/6 20402 6/- 

3C45 47/- I2K7GT 6/-10414 6/. 

4XISOA 96/- 11K80T .8/- 20419 6/. 

9R4GY 
IU4G 

8/0 l2Q701' 
20L1 

4/6 
17/- 

20416 
20417 

6/I 
6/- 

9V40 8/- 20P4 
lOPS 

19/- 
18/- 

28247 
2N599 

9/1 
12/I 9Y30T 

5Z40 
9/6 
6/9 26Z4 

2SZIGT 
6/3 
7/- 

AC1O7 
&C127 

9/- 
7/I 

0/30L2 13/- 26Z6G1 8/6 AC12S 6/I 
OAKI 4/O 30C15 13/6 ACYI9 4/I 
OAK6 1/6 30C17 14/- ACY2O 4/I 
BAL9 30C10 13/6 OCT21 4/I 
fAStO 3/6 30F5 14/- AD240 13/I 
8AN8 3OFL1 16/- A.F114 7/- 
OAQ4 4f- 30FL12 16/- AFilO 7/- 
8AQI 6/- 801"L14 13/6 AFilo 7/- 
tASO 8/0 30L15 19/3 OETI71 9/- 
6A07 19/- 30L17 14/- 11ET879 6/- 
fATO 
f AU6 

4/6 30P12 
30P18 

12/- 
13/- 

NET2S1 
NKT214 

9/- 
4f. 6840 

OBA8 9J: W: 

5842 

.r 
S°' 

(S °k:. 

r -4J5 
S,' Il 

S. 

"'I3' 
S,; S 

'8 
" u 

a_as' 

FULCRUM PIN ' 

W/ADJUSTABLE 
TEN S ION 
FEATURE-REVERSES i4*41A1IL 
Save time. Increase 
efficiency. Cat operator 
fatigue in assembly of 
miniature electronic 
components and oquip- 
ment. No more 
dropping of tiny parts 
at critical moments 
with time lost ad risk 
of damage. 

Operator squeezes to 
pick-up or release parts. 
Precision points exert 
uniform grip-adjust. 
able to hudle most 
delIcate parts. 

REVERSE ACTION TWEEZERS 
4 MODELS FOR THE 

e ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS 
INDUSTRY 

K651-Stainless steel, anti-magnetic. 
K652-General.parpose nickel silver 

alloy anti-magnetic--fine points. 
K654-As 651 but coated with 
'Teflon (or heat and chemical 

resistance. 
K655-Excra fine points for micro- 

miniature parts. Stainless steel. 
Full details on request of these-also 

range of KONTAKT AEROSOL aids to 
industry and of the Diacrom range of 

diamonded spatulas, from: 
U.K. DIstributors. 

SPECIAL PRODUCTS 
DISTRIBUTORS LIMITED 

SI Piccadilly. London, W.l J 
Tel. 01429 956./ 

la 5i 

(8 6/- 
Ii 4/- 
1111 4/- 
liN 9/6 

- 

Dictionary of 
11DM 6/- 
II 6/- 
1211 6/- 
la 6/- Electronics 169 5/- 
170 71- 
171 8/- 
lOO 7/6 
i42 3/6 Harley Carter A M BEE enables technologists in other 
101 3/4 fields to keep up with new developments in Electronics. 
111 3/6 
112 4/4 I-le covers radio, television, communications, radar, 
1 M- 
141 7/- 

electronic instrumentation and industrial electronics. 
142 8/ Appendix includes circuit symbols, abbreviations, 
143 8/I colour codes, conversion tables and valve bases. 
TUBES I Fully illustrated 416 Dages 7V' x 5' 35s 

t 

VALVE MAIL ORDER CO. I WHEN THE SQUEEZE IS ON 
16A WELLFIELD ROAD, STREATHAM, S.W.16 THE PRESSURE IS OFF 
Special 24 Hour Mall Order Service 
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L86 7/6QQV02/6 451-IZ7SO S3/_jOPl3 15/66146 26/_jlCP3I 80/- 

All vahes brand new and boxed. Postage 6d. valve. 
OPEN DAILY TO CALLERS 9 ¡m-5.45 p.m. No early closing 
C.W.O. Tel. 01.769 0199 L 1649 No C.O.D. 

SEND S.A.E. FOR LIST OF 2,000 TYPES______ 

RELIABLE COMPONENTS!-AT THE RIGHT PRICE!! 
SUBMINIATURE TAGBOARDS (Iin. wide).-6-way at I/O; IS-way at 3f- ea. 
CAPACITORS_CERAMIC TUBULAR (Standard valaes).-4lpF to 0OlpF. 

RESISTORS-CARBON FILM.-* watt 5%. IO ohm to IO megohm.-3+d. 
ea. or 3/3 per doz. 

POTENTIOMETERS-MINIATURE CARBON.- 5ko. 10kO. 23kO, 50ko. 
100ko, 250kO, 500ko, 1MO, 2MO. LOG.; 5ko, 0ko, 25ko, 50ko. 
100kO, 259ko, 500ko. 1MO. LIN. Less Switch.- ¡II at 3f. Sa. (2/9 ea. i,, 
quantities of 4 or more of the same value.) 
DIODES.-OA47, 0A70, 0A71, 0A79,9A81, 0A90, 0A91. OA200, OA202 

at 2/. ea. 
TRANSISTORS-0C44, 5/6; 0C45, 5/4; OC7I.414; 0072, 5/4; OCB3 4/-; 
BCIO7, 3/II; BCIQB, 3/3' 8C109, 3/II; NKT2I2,4f4; NKT2I8. 3/II; NKP21B, 
3/Il; NKT27I, 3/4; NK1t274, 3/4; NKT675, 4/3; NKT676, 4/.. N4(T773 4/6; 
2G302, 4/. 20371, 2/IO; 20374, 3/8; 2N3706, 3/9; 2N3707, 4/6; 
2N3B19(FE'J'), 14/3; 2N3B20(FET), 20/.; BRY39(SCS), 10/6; 2N2646(UJT). 
10/6; 2N2926 SERIES-all groups at 3/3 ea. (or 2/6 each in multiples of five). 

Postage ¡nd Packing is charged at If. in the £ (Minimum 2/- perorder). 

M. R. CLIFFORD & COMPANY (Components Department) 
209a MONUMENT ROAD, EDGBASTON, BIRMINGHAM 16 

Terms; C.W.O. (or COD-over £3 only). Tel. 021.454 6515 

DICTIONARY OF 
ELECTRONICS 

By Harley Carter A.M.IE.E. 

Newnes Books 

H 
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.1 

Apply today, for full details and application form. I----- - --- -- --- 
I Write for details to: Mr. T. H. Mallett, B.Sc., (Eng.). C.Eng., 

M.I.E.E., Room 754, The AdeiphiJohn Adam Street, London, 
W.C.2, markIng your envelope 'Recruitment'. 

Name 

Address 

I RPE1 
Not applicable to residents outside the United Kingdom. 

Al 

National Air Traffic Control Service 

F-- - - --- - - - - ----u 
pp) 

Enclosed is a chequelpostai order for 1616 (which Includes the 
made payable to Electronlques (Prop. STC) Ltd. Please 

rush me my 960-page copy of the new 1968 Hobbies Maflual. 

. 

. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

ISend this coupon. quoting tile special limited-period offer to: 
(Prop. S'FC) Ltd.. Edinburgh Way, Harlow. Essex LElectroniques -- -- -- - - 

electron iques H 

Join the National Air Traffic Control Service, a Depart- 
ment of the Board of Trade, and play a vital part in the safety 
of Civil Aviation. Work on the latest equipment in Computers, 
Radar and Data Extraction, Automatic Landing Systems and 
Closed-Circuit Television, at Civil Airports, Air Traffic Control 
Centres, RadarStations and otherengineering establishments 
in the South of England, including Heathrow, Gatwick and 
Stansted. 

If you are 19 or over, with practical experience in at least 
one of the main branches of telecommunications, fill in the 
coupon now. Your starting salary would be £828 (at 19) to 
£1 076 (at 25 or over); scale maximum £1 242 (rates are higher 
at Heathrow). Non-contributory pensions for established staff. 

Career Prospects. Your prospects are excellent, with 
opportunities to study for higher qualifications in this expand- 
ing field. 

something for every member of the family-microscopes. 
telescopes, radio controlled equipment. garage door openers. 
experimental and educational kits. etc. MOTORING-a 
special section with money-saving engine tuning kits, 
radios, seat belts, a car vacuum cleaner and many other 
useful accessories. SHORT WAVE LISTENING-exciting kits 
and finished equipment for world-wide reception. TEST 
EQUIPMENT AND TOOLS-a very wide range including 
multimeters, oscilloscopes, signal generators, soldering 
-irons, cutters, pliers, breadboarding kits. etc.. etc. 
COMPONENTS-over 12,000 items from more than 100 
manufacturers. The most comprehensive range available 
from a single source-now bigger than ever before. 
AMATEUR RADIO-the best of receivers, transceivers, aerial 
rotators, aerials, Qoilpax modules and lots more. 
ELECTRONIQUES PRODUCTS-boxes and assembly systems, 
transistor and valve Hamband and General Coverase 
tuners, crystal filter IF. amplifiers, oscillators and other 
modules for effortless high performance. And finally 
SEMICONDUCTORS AND VALVES-a new section of famous 
brand names like STC, RCA Newniarket and Brimar. 

Technicians 
required now for vital work in 

Air Traffic Control 

£25.IF YOU BUY THE MANUAL 
NOW! 

The 1968 Hobbles - Manual now contains 
KNIGHTKITS- a famous American ran8e of 
electronic easy-to-build kits. HALLICR.4FTERS-the 
Number One name In communication equipment and radios. 
BOOKS-ove 140 titles. AUDIO and Hl-FI-a wide, wide 
range Including famous names like Goodman. Sinclair. 
Sonotone. Acos. Discatron, etc.. etc. HOME AND HOBBY- 

140* 

. 

GET 
: 

THIS 
- - * 

PAGES 
- THE COMPLETELY 

NEW 1968 'ELECTRONIQUES 
MANUAL 

12 HOBBIES SECTIONS PLUS 
OVER 12,000 COMPONENTS 

AND SPECIAL VOUCHER 
OFFERS COULD SAVE YOU 
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9V4 8/6 7B7 7/- DAF9I 4/6 EF4I 9/8 
oVa 5/9 7C6 6/6 DAF90 7/- EF42 10/6 
5Z4 8/- 7Y4 8/6 DF91 3/- EP8O 5/- 
6/SOLl 12/6 10Cl 15/- DF9G 71- EFSI 6/6 
6AC7 4/- 1051 9/- DK9I 6/- EF8O 7/- 
6A67 8/- IOPI3 19/- DK92 8/9 EPOS 6(3 
6A1(5 1/- 1OPII 16/- DE96 9/- BF9I 4/- 
6ALS 3/- 12AT6 5/- DL92 5/- EFOI 4/- 
GAM6 4/- IIAT7 4/- DL94 6/- EFISa 7/- 
6AQS 6/- 12A177 5/- DL96 8/- EF184 7/- 
6A86 6/- 12AX7 6/- DY86 6/8 EL33 12/6 
SATt 51- IIBM 6/9 ES8CC 12/6 EL3I 11/- 
6AU6 5/9 lOBEO 6/I EABC8O 7/- ELli 9/O 
6BA6 4/9 1IBH7 6/6 E180F 19/- EI.43 11!- 
6BEG 5/8 13Q7 5/8 EAF42 9/6 ELSa 0/- 
60ES 8/- 1OSQT 7/6 EB9I .3/- EL84 5/- 
6BJ6 9/- 19AQS 6/- EBCI1 9/6 ELSa 8/6 
6BR7 Il/- lOFS 14/- EBC81 7/- ELIO 4/- 
6BZ6 7/- SOLl 11/- EBO'80 7/6 EL9O 5/8 
6C4 3/6 20P1 12/- EBFO3 9/- EM8O 7/6 
6C6 4/- IOP3 12/- EBF89 7/6 EMS1 8/- 
6CD6 20/- 2OP4 19/- EcXI4O 11/6 EMO4 7/S 
6CH6 6/- 25L6 6/6 EtC81 4/- EMO7 7/9 
6CL6 10/- 23Z4 8/- EcCO2 5/- ESSi 7/6 
6D6 5f- 30C15 13/6 E83 6/- EYO6 7/- 

TRANSISTORS 

FCOS 111- 
Fy97 8/6 
FC000 9(6 
PCF8O 7/3 
FCF82 7/- 
PCFO4 9/- 
FCFOS 9/- 
P(.IFSOO 15/- 
PCF9O1 10/- 
FCFOO2 10/- 
PCFSOO 14/- 
PCL8O /6 
PCLS3 /6 
FCLO4 0/- 
PVLSS 9/8 
PCLS6 9f- 
FF12200 12/6 
PL36 10/6 
PLO1 7/6 
PLS2 7/- 
PLO3 7/- 
PLS4 6/9 
PL500 14/6 
PY33 9/9 
FY80 5/6 

UBC41 9/- 
UBFOO 71- 
UBF8O 71- 
UcC84 10/- 
UCCS5 7/- 
UCFOO 9/8 
UCB4I 10/- 
tYCESI 7/ 
UCLSI 8/- 
SYCL83 10/- 
UF4I 10/- 
UrOS 7/- 
UFOS 7/6 
UF89 7/6 
VIAl 10/- 
ULO4 7/- 
UY-fi 7/6 
UY81 6/8 
VRIOS/30 

5/6 
VR 150/305/- 
MANY 
OTHER 
TYPES IN 
STOCK. 

SILICON 

25 WATT. 10/25/ö0/100/250/900/1,000J1.500/2.500 or 5,000 ohnu,14/6. 
1'. A P.1/S. 
50 WATT. 1O/23/50/100/250/300/1,000/2,500 or 2.000 obeso, 21/-. 
F. & . 1/6. - 

100 WATT. 1/2/10/25/50/300/250/300/1.000 or 2.200 ohfl. 27/6. 
P. & P. 1/6. 

AyO CT.38 ELECTRONIC MULTI METERS 
High quolity 97 rouge ilotrunoent which mesoures or, und d.c. Voltage. Current, 
Reslotwoce &nd Poner output. Ruoge dr. volte iSOmV-10,000V. (lOmegO.110n.egfl 
Input.) D.C. current 10/cA 15 empe. Ohne: 0'l.00OmegO. Le. volt 100mV'IIOV. 
(with RN. meceuriog heal up to 250Er/el. Lo. current lOicA-II ompo. Power 
output 50 n.lcrowatto-5 wottu. Opertiofl 0/110/200/250V. C. Supplied In 
perfect condition complete with circuit lead cud EJ. probe. 125. Carr. 15/-. 

MARCONI TEST EQUIPMENT 
EX-MILITARY RECONDITIONED. 
TP 144G STANDARD SIGNAL ORN ERATORS. 
81K0/,-lIMcfe, £25, corr. 30f-. 
TF.800. VIDEO OSCILLATOR. 0-SMc/e, 645, 
Core. 30/-. 

. 
. , 

. 

I -, 
T.F.191M. BEAT FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR 
0-dOto/e. 200/220V r'0Aitten fulir 
tested and checked. . 

. 

TF. 1100 VALVE VOLTMETER. Brood Nro. 

VAL VES /SEM I-CODVCTORS 
BRAND NEW & GUARANTEED 

0A2 6/- 6ES 8/- 30C18 14/- ECi.H4 6/6 EZ4O 8/6 P181 8/- 
0B2 8/- 6J4 6/- 30F9 14/- EsI 5/6 P.141 8/6 P182 6/- 
1RO 6/- 6J6 1/6 3OFLI 15/- ECFOO 7/- EZ8O 5/8 P183 6/6 
188 4/6 6K8 4/- 30L15 16/- ECF82 7/5 2181 5/6 P18so 7/6 
1T4 3/- 6L0 9/6 30P19 14/- ECH3Ö 11/- 0Z32 11/8 P1800 8/- 
W4 6/- 6Q7 8/3 30FL1 15/- RCHI2 U/- 0Z34 11/6 P1801 8/- 
WI 7/- 66G7 6/- 30P123 18/- ECHS1 6/8 MU14 8/- UIl. 15/- 
IDOl 5/- 68J7 7/- 38L6 8/- ECH8S 8/8 PABC8O 7/6 U26 15/- 
3A1 10/- 68L7 6/- 3524 8/6 ECL8O 7/9 PC84 6/8 21191 14/- 
3Q4 7!- 6827 8/8 35W4 6/3 ECL8O 7/- PcC8S 8/- 21281 8/- 
384 5/- 6217 7/- SOBS 6/6 ECL8I 10/6 pC88 11/6 21301 11/- 
3V4 8/- 6V6 9/- SOCS 6/6 2CL86 9/- P4X89 11/6 21801 17/- 
8it4 9/- 6X4 4/$ 80 7/- EF37A 8/- PCCI89 12/6 UABC8O 8/- 
5214 5/- 6X5 5/- AZII 10/- 2F40 10/- PC86 11/- 21AF42 10/- 

ADMIRALTY B.40RECEIVERS 

Ij 

Just released by the Ministry. High quality 10 waIve receiver 
manufactured by Murphy. Coverage in 8 bande O5OKc/s-3OMc/o. 
I/F SOOKc/s. Incorporates 2 EF. anal 3 IF. stagee, band- 
pars filter, noise limiter, crystsl controlled B.F.O.. calibrator 
I/F, output. etc. Built-in speaker, output for phones. Operation 

j ( 150/230V ac. Sise 19 X 134 X lOin. Weight 1141b. Offered 
in good working condition. 622,10.0. Caer. aO/-. With circuit 
diagrasos. Also available B.41 laY. version of above 151Cc/s.- 
7001Cc/i. 817.10.0. Caer. 30/-. 

POWER RHEOSTATS J1 
High quality ceramic construction, Windings embedded in vitemus 
enamel. Heavy duty brush wiper. Continuous rating. Wide range 
available ex-stock. Single hole fining, &in. dis. shsfti, Bulk quantities 
available. 
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2N7l3 4/8 30109 5/8 0045 4/- 
2N2160 BPYII 5/- 0071 4/- 

14/U BSY26 4/8 0072 4/- 
2N2926 6/- B8Y28 4/6 0073 6/- 
AC1O7 416 B8Y65 4/6 0074 5/6 
AC126 4/6 BSYO6A 8/- 0076 4/6 
AC127 4/6 OET1O6 5/6 0076 4/6 
ACI2O 4/8 (05T113 5/6 0077 4/6 
ACYI9 6/- 0ET873 5/8 0078 Sf- 
ACY2I 6/- 0ET874 4/6 0081 4/- 
AD14O 8/6 MAT100 7/9 OC8IM 2/6 
1D149 16/- MATIO1 8/6 OCOID 4/- 
ADT14O1S/- MAT120 7/9 001DM 2/6 
AFI14 8/8 MAT12I 8/6 0082 4/6 
API 15 4/8 NKT40310/- 0C93 5/- 
APIlO 4/8 0023 8/6 00138 8/S 
APII7 4/6 0026 7/6 00140 51/- 
AF119 4/8 0028 8/6 00169 4/6 
AlilO 4/6 0035 8/6 0C170 6/6 
A8Y28 7/- 0042 5/- 0C171. 4/6 
30107 5/6 0C42 5/- 00200 9/- 
BObO 5/6 0044 4/- 00201 51/- 

ZENER DIODES 
OAZ2001S/- 0AZ204 8/8 OAZ200 8/6 
OAZ2O11O/- OAZ205 8/6 0AZ209 8/6 
0AZ202 8/8 0AZ206 8/6 OAZ21O 8/8 
0AZ203 8/8 0AZ207 9/6 OAZ211 8/8 
6TO 1 WATT 83112180% 24/I7/3/39/43/13/16/18/20/ 
30 / 83V. 8/- cool. 
Z eerie,. All voltage, horn 39 to 50V. 
230MW 2/6 eoh. 15W 4/- roch. 
2W 5/- each. 

LAFAYETTE TE46 RESISTANCE 
CAPACITY ANALYSER 

2pP-2,000 mid 

j: 
Br.ndle.117.10.0 
Core. 7/6. 

T.E.40 
HIGH SENSITIVITY 
A.C. VOLTMETER 

IO meg. Input IO coogeo: 01/003/1/3/1/ 
3/10/30/100/300V. -, 
E.LS. 4o/s.-1.2Mc/.. 
Docibels-40 to +80dB. 
Supplied beod 
completo with lends nod 
Instroetione. Operotion - 
230V n.e. 817.10.0. 
Coot. 9/. 

T.M.C. 000 SERIES 
KEY SWITCHES 
Beond New with knobs oc 

'- follows. 
1 voy. 2 o/o 7/6; 1 wny,2 e/o 2b, 7/6; 1 soy, 
dc/o. 8/.; 2 woy, 3m., 3m. 0/6:2 woy, I C/o.. 
3 e/o. 8/6, 2 woy, 2 e/O.. 4 e/o. 10/-. 
Post entro. Qunotltien oriloble. 

00203 12/8 POWER 8T140 4/- 
8T141 6/- DIODES 
XA1O4 4/6 
XA124 4/6 60 FIX. 290MA 8/- 
XA125 4/8 70 PlY. lemp 3/6 
XB112 8/- 180 PL V. I8IMA 1/- 
XCI41 71 iso P.I.V. 23ornp 10/- 
FEOTO 
TRANSIS. 000 l'TV. 6ornp 5/6 

TORS 12/6 P.I.V. IOOMA 3/8 
400 PLy. 000lp 5/6 
400P.I.V.Oomp 7/8 SIGNAL 

DIODES 700 PlY: lOOamp 35/- 

1N34A 4F 
800 P.1.V. SOOMA 5/8 

OAO 1/6 000 PLY. iaihp 7/6 
0A70 2/- 1,000 PLy. OoorP 7/6 
0A79 2/- 1.000 P.I.V. 600MA 8/6 
OASI 2/- 
0A90 816 
0A96 2/6 

THYRISTORS 
0AZ212 8/8 SILICON 0AZ213 6/6 
0AZ22715/- CONTROL 

RECTIFIERS 
400 P.LV. Sornp 7/6 PLEASE 

ADD 100 P.1 V. 7omp 18/8 

POSTAGE 
200 P.l.O. 7ornp 15/6 
400 PLY. 7omp 15/8 

ARF-I00 COMBINED AF-RF 
SIGNAL GENERATOR 

- AP. SINE WAVE 

r. 
I0-200,000/s. 

íf( 
Squore wove 20- 

P/P. 
TF. lOOko/s-300 
Me/s. 

Vagioble BY. ottenantion lnt/xt. modula- 
tion. Incorporates dual purpose meter to 
monitor AP. elltput and % mod, on EF. 
220/240V ac. 827.10.0. Oser. 7/6. 

TE-2ORF SIGNAL GENERATOR 
Acrurote wide rangesignol generatoreocer- 

Ing l2OKo/s -260 
.-... We/s on 6 l,and,. 

- 
- Directly mtl. 

JJl,rotc:I. Vaclebie 
EF. attenuntor. 
Operation 200 / 

Brond new with 
Instructions. 
815.0.0. P.O P. 
7/6. SAE. for 

- - ,Ietail. 

AUTO TRANSFORMERS 
0/116/230e. Step up or step sinon. 
Fully shrouded. 

500 W. 83.10.0, P. 6 P. 8/6 
1,000 W. 85.10.0, P. 6 P. 7/S 
1,500 W. 86.10.0. P. & P. 0/6 
3,000 W. 87.10.0. P. .1 P. 12/S 
7.600 W. 815.10.0, P. & P. 20/- 

250. TP. 1267 TRANSMISSION TEST SET. 
Brand New. 676. 

AM/FM SIGNAL GENERATORS 
0ciiltor Teat No. 

parates precision dial, level meter, precisiow 
attenuator IMV-lOOrnV. Operation from 12V 
d.c. or 0/110/200)230V ac. Size 126 8 n Obi. 
Supplied lu brand new condition complete 
with all connectors fully iested. £45. Caer. 
20/.. 

TYPE I3A DOUBLE BEAM 
OSCILLOSCOPES 

As, rxecllent general i _. purpose 1)/E ozeillos- 
cope. TB. 2o/s-760 

' kc/a. Bandwidth 85 
- se/n. Oennitivlty 33mV/ 

CM. Operating voltage 

LfL p be. lad, lid. etc 
625. CarrIage 30/'. 

Variable Voltage TRANSFORMERS 
Brand new, guaranteed and carriage paid. 
High quality construction. Input 130V 6O60 cycics. 
Output full variable fron, 0260V. Bulk quantities availabie. 
1 amp.-IL1O.i; 2.Somp.-U.lS.O; 6 amp.--19.15.i; 
8 amp.-114.10.8; 10 amp.-1I8.10.O; 12 omp.-821; 20 amp.-857, 

PRINTED 

- 

CIRCUITS 
Five 000orted prin 
ted circuit boards 

tranaistors. 
________ 

i.: 

- e 
condensers. etc. 
(loaranteed mIDI- um 20 transistors. 

experl- 

for 10/-. P. .1, P.2/.. 

.- 
' - 

4 
.°0f.#' ,- 

¿ 

TE22 SINE SQUARE WAVE 
AUDIO GENERATORS 

---ow" Sine: 20e), to 

-. Y')' Supplied brood 

AVON ETERS 

Supplied in cacci- 
lent condition, fully 
tested and checked. 
Complete - wIth 
prods, leads and 
instructions. 
Model 47A £8.196. 
Modell 818.10.0. 
Model 0 818. 
P. .6 P. 7/6 each. 

SOLARTRON MONITOR 
OSCILLOSCOPE 

TYPE IDI 
Au enteemely high quality osciliornope 
with time hoer of 100/sec. to 20m/sre. 
Internal Y amplifier. Separate maisis 
power supply 200/350V. Supplied in eneel' 
lent condItIon with cubico, probe, etc., os 
reeeivedfromMlnistry. £819.6. Carriage 
30/- 

/P°' ne,eand guaran- I - ____________ 
teed with Instrur- 

tian manual and lend., 816. Caer. 7/6. 

DUJILIER NITROOEL CONDENSERS 
Brand new S mid. 806V 8/6, P.8 P. 2/-; 
2 mM. 6.000V. 42/6. P. I' P. 5/-. 

LUCAS 60/0/20 AMMETERS 
Brand new boned. SuItable car/motor- 
cycle. 12/6, P. .1 P. 2/'. 

LELAND MODEL 27 BEAT FREQUENCY 
OSCILLATORS. 0-IOKc/.. 
Output 511 or 600 ohms. 2001260V ac. 
Offered in rxegllent condition. 112.10.0. 
Caer. 10/- 

HANSEN SWR BRIDONS 
62 ohm. 69/5, P. & P.3/6 

R.C.A. ARES SPEAKERS 
8m, 30km speakers In metal case. Black 
crackle finish to match our SO ReceIvers. 
Available Brand New sod Boned with 
leads. 59/b. Core. 7/6. 

G. W. SMITH 
& Co. (Radio) Ltd. - 

3-34 Lisle St., W.C.2 
ALSO SEE OPPOSSTE PAGE 
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218.18.0. P. 0 P. 0/-. 

MODEL AS-bOil. 
100EOIVOLT lin.. 
mirror scale. Built- 
In motor protection. 0/3/12/60/120/ 
300 j 600 / 1200V. 
d.c. 0/6/30/120/300/ -- -. 

606V. c.c. O/lOgaA/ 
6160/300MÂ/12 Amp. .e. 
0/2K j 200K j 2M j . 

200MO. -20 to ! k 
417dB. 212.10.0. . -- 
P .6P.3/0. 

MODEL TE-LOA. 200ko! 
.2 Volt, 5/25/50 ¡250/500/2.500 o' V.d.c.10/501100/200/ 

1,000V. c.c. 0/SOpA/SS 
mA/ISO mA. d.c. 0/0K/O 
megohm. -20 to 422dB. 
10-0, 100 mId. 0100-01 
mId. 69/6. P. & P. 2(6. 

MODEL TE-70. 30.000 
O.P.V. 0(3/15/60/300/ 
600/1,200V. d.c. 0/6! "' 
30/ 120/ 600/ 1.202V. 

0/3011.A f 3/30 / ,. 
300mA. 0j16K/160K/ 
1.610 j l6megohm. 
15.10.0. P. & P. 3/-. - 

MODEL 2502. 2,000 
-..O-' O.P.V. 0/10/50/000/ 

2.000V. d.c. 0/10/50/ 
000/2.000V. 
0/Imegohm. 0/250 mA. 
-20 to +38dB. 
49/6. P. .0 P. 2/ 

LAJAYETTE 
27. Range Super 
60,000 O.P.V. 
Multlmeter. D.c. ____________ 
Volta 125V-1000V. 
Ac. Volts 1.0V- 
1000V, D.c. Current __________ 
2SpA-10 Amp. 
Okra,. 0-10 MegO. 
dB. -20 to+ 01dB. 
Overload Protec- 
tion. 612.10.0. Care. 3/6. Many othrr 
models from as low as 35/6 

NEW MODEL 500.30,000 
O.P.V. with overload 

- protection. Mirror orale. 
0/00/20/10/25/000/ 
260 I 500 / 1.000V. d.c. 

- 0/25/10/25/100/ 
250 I 000 / 1.000V. n.e. 
0/1OfcA/1j50/500mA. 
12 amp. d.c. 0/60/K6. 
Meg./G0megohm 28.17.6. 
Post paid. 

MODEL TE-12. 20,000 
O.P.V. 0/00/30/110/600/ 
1,200 j 3,000 ¡ 6000V. d.c. 
1/6/30j120/60011,200V. ac. 

j0 

o / 6OpA / 6 / 60 / 8009L&. 
o / 6K j 800K / tmeg./60. 
Megohm SOPF. 1 MIeL). 
£219.6. P. & P. 2/6. 

MODEL TE 
O.P.V. 
0/10/ l0/l00/300/ 
1,000V. ac. 0/2/25/60/ 
250 / 500 / 1.000V. d.c. 
0-SOpA. 5/00J200mA. 
0/6K/60/K/000l(/4 Meg. 
04.17.6. P. & P, 3/- 

TE-51. NEW 20,0000/ 
VOLT MULTIMETEE. 
0/6/60/120, 1.200V. c.c. 
0/3 / 30/60/300/600/ 
3.000V. d.c. 0/6OpA/ 
12/300 mA. d.c. O / 6OKj 
6megoh,o. 81,1.. P. k P. 
2/0. 

MODEL PT-34. 
________ 1.000 O.P.V.OjLO/ 

S ! 50 / 220 j 300 I 
- j 1.002V. a-0, and " d.c. 0/1/100/500 - mA. d.c. 0/100 ...... Ka39(t.P.&P. 

1/6. 

MODEL AIe-105. 56K a/ 
Volt. Mirror scale, built-In "iø' LI meter protection. 0/3/3(12/ 
60f 120/000/600/S,200v. d.c. 
0/6/301520/300/600/1,200 V. 
c.c. 0/3OgaA/6/60/2005[A/ 
12 Amp. 0/10K/iM/lOB / 
lOOMIS -20 to +17 dB. 
09.10.0. P. .0 P. 3/6. 

UNR-30. 4-BAND --. -- - - 

COMMUNICATION RECEIVER - 

Covering SSOKc/o-3OMc/c. Iocorporateo saciable - 

'. / 
O 

BFO for CW/SSB reception. Built in speaker and 
phone jack. Metal cabinet. Operation 220/240V. ac. 
Suppliedbraudneo gucranterda-ith 

13 GNS Instructions. Care. 7/6. 

LAFAYETTE MODEL HA700 AM/CWSSB AMATEUR 
COMMUNICATION RECEIVER 

[ 
8 valves, 3 bands incorporating 2 MECHANICAL 

I (?II £ILTER6 for eaceptional seiectivity and serrai- 

J 

r I ra II tirito'. Frequency coverage on O bands 130- 
I iI IOOKc/s, 5S0.1600Kc/s. 1-6-4-OMe/o. 4-5.l4SMc(,. 

_.i 10.6-2OMc/o. Circuit Incorporate. EF. otage, 
- . I 

aerial trimmer, noise limiter. B.F.O. product 
4 4 detector, electrical bandaprend, 8 meter, alide role 

- liai. Ositpot for phones, lo& to 2KO or speaker 
4 or Sohms. Operation 220/240V. c.c. Size 

t .. 16 X 101o. rtappiiedbrand new and guaranteed with handbook. 36086. Corr. 10/-. 
SAE, for leaflet. 

LAFAYETTE LA-224T TRANSISTOR STEREO AMPLIFIER 
19 tranulatoro. S diodes,- 211F music power, 
30W at SO. Response 38-20,000 '±2dB at 1W, - 
DIstortion 1% or less. Inputs 3mV and 2SOmV. " 
Output 3-10 û. Sepnrate L. and R volume - - - 
controlo. Treble and bans control. 6ireeo "i. s "tO 

phone jack. Bewoheol aluminium, cold aoodiued " 
entended front panel with complimentary metal - 
case. Size boj X 3oe x 7/List. Operation - - 
112/230V. AV. £25. Carr. 7/6. 

*TRANSISTORISED FM TUNER* 
O TRAN8ISTOR 

-. HIOHQUALITY 
TUNER, SIZE I' -- 078LY6 :41. i 2/be. 3 S.F. 

- : F E 
output to feesl 

moot asnpliiiera. Operates on 0V. 
battery. Coverage 88-1083cc! o. Reads- 
built ready for usc. Fantastic valor for 
money. 26.7.6. P. & P. 2/6. 
Stereo multi6rs adoptoco 5 cn. 

TFIIU UUMMUNICATIUN 
RECEIVER_MODEL_9R-590E 

rn. -T11ift1 

4kaniTeceivrroovcrIag 3SOKc/oro 3OMc/s. 
continuous and electrical band spread on 
10, 15. 20, 40 cual 80 metres. 8 valva plus 
7 diado dresalt. 4/S ohm output and 

MULTIMETERS for EL/ERY purpos'e/ 
LAFAYETTE DE-LUXE loo KO/YOLE TE-90020,0000 

"' "LAB TESTER." 
I 

VOLT GIANT 
Orant filo. cenit. 
Built-in meter pro- 

I 
MULTIMETER 

çç::II 

I 
Sin, full vle meter. 2 

tectfon. 0/5 /25/10/10/ 
I 

colour craIe. 0125/101 
- - 250/500/1.000V d.c. 

I 
2l0/1,000/l,000V n.e. 

-- 0/3/10/50/250/lOO 
I 

0/25/12ll10/50/ 
-. ._-. /1.000V cc. 0/10/ 

I 
250 I 1.000 / 5.000V 

- 100&/l0/100/500 
I 

d.c. 0/5(/150/ 
MA/S-I / lOA. 0/ 1K! 

I 
100 j bOrnA 50_t 

10K/lOOK /10Ml 
- 

I 
d.c. 20K/200K/20 i 

10MO. -10to49ddB I MII. 215. P. aP. 5/'. 

- CLEAR PLASTIC METERS 

Pleut gentle quality Moving Coil pnud metere avanlable el-clock. 
$A.E. for lllnntrneted leaSet. Jllecomrts for quantity. Available 
an foflou: Type MR 30P, 1In equate front,. 
100'O-lOOpA 32/6 200m,'. ..... 25/- 100V d.c. ... 29/- 

I 500-0-500gA 25/- 300m.', ..... 25/- 150V d.c. ... 23/- 
1-0-lmA...25/- iiOOrnA ..... 26/- 800Vd.c....25/- 

- 1rnA ....... 25/- 7lOmA ..... 25/- 100V d.c. ... 55/- 
Inri ....... 25/- Ii d.c ...... 25/- 730V d.c. ... 25/- 
SenA ....... 26/- 2.4. d.c ...... 55/- 15V c.c. ... 25/- 
tOmA ...... 25/- IA d.c. ..... 26/- 10V c.c. ... 25/- 

37/6 2OmA ...... 25/- IV d.c ...... 25/- 110V rc. ... 25/- 
lOOpA ....... 35/- 10/nA ....... 26/- 10V d.c ..... 25/- 300V ac. ... 25/- 
200ptA ....... 35/0 bOrnA ..... 25/- 20V d.c ..... 25/- 300V n.e. ... 25/- 
100ptA ....... .27/6 110m.', ..... 25/- nOV d.c. .... 25/- 6 Meter Inri c9/6 
50-0-55prA ,.,. 31/- POST EXTRA. Larger niece avallable-nend for liete. 

26.19,6. p. & P. 3/6. T6,e u.tkope,'Med h. US'. peaker £37. Iesd. 65.19.9. ?.&P.216. 
- - -. 

(RADIO) LIMITED 

U 
't5.A\JJ IJ 

J11J 
Ç/ Phone GERRARD 82O49?55 

Cables SMITHEX LESDUAPE 
I 

ONDON W C 2 
f42>//J4já 
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HOSIDEN DHO4S 2-WAY STEREO 

I). 

HEADSETS 
Each headphone con- 
tains e 2 io woolee 
arid a lin tweeter. 
Built in individual 
level controls. 
12-18,000c/o. 80 Imp. 
with cable and stereo 

'3f plug. 15.19.6. P. & P. 
2/6. 

F.M. WIRELESS 
MICROPHONES 

° 94-104Mc/o. Tronoletor. 
Ired. Operate, from 9V 

- battery. Complete wIth 
additional secret tie-clip 
microphone. List 112.10.0 
ONLY 16.15.0. P..0 P. 
2/6. 
Them cannot br Operated 
io U.K. 

TRANSISTORISED 
. TWO-WAY. 

'fl TELEPHONE 
INTERCOM 

I . 

Operative Over amazingly 
long distance.. Separate call 
and press to talk buttano. 
2-wire connection. 1000e of 
applications. Beautifully fist' 
joked In ebony. Supplied 
complete with batteries nod 
wall brackets. 

TE-65 VALVE VOLTMETER 
1,______o,ca.s nigh quality instrument 

- -- with 28 ronges. D.c. volto 
4.., 

I 
1-2-1.500V. Ac. volto 
j.5.454.)5 Resistance 

-: 
. 

up to 1.000 megohms. Iooe 220/240V ac. Operation. 
Ir 1S.., o Completewlthprobeansl 
T - °.. insteuctluoo.. 217,20,0. 

. . & P. 6/-. AddItional 
' -" Probe. available: By. 

- 35/-, E.V. 42/6. - GARRARD DECKS 
Brand sew and guaranieel. 
1025 with cartridge 07.19.9. 
A70 Mk.10 less cart. 112.12.9. 
LAB8O Mk.11 leso cart. 123.19.9. 
LABSO Mk.11 less roel., with WB2 Base. 

£27. 10 . 0. 
SOI Tranocriptloo loto esci. 127.6.0. 

Care. 7/6 each 
nPUnlb. for (larraed Series 1.000. 

2,000, 3,000. etc.. wjtls pce.pex cover. 
24.10.0.. P. .6 P. 416. 

2-WAY RADIOS 
I Super quality. Brand Oese 

1190118 and guaranteed. 
3 transIstor 16.15.9 pv. 
4 transistor 26.19.6 pc 
2 traoointor 27,19.8 pr. 
O transistor 10.12.6 pr. 

o'. I 6 transistor De Luxe 
212.10.5 pr. 

10 transistor 222.10.5 pr. 
13 tcansistor 200mW 231.19.0 pr. 

Post extra. 

AMERICAN TAPE 
First grade quality American tapes 
Brami stew. Diseount on quantities. 
3m.. 2251t. L.?. acetate .......... 5/6 
35mo 60lit. TP. mylar .......... 10/- 
SIn, SOOft. std. plastIc ............. 8/6 
3m. bOlt. L.?. acetate ........... 10/- 
sin. 1.200f t. 17.P. mylar .......... 15/- 
din. 1,900it. TP. mylar .......... 32/0 
55mo. 1,2001t. LP. acetate ........ 12/6 
55mo. 120lIt. L. P. mylar ......... 16/- 
SOin. 1,0001t. D.P. mylar ......... 22/6 
55m. 2,4001t. TP. mylar ......... 3910 
7km. 1,200ft. std. acetate . .., ...... 12/6 
7th. 1,00012. LP. acetate ......... 15/- 
7m 1.800it. Li'. mylar .......... 20/- 
7mo. 2,4001t. Dy. neylac .......... 25/- 
7m. 3,600ft. TP. mylar .......... 45/- 
Postage 2f-, Over £3 post paid. 

MAGNAVOX 363 3-SPEED 
TAPE DECKS 

S'teack ¡13.10.9. Carriage Extra. 

SINCLAIR EQUIPMENT 
12 watt amplifier, 89/0. 

PZ4 Power Suppl7 Unit 99/6. 
Sinreo 23 Prerimp., 29.19.8. 

Q14 Speakers, 27.19.6. 
Miccomatic Radis Bit, 

49/6. Built 59/6. 
Micro FM Radio Kit 

15.19.6. 
ALL POST PAID 

SPECIAL OFFER 
2 Z12 Amps.. PZ4 Poe,er Supply. Stereo 
25 Preamplifier, 222. or with two Q14 

phone lock SSB4.'hV ANL Variable 
B9'O S meter Sep. baud spread dial 

IF 445KC/o Audio output 19W. 
Variable NF ansI AP gain controls. 
112/250V. ac. Main.. Beautifully designed. 
Sise: 7 :5 19 :: 101o. With instruction 
ojanual ami service dato. f37.100. 
Cnrrloge 12/0. 

COSSOR DOUBLE BEAM 
OSCI LLOSCOPES 

Type 1032 generai purpose ac. 
coupled. Type 1040 L.F. d.c. coupled. 
£35 each. Carr. 30/-. 

RECORDING HEADS 
Stouter 5-track. Au fitted to Callaro Mk.1V 
arid Studio Decks. High Imp. record play 
hack. too imp. eran'. Brood new. 19/S 
pair. MINWLUX .teack set of 3, 29/0. 
COSMOCORD 4-track with mountlngplate. 
TR1.SOO/P/W record/replay 85/-; TRI- 
120/P/W record/replay 05/-; TEL 1.6 
P1W Erase 20/-. MARRIOTT 4'track 
head.. Record/playback. High temp. 68/.; 
Erase lOw imp. 20/-. Post cetra. 

MODEL ZQM TRANSISTOR CHECKER 
It has the fullest capacity for 
ciseck:og on A. B and leo. - == 
Equally adaptable for 
checking diodes. etc.'Spec 
A: 0-7-0-9967, B:5-200. I' 
Ico: 0.50 micronnsps -. - I". 
0-SosA. Reaiotuoce for 
diode 2000-15gO. - - 

Supplied complete with 
lootructiosms. battery asid 
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to test, service and maintain all types of Electronic equipment. Radio and TV receivers, etc. 

r- -------------------------------- 
i pp p os N o w To: BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO SCHOOL, READING, BERKS. Please 

I 
I 

for I 
send your free Brochure, without obligation, to: we do not employ representoti000 

I 

iBROCHURE I NAME ................................................................................................................ BLOCK CAPS 

or write if you prefer not to cut page i ADDRESS .......................................................................................................... PLEASE PE 8 
L.. --------- J..... --------------- 
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CARRY OUT ÔVER4O EXPERIMENTS ON BASIC ELECTRONIC 
CIRCUITS AND SEE HOW THEY WORK. .. INCLUDING 

VALVE EXPERIMENTS 
TRANSISTOR EXPERIMENTS 
AMPLIFIERS 
OSCILLATORS 
SIGNAL TRACER 

PHOTO ELECTRIC CIRCUIT 
COMPUTER CIRCUIT 
BASIC RADIO RECEIVER 
ELECTRONIC SWITCH 
SIMPLE TRANSMITTER 

A.C. EXPERIMENTS 
D.C. EXPERIMENTS 

SIMPLE COUNTER 
TIME DELAY CIRCUIT. 

SERVICING PROCEDURES 

This new style course will enable anyone to really understand electronics by a modern, practical and visual method- 
no maths, and a minimum of theory-no previous knowledge required. lt will also enable anyone to understand how 

by doing - and - 
I 

'OWNand 
HANDLE a 

complete range of present- 
day ELECTRONIC PARTS 
and COMPONENTS 

2 BUILD 
and USE 

a modern and profes- 
sional CATHODE RAY 
OSCILLOSCOPE 

Çf' 
F 

seeing. 

. I .1 .-!!NGiH 
a new 4-way method of mastering 

ELECTRDNICS 

PRACTICP- 

VISUALI 
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F. E. Bennett-Editor READOUT 594 

Our September issue will be published on 
Friday, August l6 
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articles appear regularly in these pages which are aimed 
more specifically at the experimenter. The ideas and 
design outlines given are usually sufficient to start the 
enterprising experimenter off on a new path. Complete 
success may not always reward these individual efforts, but 
something useful is bound to be learnt in the process. The 
diligent experimenter will at any rate develop his faculty to 
think more deeply about electroniès, and who knows, one 
day a bright idea may well and truly click. 

Are 'ou getting the most out of the hobby? 

NEWS AND COMMENT 

EDITORIAL 541 

lEA EXHIBITION 551 

NEWS BRIEFS 558, 569 

T.V. CONTROL CENTRE 562 

MARKET PLACE 570 

SPACEWATCH 576 

constructional projects published in this magazine. But 
mere assembly work does not allow one to extract the full 
benefit from electronics. Much more in addition is 

offered to those prepared to experiment for themselves on 
occasion. There are endless possibilities for innovation in 
electronics, for discovering yet further applications for old 
and well tried circuits. This is the very reason why 
electronics s ever expanding And make no mistake, it is 

frequently the amateur who comes up with another bright 
idea in this field! 

Apart from "cut and dried (and tried)" designs, many 
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worOs, are you primarily just a constructor, or an experi- 

menter as well? 
The building of electronic circuits can be an enjoyable 

pastime in itself, even if one is throughout just studiously 
following a point-to-point wiring diagram. And of 
course, the underlying purpose is generally to produce a 

piece of equipment of lasting worth, that will perform some 
function as ably, at least, as a comparable commercial 
product, and for a more modest financial outlay! 

Such building activities are well rewarding and there is 

no doubt concerning the widespread popularity of the 
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LOW CURRENT 
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How do you prefer your electronics-as cut and dried 
designs, or as thought-provoking idéas intended to 

sow a seed or two for individual cultivation? In other 
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i 
-. frequency being low during daylight, rising progres- 

sively as evening passed, and maintaining a high level 
throughout the night. As soon as dawn broke the 
kicks rapidly diminished in number to the low daytime 
level. 

Other forms of interference appeared as signals in 
the range 500 to 1,500Hz, and when applied to a loud- 
speaker after amplification these came out as roaring or 
rustling sounds. Also noted were "swishes", signals 
characterised by a narrow bandwidth, the centre 

k. frequency of which rapidly changed, typically from 
700 to 2,000Hz over a period of i to i second. Such 
swishes were heard both with ascending and descending 
centre frequencies. 

S4L 

) Sj.A1C 

(NA 
EARLY HISTORY 

The first indication of the existence of v.l.f. signals 
is to be found in the early part of this century. These 
were the days when telephones were becoming wide- 
spread but the large-scale national electric grid system 
had not been' started and there were far fewer electrical 
machines of all types. Under these circumstances 
there was little in the way of man-made interference 
and in theory long-distance telephone wires should 
have remained silent when no actual messages were 
being sent. 

In practice, however, the operators soon built up a 
list of strange and unidentified noises which appeared 
on their lines and which included chirps, warbling 
sounds, hiss, whistles of varying pitch and numerous 
other soundsoften known only by suitably-invented 
onomatopoeic names-tweeks, chinks, clicks, etc. 
Although jt was soon realised that the noises were 
some form of natural radiation no explanations were 
immediately forthcoming and for a time the causes 
were quite unknown. 

SUBMARINE CABLES 
Telephone lines were not the only form of communi- 

cation to be affected by v.l,f. pick-up, and in 1929 
investigations were made into similar phenomena in 
submarine cables. The signals picked up from such 
cables were of various types, one common form being 
a low-frequency, low-amplitude voltage "kick". The 
occurrence of these kicks was very variable, their 

D 
s-,' 

IF' 

WHEN considering radio waves and radio recep- 
tion it is customary to think in terms of fre- 

quencies of megahertz or at least hundreds of kilobertz 
per second. There are, however, certain radio emis- 
sions which do not fall into this category; these are 
naturally-occurring radio signals of extremely low 
frequency and correspondingly long wavelength, 
which are appropriately called Very Low Frequency 
(vIf.) signals. 

V.L.F.signals have been the subject of sporadic 
investigation for a long time, in fact for most of the 
time during which radio communication has been 
known and developed. Some problems in this field 
are still unsolved and, perhaps because of the unusual- 
and at times quite mysterious-forms which v.Lf. 
waves take, the subject is extremely interesting. 

The purpose of this introductory article is to give a 
description of some of the, types of these signals, 
together with some theories on their generation. It 
should be added that v.l.f. waves can be man-made as 
well, nuclear weapons, and missile and rocket exhausts 
all producing signals in the same frequency range. 
However, this article deals only with the naturally- 
occurring types of v.l.f., so these artificial sources will 
not be mentioned. again. 

'i 
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discharge, and lightning discharges figure very largely 
in discussions and explanations of vif. 

A considerable amount of research has been done 
into lightning strokes and their effect. Everyone is 

hit the outer atmosphere and gave rise to a pulse in 
the shape of an expanding torroidal ring of radiation 
in the ionosphere with some frequency-selective 
properties. 
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found to have a duration of to second and a 
frequency in the range 16 to 4kHz. Taking the 
approximate height of the bottom of the ionosphere as 
100km and c = 3 X lO5km per second, we get about 
25 x 10 complete bounces per second-so if some 

- signal is reflected by the ionosphere at each bounce we 
would get a damped waveform of frequency 25kHz 
which is in fair agreement with observation, at least 
with the telephone wire tweeks. 

LIGHTNING DISCHARGES 
The ultimate source of energy for a tweek appears to 

be the static pulse which precedes it. This initiating 
pulse, or click, is typically radiation from a lightning 

instance. 
Various theories were put forward to account for the 

properties of whistlers, in particular their comparatively 
pure note and the smooth fall in frequency. One 
suggestion was that whistlers were formed by multiple 
reflections between the ground and the Heaviside 
Layer. With a changing angle of reflection a wave 
would need a different number of bounces to reach a 
given receiver and since time delay was proportional to 
the number of bounces, some "sorting out" of frequen- 
cies would occur if the maximum angle of reflection 
was in some way related to frequency. 

Another idea was that whistlers were of solar 
origin and that a group of ionised particles from the sun 

TIME 

Fig. 3. Idealised diagram of a "whistler" waveform 

earth and the lower levels of the ionosphere, or possibly 
between layers within the ionosphere (see Fig. 2), and it 
is also reasonable to assume that a similar explanation 
may well account for at least some of the sounds heard 
on the telephone wires. 

Tweeks, and also "chinks", had also been heard on 
telephone wires, again only at night, and they were 

Fig. 2. Formations of"tweeks" (idealised and not to scale), 

note, often initially at the upper limit of hearing, which 
rapidly (03 to 5 seconds) falls in pitch and finally dies 
away at a frequency many octaves lower, see Fig. 3. 
Sometimes several whistlers will occur in succession, 
with progressively decreasing amplitudes. Whistlers 
with frequencies varying from 30kHz to 350Hz have 
been measured but the spread is usually less in a given 

TIME L...................TWEEK 

Fig. I. idealised diagram of o "tweek" waveform 

- 
I 

L \/ -, ENERGY PROPOGATED LIT 

/DISCHARGE 

ENERGY EMITTED ¿ 
AT RANDOM IN All DIRECTIONS 

laylight. fhey always appeared at dusk with a low 
repetition rate and heavy damping. Later in the night 
the rate often rose to three to 30 tweeks per minute and 
the damping was greatly reduced. Just before dawn 
the rate increased briefly before falling to the daytime 
zero level. 

ft is reasonable to accept the theory that tweeks are 
caused by the multiple reflection of a pulse between the 

such an energy release and it will soon become apparent 
that several other phenomena are also the result of 
energy liberated by thunderstorms. 

WHISTLERS 
Possibly the commonest, and certainly the most 

recognisable, type of v.l.f. signal is the whistler. A 
typical whistler will be heard as a high-pitched audio 

T WEEKS 
Another form of v.hf. phenomena observed from 

submarine cables were "tweeks". Their waveform 
was characteristically a damped oscillatory waveform 
of approximately constant frequency, the whole thing 
lasting * second and being in the frequency range 
6 to 20kHz, see Fig. 1. Tweeks were apparently always 
nreceded by a static "kick" and were never heard in 

familiar with the sounds emitted by an ordinary radio 
receiver when lightning occurs nearby-an initial 
crack, followed by a sizzling or swishing soundiasting 

- to I second. The actual energy dissipated in an 
average stroke is 1,000 megawatts, all released in 0l 
millisecond or less, so this represents a truly colossal 
relese of energy. lt is hardly surprising that some 
curious effects, for example tweeks, should result from 
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noise from the discharge itself to be heard before the 
whistler in the case of a British-originated whistler. 
This, of course, is just what is observed, the slower- 
falling frequency class of whistler generally being 
preceded by a click. 
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frequency would rise as the ionising cloud penetrated 
to lower levels. Referring momentarily back to the 
previous paragraph, it was shown that the time of peak 
dawn chorus activity was progressively later as latitude 
increased. It is interesting to note that a graph of 

path taken by a signal of longer wavelength. Since 
the wave-velocity is constant it follows that shorter 
wavelengths will arrive back first, followed progres- 
sively by longer and longer wavelengths. Thus at a 
receiving point the effect is a steady lengthening of the 
received wavelength, hence the regular fall in pitch and 
the explanation of whistlers. 

The degree of dispersion of a whistler will obviously 
increase with each passage from ground to ground, so 
whistlers originating from lightning discharges in 
Britain should have a slower rate of frequency change 
after two "hops" than those originating froni storms 
in South Africa which have only made one hop, see 
Fig. 5. Also, one woukj expect some of the radio 

the ionosphere. 

EXTRA-TERRESTRIAL 
Theories on the formation of the dawn chorus all 

agree that the ultimate source is extra-terrestrial and 
is in fact lonised particles shot out by the sun. lt is 
possible that the dawn chorus is initiated by the 
arrival over the geomagnetic equator of positive 
particles of solar origin, such particles would excite 
ions already present in the outer atmosphere and these 
would re-emit excess radiation as electromagnetic 
radiation at their natural resonant frequency. This 

PATH TAKEN BY 

HIGHER tREQUENCIES 

Fig. 4: The formation of "whistlers" 

the waves re-trace their path, following the same lines 
of force, back to their starting point, see Fig. 4. 

A reflective system such as this exhibits dispersion, 
that is, short wavelengths corresponding to high 
frequencies are diffracted the most, and so follow a path 
which is always nearer the surface of the earth than the 

TIME - I I i I 

GROUP I GROUP 2 
I TRANSIT 2 TRANSITS 

Fig. S. Graph of fall of whistler rate y. time 

apart, implying a widespread source, rather than a 
localised one, and the absence of .any audible pre- 
cursors. There is certainly no Connection between 
whistlers and the dawn chorus and the lack of any 
initiating trigger (unlike the click preceding locally- 
produced whistlers) seems to indicate a source high in 

underground, approaching the other pole. In the approximation to a straight line. 
case of lightning in Britain this bounce will occur in Other properties noted include the apparent simi- 
the neighbourhood of South Africa. After the bounce larity between the signals received at stations far 

PATH TAKtN BY 

E NC ItS 

PATH TAKtN BY 

WHISTLtR SIGNALS 

¡ 

WHISTLER PRODUCED 
BY 3 IRAN SITS 

whistlers in the other group were very often preceded 
by a pulse of atmospheric noise. 

IONOSPHERIC NOISE 
Storey showed that this initial pulse came from a 

lightning discharge and formed his theory that some of 
the intense energy liberated interacts with free electrons 
in the ionosphere to give a broad bañd of radio noise. 
Some of this noise travels out into space following the 
lines of force of the earth's magnetic field and ulti- 
mately hits the ground agâin when the line of force goes 

lonely mountainside in northern Scotland at 5.30 a.m. 
The dawn chorus is a complex sound and is composed 
of a mixture of short rising whistles, of duration 01-02 
second, and longer warbling tones; it has been likened 
to the sound of a distant rookery. 

The intensity of these signals varies very greatly 
during the day and in Britain it is at a maximum arounl 
sunrise with, sometimes, a smaller peak at sunset. Jn 
Alaska the daily peak comes nearer 2 p.m. and at 
latitudes nearer the equator the daily peak may be as 
early as 2 a.m. When plotted graphically the relation 
between latitudes and time of peak signal is a good 

- 

- 

The mystery was finally solved by Storey who noted THE DAWN CHORUS 
that 'whistlers could be grouped into two categories If whistlers are the most recognisable part of the. 
depending on the rate of fall of the frequency. One v.1.1. repertoire then the upper atmosphere's "dawn 
group, with a rate of fall approximately twice that of chorus" is undoubtedly the weirdest and most unearthly, 
the other group, generally had the whistler by itself, especially when the observer happens to be on a 
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¿IL I but the exact method of generation of, for example, the 
dawn chorus is still controversial. 

1THSome 
pure research goes on into the nature of v.l.f. 

and information is also being obtained as a by-product 
LAYERS OF i of other work dealing with the propagation of man- 

made low-frequency transmissions. 
Experiments on the nature of the ionosphere are 

continuing. It is certain that a lot of v.l.f. signals are 
generated in the ionosphere and the more detailed is 
the information about it the easier it will be to decide 
on a mechanism for v.l.f. signal generation. 

Ionisation is known to alter greatly in the ionosphere 

FINAL THEORETICAL COMMENTS 
There is stilt a lot to be learned about, naturally- 

occurring v.l.f. radio waves and much remains unknown. 
PRINCIPLE REFLECTIONS OCCUR BETWEEN ADJACENT There is no doubt that some of the strange noises, for 
LAYERS IN IONOSPHERE ANO EARTH SURFACE example the whistlers, have been successfully explained 

resulting note, change, giving the characteristic rising TYPICAL V L F AERIAL tones of the dawn-chorus signals. . 

A typical v.l.f. aerial may consist merely of a hundred 
or more feet of ordinary wire hung above ground in 

- the traditional "crystal-set" style. One aspect of 
v.l.f. which is well worth some experimental time is the 
design of the aerial. Obviously dipoles are quite _______- 

I impractical when dealing in wavelengths measured in 
terms of miles, and some other criteria must be found 
which specify the efficiency of the aerial. 

( A certian amount of "devotion to the subject" is 
necessary when studying v.l.f. especially for experi- 
menters who live in towns and who wish to study the 

i:. i-. ,' dawn chorus!- However, with a little care both in 
- :\ - building the equipment and in laying out a suitable 

- \ 
aerial, good results are usually quite obtainable and 
the audible results alone from a v.I.f. receiver are 

- 

- -. - almost always very interesting. 

- Next month our Constructional Projects will 
- include a V L F 'Whistler" Receiver 
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Fig. 6. A possible explanation for the origin of v.l.f. 
signals In the ionosphere is suggested in this diagram 

latitude y. peak activity time is also the locus of posi- 
tively charged incoming ions travelling in an equatorial 
plane and being deflected by the earth's magnetic field. 

TRAVELLING-WAVE THEORY 
Another theory, due to Gallet and Helliwell, sug- 

gests a different action entirely. Their theory is 
somewhat complex but basically it suggests that in the 
upper atmosphere an effect occurs similar to that in a 
travelling-wave tube. 

According to this theory the slow-wave circuit 
(corresponding to the helix in a normal travelling- 
wave tube) is formed by the ambient ioñisation of the 
outer ionosphere in the presence of the earth's magnetic 
field: The energy for amplification is provided by the 
streams of in-coming particleswhich have velqcities in 
the range 01 to 0Olc (c velocity of light). The 
particle stream is assumed to travel along the lines of 
force of the earth's magnetic field and there will be a 
component of.the electric field parallel to this direction. 
Under these conditions travelling-wave amplification 
isiossible.- - . - - 

Aocding to- Galle and Helliwell the incoming 
particles arrive in bunches and as these travel along the 
lines of force of the earth's magnetic field travelling- 
wave amplification is possible and wili occur at a 
frêquency determined by the size añd velocity of the 
bunch; As the bunch loses energy these parameters 
change so the frequency of amplification, and of the 

at sunrise and sunset. At sunrise the ionisation and 
electron density rapidly increase with corresponding 
changes in the permeability to, and polarisation 
of, low frequency radio waves. Nuclear explosions at 
high altitudes also have the effect of increasing electron 
and ion densities. Another form of v.l.f. radiation, 
plain hiss, is often heard and this was observed to 
increase sharply after a heavy øosmic ray shower in 
.1956. 

PRACTICAL NOTES 
Theoretically, vif, radio reception is simple, one 

merely connects an ordinary aerial to an audio amplifier 
instead of the aerial socket of a radio receiver. In 
practice, of course, this usually failsdue to-the pick-up 
ofmàn-made intefference. Fairly high audio gains 
are required for efficient v.l.f. reception, although 
whistlers and the dawn chdftis are often detectable 
with quite simple systems. 

There are two chief difficulties. The first lies in 
getting rid of broadcasttrafísníìssions which can, 
"break-through" if the v.l.f. récéiver has any non- 
linearity in its amplifying stages. This may be 
av.oided by using a low-pass filter in the aerial circuit 
and keeping amplifier linearity as high as possible. The 
second is interference, which comes from almost-- 
anything from an electric razor to an electric train, and 
also the 50Hz hum which is picked up frojn-eery 
power cable. ' 

Since it is not usually possible jj-rduce the inter- 
ference at its source v.l.f. expejjmeíits frequently have to 
be performed in open reasaway from towns, hence the 
earlier reference.4h1onely mountainside in Scotland. 
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circuit, and is tuned by C7, q C9 to the master 
oscillator frequency (27255MHJ The common point 
(at TR4 collector) is "earthy", fti$i the moving vanes of 
C8 should be connected to tIìf point. This permits 
adjustment to be made with.tle minimum of "hand- 
capacitance" interference. in-metallic screw drivers 

,::d, 

I'. ri 

charging resistors, Rl, R3; and so detèrniines the on/off 
time of the multivibrator. In the "rudder amidships" 
position the multivibrator gives a symmetrical output. 

lt can be seen that the r.f. carrier is "chopped" or 
modulated in a manner set by the multivibrator output. 

The aerial is a simple centre loaded design 551-in long 
and is fairly critical in length and wire diameters. 

POWER SUPPLY 
The most satisfactory power supply for the trans- 

mitter is undoubtedly that derived from rechargeable 
sealed nickel-cadmium cells. A 12V assembly of 
DEAC 225mAH cells is ideal and will last for IO hours 
between charges at an average transmitter load/current 
of about 2OmA. 

CONSTRUCTION 
The transmitter is of necessity portable and is self- 

contained in an aluminium box measuring 
71-in X 3in X 3m. 

The electronics circuit is built on a piece of laminated 
plastics measuring 3m X 41-in which stands off the 
aluminium froñt panel on four 4B.A. 2m bolts. The 
front panel carries the control switches (on/off and 
throttle), steering potentiometer, and the battery, and 
also provides support for the aerial. 

i, 

MULTI CHANNEL 
RADIDCDNTRDL 

FOR MODELBOATS 
PART THREE By E. J. PEPPER C.Eng.M.I.E.E. 

T ins third and concluding article describes the 
construction of the transmitter and then covers the 

complete setting up procedure for the whole system. 

TRANSMITTER/ 
The transmitter is a simple low power third o*rtone 

crystal controlled M.O.P.A. (master oscillatoIpower 
amplifier) arrangement operating at 27255MH. The 
circuit diagram appears in Fig. 13. fi 

The master oscillator comprises TR5 conntted as a 
conventional feedback oscillator using a suniniature 
quartz crystal Xl as the collector-base feedba4k element, 
ensuring good stability of carrier frequey, for all 
operating conditions. Stability is furthei//guaranteed 
by loose coupling of the oscillator output dil L3 to the 
oscillator tank coil L4. 

L The collector current of TR5 is cntoled by the 
biasing circuit composed of VR2, C12 in he emitter, 
and the potential divider R6, R7 on te be. Adjust- 
ment of collector current for max muni safe power 
output is pEovided by the bias 4tjustment preset 
control VR2. J 

The master oscillator output dSves the power 
amplifier TR4 via its emitter. Biaf for this stage is 
derived from R5, ClO, and is self-at1. isting and requires 
no attention. f 

The Dower amniifier output coi 1.12 is in TR4 collector 

should preferably be used for all adjustments to both 
transmitter and receiver.) 

The aerial couples directly to an effective "tap" on 
the output coil L2, the "tap" position being determined 
by the ratio of C7 and the parallel combination of C8, 
C9. The eft'ect ive capacitance of the aerial adds to that 
of C7 and hence final tuning of the out put circuit must 
be done with the aerial connected. 

MODULATOR 
The collector current of TR4 and hence its resultant 

radiated output is controlled by TR3, which is con- 
nected as an emitter follower with TR4 as its load. 

The drive for TR3 is the output of the free-running 
multivibrator TRI, TR2, which forms the modulator 
for the transmitter. The multivibrator provides a 
rectangular voltage waveform varying from zero to the 
full battery supply voltage. 

The multivibrator frequency is set by means of the 
three position centre-biased P.O. key-switch SI, the 
throttle control. This selects the relaxation rate 
capacitors Cl-C6, and so provides a frequency of 
110Hz, 600Hz, or 400Hz for "increase", "decrease", 
and "hold" throttle respectively. 

The mark/space ratio of the multivibrator is varied 
by the rudder position controj VRI. This potentio- 
meter provides varying degrees of unbalance of the 
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MODULATOR - POWER AMPLIFIER - CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR 

Fig. 13. Circuit diagram of the multi-channel model control transmitter 
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Details of the circuit board are given in Fig. 14. 
Holes should be drilled in the material as indicated in 
Fig. 14b, and tapered pins inserted to provided anchor- 
ing points. Perforated "peg board" may of course be 
used and will eliminate the need to drill holes. The 
position of the components and the wiring is given in 
Fig. 14a. Adequate clearance between the output coil 
L2 and the surrounding case must be provided (say -tin). 

The front panel is made from 18 s.w.g. sheet 
aluminium, as is the transmitter case. See Fig. 16b for 
dimensions and, drilling, and Fig. 16a for arrangement 
of components and wiring. The "flying leads" are 
keyed and should be connected up to the similarly 
coded points, on the circuit board (as indicated in 
Fig. l4a) after the board has been mounted on the 
four 4B.A. stand-off supports. 

INDUCTORS 
All inductors used in the transmitter are "home- 

made". A full specification with winding details for 
each coil is given in the Components List. 

Neosid or Aladdin formers with adjustable dust cores 
are used for the tuning coils, which are preferably 
locked against thé effects of vibration after adjustment 
by means of paraffin wax. 

The output coil L2 is self-supporting and details are 
given in Fig.' 15. 

AERIALS 
On the original model the transmitter aerial is of a 

one-piece rigid design supported by a hardwood mast, 
but a collapsible unit could be devised, provided that 
care is taken not to increase the wire diameters too much 
in an attempt to increase rigidity, otherwise a reduction 
in antenna efficiency could result. The "free" upper 
section is best made overlong and then adjusted for 
optimum results using the receiver as a monitor. 
See Fig. 18 for details of a suggested design. 

Similarly, the receiver aerial is not critical, good 
results being achieveçi with a single section whip 14m 

long. The gain achieved by increasing the length is 
margihal, and the aerial becomes unwieldy. 
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TRI 2N3702 or 2N3703 Miscellaneous 
TR2 2N3702 or 2N3703 Aerial. details given in Fig. 18. Plain or perforated 
TR3 2N3702 or 2N3703 s.r.b.p. board. Pins for board. Aluminium for 
TR4 ASZ2I or AFI 18 . case and front panel. Four 2m 4B.A. bolts and 
TR5 0C170 or 0C171 nuts. Two stand off terminals for aerial 
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L. - 

CI 00 11zF paper 
C2 OI1zF paper 
C3 OO2zF paper 
C4 OO2zF päper 
C5 O I.F paper 
C6 00 l,F paper 
C7 BOpF ceramic 
CB 3OpF preset trimmer 
C9 3OpF ceramic 
ClO O003F polyester 
CII 2OpF ceramic 
C12 O0031zF polyester 
C13 O003zF polyester 

Transistors 

Inductors 
LI +in Neosid former with dust core, single ¡ayer 

of 38 s.w.g. enamelled wire wound to full 
length 

L2 9 turns IB s.w.g. enamelled wire, spaced by one 
wire diameter and self supporting, see 
Fig. 15. 

L3, L4 +in Neosid former with adjustable dust core. 
L4 wound first-tO turns 30 s.w.g. 
enamelled wire close wound, then centre 
tap and wind IO more turns. 
L3 I turns 30 s.w.g. enamelled wire 
wound on top of L4 at bottom (CII) end 

i 
I. 

Resistors 
Rl IOkQ 
R2 22k[ 
R3 IOk 
R4 22k1 
RS 82c' 
R6 lOOk1 
R7 82k0 
R8 27O 

All 10%, watt carbon 

Potentiometers 
VRI lOOkíì carbon 
VR2 2001k wirewound preset 

Capacitors 

Fig. IS. The transmitter output coil L2 

Crystal 
XI 27255MHz type 2MM (Henrys Radio) 

Switches 
SI 2 pole 3 position Keyswitch. biased to centre 

position 
Si Single pole on/off toggle 

Battery 
BYI 12V made up (rom IO nickel cadmium cells 

connected in series (Deac I 25V. 225mAh) 
(Henry's Radio) 

SIQ? C4CS 5fb! !C1.C2C3 Groundivsctio, 
Cb junction vio S2 to Co vis Spocsr 
junction 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 14. The transmitter circuit board (a) top view showing ârrangement of components; (b) underside view with 
drilling details, components, and wiring 
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2/ X4BA 
Stond-o« 

pocsrat4 111 

corners of 
Jf 

board (b) 

mpontflt 
F -' boord Fig. ¡6. The transmitter front panel (a) viewed from rear, 

showing components in position; (b) dimensions and 
or orioI d.tos driljng details 
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23 turre of 24 5.WG. enamel lose 
wound on former to give /2 max. 
diameter coil 3/4 ong 

Fig. IS. A suggested design for the transmitter aerial. The housing for L2 Is the casing of a "torpedo" type mains lead 
switch. (This Is an alternative design to that mentioned in the text) 

550 - . 

._.0 

2. Check monostable period at Monitor Point 3 
with transmitter "on" in "throttle hold" position. It 
should be about l2msorso,orapproximately 1: 1 mark! 
space ratio. Adjust Set Pulse Length potentiometer 
VR4 as necessary. (Alternatively measure d.c. volts 
across R40; this should read half the supply volts.) 

3. Put transmitter to "throttle close" and helm 
amidships, and adjust VR4 to give a steady maximum 
d.c. voltage at TRI5 output (across R40). Check at 
each end of the helm range for a steady output and 
reduce R40 volts if necessary. (This is the condition of 
maximum mark/space ratio.) 

throttle is actuated. This is in order, and is of such 
short duration that, in practice, when piloting the boat 
it will not be perceptible. 

CONCLUSION 
A reasonably versatile, easy to build, control system 

has been described, which is not claimed to be able to 
compete with the most sophisticated . commercial 
equipment, but nevertheless has been shown to give 
quite creditable results. The actual cost to build 
complete should only be about £25, two-thirds of which 
is reciuired for the boat kit, engine and batteries. * 

Conr,qcton to Tror,smitter by 
¿SA tag bound with fusa sore 3/8diu puxoliri tube 

Tubos to be socuruly 
dio paxolin tube 

arolditod to Coil Housing 
and soldered to Aerial wire or similar or similar Foam rubber burop fitted to 

i 

stabilise Urlai Wire i, Tubi 

afflnsulatar 
25'no:::oi ______________ 

supply. 
4. Unlock Rudder Position potentiometer VR2 from 

its bracket and rotate body so that the motor M02 
drives to amidships for amidships transmitter setting. 
Lock potentiometer to bracket. 

5. Increase VR3 until motor starts to "hunt" on 
change of helm setting. Reduce until one overshoot is 
obtained. 

6. Adjust value of R23 if necessary to give correct 
"lock-to-lock" tracking. 

THROTTLE MOTION ADJUSTMENT 
1. Switch off rudder motor M02, and apply supply 

to throttle panel. 

be out of range of the core make small adjustments to 
C15 and C5 (this should not really be necessary). 

3. Adjust core of LI for maximum output. 
4. The receiver is now aligned, and the transmitter 

aerial can now be finally adjusted. This is. best 
undertaken when trapsmitting over a distance of at 
least 25ft, with the transmitter on the ground and the 
aerial vertical, away from "earthy" objects. Pro- 
gressively reduce the length of the aerial upper section 
an inch at a time until maximum receiver output is 
obtained. 

5. Check the operation of the transmitter modulation 
controls by monitoring the received signal. 

A "kick" on the rudder may be observed when the 

and operating the transmitter at about loft distance. 
- I. Connect supplies to steering panel and monitor 

square waveform at Monitor Point 2. This should be 
"clean" and noise-free for all positions of the trans- 
mitter steering control, for the three throttle positions. 

2. Remove transmitter aerial and increase the 
distance between the transmitter and receiver until 
"noise" is apparent and 'the rectangular waveform at 
Monitor Point 2 is deteriorating. Adjust VRI (Set 
Limiter) for optimum rectangularity at each extreme 
of the steering control range (this can only be done with 
the aid of an oscilloscope.) 

3. Reconnect transmitter aerial. Set Gain potentio- 
meter VR3 to minimum and switch on rudder motor 

RECEIVER ALIGNMENT 
Alignment should be undertaken with the receiver 

installed in the boat. 
1. Connect an oscilloscope to Monitor Point I and 

earth. With the transmitter "off" several hundred 
millivolts of noise should be observed at Monitor 
Point I with the receiver supply connected. 

2. Switch on transmitter (which will now be 
modulated) and place it several feet from the receiver 
Adjust dust core of L2/L3 for maximum rectangular 
wave signal at Monitor Point I. (1f no oscilloscope is 
available the current in the earthy end of R5 should be 
adjusted for a minimum.) 1f the optimum appears to 

assistance. 
Monitor points are brought out on the receiver 

circuit boards to facilitate easy alignment. (Refer to 
Figs. 2, 4, 5, 6, and 7 June issue.) 

The transmitter performance is optimised, using the 
receiver as a monitor, working at a minimum distance. 
of about 12 feet 

SETTING-UP STEERING MOTION 
The steering adjustment is best performed under 

conditions of artificially reduced signal strength. This 
can be achieved by disconnecting the receiver aerial. 

cover in place. Proceed as follows: 
1. Disconnect TR2 collector by removal of link 2. 

Insert current meter (lOmA range) in place of link I. 
Set VR2 to maximum. 

2. Adjust dust core in L3, L4 for maximum current 
reading. 

3. Adjust C8 for minimum current reading. 
4. Adjust VR2 for 5mA on meter; re-check tuning 

of L3, L4. 
The transmitter is now set up and, after removing 

meter and replacing links I and 2, the cover cán be 
fitted. 

SET11NG-UP AND ALIGNMENT 
For satisfactory setting-up of the radio 

control system a multi-range test meter is 
desirable and, although not essential, a 
simple oscilloscope can be of enormous 

TRANSMITTER ALIGNMENT 
The transmitter can be aligned with the aluminium 

case cover removed, as the presence of the cover will be 
found to have little effect on performance. However 
the final aerial adjustment should be performed with the 
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FOR anyone prepared to ask a lot of questions and 
perhaps prise open one or two cabinets, the 

International Instruments Electronics and Automation 
Exhibition can provide quite a wealth of ideas for 
subsequent trial on the kitchen table. Ideas, rather 
than actual Circuits. 

For. this is a specifically professional event and, as 
such, many of the interesting gadgets on display 
contain components that are presumably commonplace. 
inside industry while virtually unobtainable in Totten- 

Inevitably his listeners' thoughts turned to Miss 
Honeywell, the computer company's robot "sales- 
woman" making her (or its!) first appearance in Britain 
-of which more later. 

MICROCIRCUIT DEVELOPMENT 
Microcircuits were more abundant than ever at this 

lEA. As prices tumble in the intense battle of pro- 
duction techniques between British and American 
manufacturers, the devices are edging steàdily intó the 

social, industrial, and economic structure of the own semiconductors to make a solid state voltage 
world." regulator. 

Below, Miss Honeywell gave a convincing demonstration of automation capability, but tended to trip over her own flex 

r 'I 
f 

- 
- 

I i . 

- - ----î--r 

'T' 

'.: 

/ t .,. 

ham Court Road. Where a familiar component is 
shown in a new application, the non-professional 
visitor finds himself mentally adapting the circuit to 
some project of his own-and wondering whether 
"surplus" parts will do. 

POINTING THE WAY 
This year's show was on a record scale, occupying the 

full 250,000 square feet of Olympia. To quote David 
Walker, exhibition chairman, 'lt is something more 
than the greatest technical show of its kind. lt points 
the way to a future in which technologies represented at 
Olympia will have resounding repercussions on the 

consumer field. 
An example of this was the digital car speedometer 

shown on the General Instrument (UK) stand. This 
has no needle, the speed appearing on inch-high 
numerals. lt uses a tiny silicon chip carrying the. 
equivalent of 300 transistors and, according to the 
producers, should compete with the price of mechanical 
speedometers in a year's time. Such a design would be 
quite uneconômic if built with discrete components. 

Another motoring application was demonstrated by 
AB Electronic Components who produce microcircuits 
for use in Lucas alternator equipment, which is expected 
to replace the conventional car dynamo. AB make a 
thick-film passive circuit to which Lucas attach their 
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MECHANICAL MISS 
"Miss Honeywell" offered a walking, if not yet 

talking, glimpse of what microcircuits might come to 
mean if they can be further scaled down to the size of 
brain cells and installed in a suitably agile mechanical 
carcase. Described by Honeywell as a demonstration 
of the company's "total automation capability", 
Miss H. strode about the stand indicating computers, 
memory systems, and logic modules to the accompani- 
ment of a taped soundtrack and under the command of 

a man at a control panel. Unlike most women, she 
didn't have a mind of her own . . . in fact she could be 
switched off altogether by removing her head. 

Mullard were showing a new device for measuring 
very low voltages and currents-a vibrating capacitor.- 
It could be crudely described as a miniature electro- 
static loudspeaker mechanically coupled to a capacitor 
microphone-: the d.c. voltage to be measured is 
applied between two plates, one fixed and the other' 
vibratory. At the same time a driving voltage at about 

Two Gunn diodes and a bunch of 
narcissi are major components of 
this desk.top microwave television 
link exhibited by Plessey Electronics. 

On the left ¡s the camera and 
transmitter horn. Microwave power 
Is supplied by a solid state Gunn 
oscillator which is frequency mod- 
ulated by the camera video signal. 
The transmitted power Is Sm W at a 
frequency of 9.5GHz. 

The receiving horn (right) uses a 
second Gunn oscillator to drive a 
balanced diode mixer giving an IF 
output at 30MHz. This Is amplified 
and detected to provide a video 

' input for the picture monitor. The 
total power consumption of the 
microwave link is 5W 

1-j 

L. - 

I 

Above, this dual purpose video-instrumentation recorder facturers was the new soldering bit from the Philips 
from the Precision Instrument (UK) stand can be changed organisation, exhibited by Harrison Clark. lt has a 

from one function to the other by substituting three circuit 500 micron electrolytic coating within the diameter and 
cards. A stop-scan facility allows continuous viewing of a a protective nickel coating over the top. Although 
single picture frame or piece of data expensive to produce, it is claimed to be capable of 

552 

6kHz is applied to a further pair of plates, the moving 
half of which is coupled mechanically to the movable 
plate of the first pair. The resulting swing in 
capacitance modulates the unknown voltage, andthe 
resulting alternating voltage is easily amplified and 
measured. The capacitor, type XL7900, is mounted in 
an evacuated glass encapsulation with a B9D base. It 

. is not yet in full production. 

PIEZOELECTRIC SPARKS 

The 

growing use of special piezoelectric crystals to 

( produce high voltage impulses was demonstrated by 
Smiths Industries. The high voltage spark created on 
mechanically deflecting the crystal can be used to ignite 
all the usual industrial and domestic gases. 

- English Electric ushered visitors into a darkened room 
to display the extreme sensitivity of their new Image 
Isocon television camera tubes Types P850 and P880. 
By using the scattered return beam from the camera 
target rather than the specularly reflected component, 
noise in the black areas of the image is considerably --- reduced. This allows appareñtly well-lit pictures to be 
obtained in conditions where even a tom-cat would 

- - stumble. 
- A development of interest to all large-scale manu- 

i 
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OUR HIGH FIDELITY EQUIPMENT IS NOT ADVERTISED DUE TO SPACE LIMITATIONS. IN STOCK ALL 
FAMOUS BRAND NAMES-LEAK, WHARFEDALE, ROGERS, THORENS, RADON, WYE. 

UP TO 15% DISCOUNT AGAINST RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE 

n i TRMI ATLAS HOUSE 
- CHORLEY OLD ROAD 

BOLTON 
BOLTON 25881 LANCS 

 
BARGAIN-LW-AM-F.M., Mains Operated Tuner. Our price 

16 gns. only. Retail value 30 gnu. Fully trarsslstorised. Output 5mV-'- 
exceptional sensitivity and selectivity on all bands. LW. l80-360RC/S, 
A.M. 600 l,400kc/s. F.M. 88l08Mc/s. This unit is complete with aerials, 
three-band horizontal dial. 

12 months' unconditional guarantee. P./P. 6/6. 

BARGAIN-Record Player Amplifiers, 47/6 only. EL84 output, 
two controls, flying panel. ac. mains operated. 230-240V. Now inc. 
chassis, fully built and tested. 

12 monthi' unconditional guarantee. P./P. 2/6. 

BARGAIN-Record Player Amplifier Unit. 52/6 only. Complete 
with valves (UCL 82) output. Fully built and tested, mounted on board 
with Sin cound speaker. Knobs supplied, all leads attached ready for 
instant connection to your turntable. 

12 months' unconditional guarantee. P./P. 3/6. 

BARGAIN-Record Player Cabinets. Our price 52/6 only. 
Retail value 4 gns. Strongly built wooden frame, two-tone tilt fittings. 
carrying handle, suitable for any amplifier, ample space for speaker. 
Matching Garrard or B.S.R. cut out board supplied free of charge. 
P./P. 5/-. 

BARGAIN-Speakera-Standard. Sin round. 7 4m elliptical, 
8m round, all 3 ohms. Our price 15/.. P/P. 2/6. 

BARGAIN car radios. Our price 9 gnu.., retail value 16 gnu. 
Negative or positive earth (switched), famous brind name, fully tran- 
sistorized (12V). medium and long waves, chromium escutcheon. Speaker 
and fitting kit supplied ut no extra cost. 

12 months' unconditional guarantee. P./P. 7/6. 

BARGAIN-car aerials. Our price 22/6 only. retail value 37/6. 
Heavy chrome plate, retractable. A snip-buy while stocks lust. Brand 
new in maker's package. 

BARGAIN-Slimline T.V. r.ceiveru in mint condition, 17. 19. 
21m, checked complete and working but less IF. strip. Our pric. 
£910.0 only. IF. strips supplied at 45/- if required. Fitting charge for 
IF. strip if requested £2.20. P./P. TV. set 30/-. P./P. l.F. strip 5/-. 
If purchased together 30/-. Personal collection advised otherwise 
despatch at customer's risk. 

BARGAIN-Car Radio Portable. Our price 44 gnu. only, retail 
value 74 gns. Single wave band (medium), fully transistorized, ideal for 
home or car. A beautiful radio, the performance has co be heard to be 
belIeved. li months' guarantee. P/P. 4/6. 

Free with this radio, cuitable window mounting car aerial. 
BARGAIN-Diodes. Our price £l.0.0 for 750 in 750 lots only- 

assorted. 

 

BARGAIN-High Fidelity Mono Amplifier. Our price 7 gns. only. 
Retail value 14 gns. Providing excellent results at all output levels and 
complete in free standing case. Frequency response: 3O-20,000c/s- 
2dB. Sensitivity: 5mV (max.). Harmonic distortion: 05y0 at l.000cjs. 
Output: 3-8-IS ohms. Input: Mike. Gram. Radio. Tuner, Tape Recorder. 
Input selector: fada rigid perspex black/silver with matching knobs. 
Output 6 watts R.M.S. (certified). Il months' unconditional 
guarantee. P./P. 5/6. 

BARGAIN-CHANGER DECKS AT LOWEST PRICES EVER 
Garrard 1,000-1,025 £6.5.0 P./P. 7/6 

2,000-2,025 £615.0 P./P. 7/6 
3,000-3,500 . £8.196 P./P. 7/6 
AT/60 Mk Il £12.10.0 P/P. 8/6 
SP25 Mk. Il - £l0.15.0 -P/P. 8/6 
LAB8O Mk. Il £23.lO.0 P./P. 10/6 
SRP22 £4.I0.0 P/P. 5/6 

B.S.R. UA/25 £6.5.0 P./P. 7/6 
Plinths to suit all the above. Beautifully styled and first grade manu- 
facture, £2.50. P./P. 5/-. 

BARGAIN--A superb Mains Tuner. Our price 6 gnu. only. 
Retail value 12 gns. A.M. suilerhet transistor unIt with own ferrite 
aerial. Simply add to any of our amplifiers for outstanding results. 

12 months' unconditional guarantee. P./P. 5/6. 

BARGAIN-F.M. Mains Operated Tuner. Our price 8 gnu. only- - 
16 gns. value. 6 transistor S/M horizontal dial, 2 IF. stages, coupled 
double tuned discriminator terminating in IF. Ample output for all 
amplifiers. 

- Il months' unconditional guarantee. P./P. 5/6. 

Brand new. 12 months' unconditional guarantee, P.JP. free. 
BARGAIN-Speakers, Hi-Fl-The Baker Selhurst De-Luxe 

Stalwart, Ihn round, IS watt rating, 12,000 lines gauss. 3 or IS ohms, 
response 45 13,000cjv. Bass resonance 4O-5Oc/s. solid aluminium chassis. 
Our price £4.l9.6. 

Brand new, 12 months' unconditional guarantee. P./P. 6/6. 

BARGAIN-Speakers, HI-Fl-The Baker Selhurst Guitar 
Group 25, 12m round. 25 watt rating. 12,000 lines gauss, IS ohms. 
response 30-l0.000c/s, solid aluminium chassis, heavy duty cone. Our 
price £4.196. 

Brand new. 12 months' unconditional guarantee. P./P. 6/6. 
Cartridges-All Bargain Prices 

Senetene -9TA/H.C. Sapphire (Stereo) £2.0.0 
Sonotone-9TA/H.C.. Diamond (Stereo) £2.5.0 
Sonotone 2T/Ceramic H/C (Mono) £I.2.0 
Acos GP9I/3 (Mono) £l.0.0 
ER. SMB. Crystal (Mono) £I.0.0 
ER. SMB. Ceramic (Mono) £I.0.0 
E.R. S.M.B.X. Ceramic (Stereo) £1.50 
T.C.8. H. (Mono) £l.0.0 
T.C.8. M. (Mono) £l.0.0 
Cl. Stereo £2.2.0 

All cartridges are supplied with fixing brackets and screws at no extra 
cost. P/P. on all above 2/6. 

BARGAIN-"Phillips" Intercom System. Our price 59/6 only. 
Retail value £6.60. This equipment is ¡deal for baby alarm, office, home 
and hundreds of other uses. Absolutely brand new in handsome pre- 
sentation case containing all leads. etc. - 

12 months' unconditional guarantee. P./P. 3/6. 

The greatest High Fidelity Bargains ever offered 
STEREO AMPLIFIER. l3 gns. only. Retail value 27 gns. A Fully Transistorized High Fidelity Stereo Amplifier complete in free standing case 
Switched input facilities. Socket (I) tape or crystal PV. (2) radio tuner. (3) ceramic PU-mike. Controls: Volume, Bass, Treble, Balance, Input 
Selector Switch, Stereo/Mono Switch. Fada plate rigid perspex with black/silver background and matching knobs. 

Output 6 watts per channel (R.14.S.) Il watts Mono. Free response to 3dB. 20 20,000c/s bass boost approx. 10-12dB. Treble out 2-16dB 
approx. Negative feedback-l8dB over main amp. 

li months' unconditional guarantee. P./P. 6/. 

BARGAIN-High Fidelity Stereo Amplifier. Our Price 7 gns. only. I BARGAIN-Speakers, Hi-fi-E.M.I. 8 X Sin elliptical, 12,000 lines 

Ceramic PU.. Tape, Radio, Tuner. Fully integrated. Rigid perspex facia 50/-, Our price 27/6. 
Retail value 16 gns. Complete in free standing case, Ideal for crystal or gauss, Alcomay magnet, rating 5 watts, 3 or IS ohms. Sold elsewhere at 

plate black/silver matching knobs. BARGAIN-Speakers, Hi-fi---E.M.l. 13 >: Bin elliptical, 13,000 lines 
Output 4 watts per channel R.M.S. li months' uncondItional gauss, Alcomay magnet, rating IO watts, 3 or IS ohms. Sold elsewhere 
guarantee. P./P. 5/6. at U.0.0, Our price 47/6. 

S.B.-Supérb Bargains Every Month 
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2N706 A -- 
25 NPN Silicon TRANSISTORS 10/- 

THERE IS ONLY ONE PRE-PAK. N.605 POWER 
TRANSISTOR EQUIVALENT 5/- each BI - PR E - PAK LTD 
TANTALUM CAPACITORS 4/- each 

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS 
TO NIÇT3OI.4 

FREE! A WRITTEN GUARANTEE WITH ALL OUR SEMICONDUCTORS 

BIPRE K DEPT. 4. 222-224 WEST ROAD, WESTCLIFF-ON-SEA. ESSEX 

TELEPHONE: SOUTHEND (0702) 46344 
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TRANSISTORS ONLY 1/- EACH 
SILICON . PLANAR N.P.N. P.N.P 
All these types available 
2N929 2N706 2S131 2S103 2N696 2N1613 2S733 BFYIO 
2S501 2N706A 2S512 2S104 2N697 2NI7II 2N726 2S73l 
2N2411 2N3011 2S102 2N2220°2N1507 2N1893 2N248-, 2S732 

All tested and guaranteed transistors-unmarked: 
Manufacturers over runs for the new PRE-PAK range. 

FIRST EVER KITS 
LOGICd W 

LeaUr tot vourse 

OneiOtV0 

a nOUQ boatO 

eve0 
-. comPutsUfSeit.f u and 

to' macne 
elC. 00sseS tme £5.b.° ;; 

JUNIOR 

NEW UNMARKED UNTESTED PAKS 

-- BSY95A 
NPN Silicon TRANSISTORS lOI. 

IO 1000 P1V t amp. 
Min. Silicon DIODES 10/- 

o 
¿5 

BSY26-27 
NPN Silicon TRANSISTORS lO/. 

n 10 Wall Silicon 
All Voilaooi ZENERS 10/- 

BFY5O-I.2 
NPN Silicon TRANSISTORS 10/- 

.0 40mg. Stad. 
Silicon RECTIFIERS 10/- 

25 BC 107-8.9 
NPN Silicon TRANSISTORS lO/ 

40 1N914-60A2001202 
DIODES 10/- Sob. Min. Silicon 

Min. Germ. 
High Qualily DIODES 10/. 

A21 5 Powor Trunrctorr l-ADI49/I-0C26 
and 3 othora . lo,. 

AND MANY MORE 

FEW LEFT 70 AMP/400P1V. SCRr. o . 70e. 

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS (TEXAS) 

SN7430 NANO GATE 
8 INPUT POSITIVE 

19/6 

Malte a Rev. Counter for your Car. The 
TACHO BLOCK. This encapsulated block 
will turn any 0-imA meter into a perfectly 
lInear and accurate rev. 
counter foe any car. - 
State 4 or.6 cylinder. eac 

FREE CATALOGUE AND LISTS 
for: - 

ZENER DIODES 
TRANSISTORS, RECTIFIERS 

FULL PRE-PAK LISTS 
& SUBSTITUTION CHART 

MINIMUM ORDER 10/- CASH WITH 
ORDER PLEASE. Add 1/- post and packing 
per order. OVERSEAS ADD EXTRA FOR 
AIR MAIL. 

'l 

I 

85(25 7/4 0C20 10/. 
BSY26 3f. 0C23 p$/- 
BSY27 3/. OCZS SI. 
B.Y28 3f. 0C26 5/- 
BSY29 3f. 0C28 7/6 
BSY95A 3/. 0C35 3/- 
0C41 2/6 0C36 7/6 
0C44 I/Il GP826 40/. 
0C45 1/9 2N2287 20/. 
0071 1/6 Diod.a 
0072 2/6 AAV42 2/- 
0073 3/6 0MO 2/. 
OCBI 2/6 0A70 1/9 
OCelO 2/6 0A79 1/9 
APIO2 12/6 OASI 1/9 
00139 2/6 OAI82 2/- 
OCt40 31$ 1N9I4 i/S 

FR EE.! 
PACKS OF YOUR OWN CHOICE UPTO 
THE VALUE OF 10/- WITH ORDERS 

OVER £4 

Silicon TO-IS CAN type transistor, NPN/PNP 
mixed lots. with eeuivalents to 0C200.l 2N7O6s, 
80(27/29, BSY95A. 

PRICE £550 PER 500 
PRICE (IO PER 1000 

XC PAK 
Silicon diodes miniature lsss types, finished black 
with polarity merk.d, euivaIents to 0A200, 
0A202, BAY3I.39 and 0X10, etc. 

PRICE £5 PEP 000 

ALL THE ABOVE UNTESTED PACKS HAVE 
AN AVERAGE OF 75% OR MORE GOOD SEMI- 
CONDUCTORS. FREE PACKS SUSPENDED 
WITH THESE ORDERS. ORDERS MUST NOT 
BE LESS THAN THE MINIMUM AMOUNTS 
QUOTED PERPACK. 

P/P 216 PER PACK (U.K.) 

No. Price 
Sl 50 Unmarked Tren,. Untested - IO!. 
B2 4 Photo Cell, Inc. Book of Instractions - 10/. 
B6 17 Rod Spot AP Transistors - 10/. 
B6A 17 White Spot PF TransistorS - IO!- 
59 I ORP 12 Light Sensitive Cell - 9/. 
B53 23 SiI. Trane. 400 Mt/s Brand Now - 10f. 
854 40 ,, NPN 1*5 Treno Voltage - ID/- 
B55 40 ., NPN To18 & Gain Falloats 10/. 
B56 40 ., ,, NPN/PNP All Tested - 10/- 

868 lO Top Hat Roca. 750 M/A 100.800 Ply . IO!- 
B69 20 Diodes. Gld-Bnd. Germ Sil. Planer - IO!- 
574 5 Gld-Bnd. Diodes. 2.0A9, 3-OAS - 10/- 

BiS 3 Comp. Set. 2G371 2G381, 2G399A - lof- 

C2 I Unijanction Transi,tor2N2160 - 15/- 
C26 3 TEXAS Power Transistors 250I2A . I51 

C32 6 lop Hat Rocs. ISba Type - IS). 
Al 7 Silicon Recti6ers BYIOO Typo - 20/- 
A3 25 Mixnd Marked and Tested Transistors- 20f- 

TRANSISTORS PRICE 

ACIO7 3/- OChO 3/- 
AC126 2/4. 0Ch71 4/- 
AC 127 2/4. 0C200 3/6 
ACI2B 2/4 0C201 1/- 
ACYI7 3/- 2G30l 2/6 
AFII4 4/. 2G303 2/6 
AFIIS 3/6 2N7II 10/. 
AFII6 3/6 2N1302-3 4/- 
AFII7 4/6 2NI304-5 5/. 
API 18 3/6 2N1306-7 6/. 
AFII9 3/6 2N1308.9 8/. 
AFI86 POI. 2S303 5/-. 
BCZII 4/6 Pow., 
BFYSO 4/- Trsnsistore 

LIMITED 
XCITING NIW PAKS 
FOR AMATEURS, PROFESSIONALS. FACTORIES, 
ORGAN BUILDERS, AND THOSE PEOPLE THAT 
JUST USE LARGE QUANTITIES OF TRAN- 
SISTORS. 

XA PAK 
Germanium PNP type transistors, equivalents te 
s large part of the OC runge. i.e. 44, 45, 71, 72, 
RI, etc. 

PRICE £5 PER 1000 

XI PAK 

BRAND NEW 
PRE-PAKS 

FOR BETTER 
VALUE 

Selection from our lists 

I... - i A - s 
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ments añd measuring devices, and the remainder 
shared automation, data processing, and basic corn- 
ponent categories. 

e. 
A total of 112,393 people visited the six-day lEA, 

nearly 10,000 of these coming from abroad. The next 
exhibitionwill be held at Olympia in May 1970. * 

5S5 

is easier to maintain and has a higher power-to-weight 
ratio. It has been tested in a 1,000 h.p. diesel loco- - motive in this country and in a passenger train in the 

-. U.S.A. 

CANADA'S DEBUT 
Canada made her first national appearance at this 

- Ø _j . lEA. The group exhibit, sponsored by a dozen 
Ontario companies, included products ranging from - - units for thickness control in steel rolling mills, flaw 

,,, I detection in paper manufacture, monitoripg, counting, 
and digital indication in petro-chemical processing, to 

_________ - - ... 
. aerospace data computers and radio equipment for 

t 
I 

telemetry, television, and general communications. 
- The official U.S.A. exhibit covered more than 10,000 

- -. .. ... sq ft of the National Hall. Of the 42 exhibitors, about 
- a third were showing equipment and tools for dcc- 

tronics manufacture, another third contributed instru- 

its fundamental, producing an alternating current. 
Frequencies of some 800MHz can be achieved and can 
be finely tuned simply by varying the applied voltage. 
Power output can be adjusted by illuminating the 
platelet. 

Another RRE design featured à Gunn diode as the 
heart of a small, low-cost c.w. doppler radar. 
Variations of this simple hand-held equipment would 

Below, optical display is one of many new ways to 
achieve intimate communication with computers. This 
instrument, the Marconi X2000, is to be used by the Ministry 
of Transport in its current experiments with computer 
control of road traffic in West London 

tributed the "ERDEfender", a device which protects 
explosives workers from the aural effects of their 
endeavours, but allows them to converse normally 
between bangs. lt consists of a pair of highly-sound- 
proof headphones, each having an integral microphone 
and amplifier. The amplifiers are designed to saturate 
at a fixed sound level so that at higher levels (about 
95dB) the protective attenuation of the headset becomes 
effective. 

The Royal Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough, 
provided a good example of heavyweight electronics 
with a variable speed drive system employing a brush- 
less induction motor supplied at variable voltage and 
variable frequency by a static inverter. The design has 
an overall efficiency comparable with d.c. installations, 

i between the computer and the designer can then take 
place . . ." Could electronics designers be planning 

I their own obsolescence? 

i MINISTRY EXHIBITS 
Among a number of interesting items on the Ministry 

of Technology's stand was a solid state u.h.f. oscillator 
containing only one active component. Developed by 
the Royal Radar Establishment at Malvern, the 

I oscillator consists of a platelet of cadmium sulphide to 
i which a steady voltage is applied. This causes the 

platelet to resonate mechanically at a high harmonic of 

Above, another example of computer graphics, the 
Elliott CRT display has been adopted by the REDAC 
electronic design service. Changes to a proposed layout or 
mathematical shape are made with a photoelectric light 
pen and shape-generating controls 

have applications in security systems, ship docking, 
vehicle control (and radar speed traps!), and as an 1 

obstacle-detector for the blind. 
The Ministry's Explosives Research and Develop- 

ment Establishment based at Waltham Abbey con- 

$ 

making up to four million joints without undue wear- 
some 75 times the life of a conventional bit. 

On their stand near the main entrance of the 
exhibition, Raca! Research gave the first working 
demonstration of REDAC-Racal Design and Analysis 
by Computer-a service now being made available to 
the whole industry. The computer, an Elliott 4130, is 
programmed to answer questions on a variety of design 
problems and to create the analogue equivalent of a 
"breadboard" to predict fi!ter performance, stray 
inductance, transistor behaviour, etc. 

Another exhibit, the Elliott Automation graphical 
display, is shortly to be !inked with REDAC to stream- 
line the design of printed circuit layouts. According to 
the literature, "Using the light-pen the designer can 
communicate the circuit geometry and performance 
requirements of a circuit board directly to the computer, 
thus bypassing the conventional data preparation and 
input stage. A free interchange of information 
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cEi 
By K. RAYMOND 

I 

n 

insert in series with the meter a variable resistance 
(potentiometer) to control the current to the meter. At 
a preset value of VRI, with terminals Xl and X2 short- 
circuited, the voltage across the meter will cause the 
meter to register full scale deflection. This control is 
called "set zero". 

Having established a given reference zero at f.s.d., the 
scale can now be calibrated over the resiTThce range 
suited to both the battery voltage and the meter coi 
resistance. The current through the meter varies 
inversely with the value of resistance in the circuit. If 
the circuit is broken at some point so that an unknown 
resistance can be inserted (i.e. at terminals Xl and X2) 
thecurrent flawing through the meter would be 

V 

- R1 ± Rx + R1 

where V is the battery voltage, 
R1 is the preset value of the set zero control, 
Rx is the unknown resistance to be measured, 

and 
RM is the coil resistance of the meter 

PARALLEl OHMMETER 
For low resistance measurements a low value of 

resistance is hunted across the meter as in the circuit in 
Fig. 2. This circuit is called a "slide back" ohmmeter 
in which the meter current is reduced by shunting it 
with a fixed Iov resistance and the unknown resistance. 

Front view of the ohmmeter clearly showing the new 
calibration of the dial 

The fixed resistance is so much lower than the meter 
resistance (about 75 ohms) that any small change in the 
total shunt resistance will show as a well defiñed 
deflection on the meter. 

This circuit will provide considerable expansion of 
the low resistance range; in the practical circuit O to 

I ohm occupies more than 50 per cent of the scale. 
In the case of the series type ohmmeter (Fig. 1) the 

calibration reference is zero ohms, or meter f.s.d. 
obtained by varying potentiometer VR1. In the shunt 
type (Fig. 2) the f.s.d. reference will give the same 
reading as the fixed hunt-a resistor which will 
represent the maximum n the scale, in the case of this 
particular model the value chosen was 56 ohms. 
However, the scale can be extended by increasing the 
value of the shunt resistor. 

PRACTICAL EXAMPLE 
The circuit employed is shown in Fig. 3, which 

includes a ballast series resistor and a push button 
(normally open) to calibrate the meter with R2, 

The meter circuit is built into an aluminium chassis, 
the dimensions and drilling details of which are given in 
Fig. 4. Wiring is straightforward, but read the calibra- 
tion notes first as the meter will need re-calibrating 
before final assembly To do this remove the cover of 
the meter and take, the scale plate. On a piece of 

MANY commercial instruments are available that will 
measure most common resistance values down to 

about 5 ohms with reasonable accuracy. When it 
comes to lower values, such as may be found in switch 
contacts, transformer windings, and radio tuning coils, 
such an instrument may be of only limited value. 

What is required is a low resistance meter. This 
article sets out to explain the difference between the 
conventional resistatice meter and one that will measure 
low resistance, and is followed by a practical Circuit 
with constructional information. 

It is also possible to measure the resistance of soldered 
joints so giving an indication of their electrical efficiency. 
It is well known that "dry" joints, caused by the flux 
intervening between the terminations, can give rise to 
mysterious oscillatory effects in some parts of audio and 
r.f. circuits. Here the low ohmmeter will be an asset in 
detecting the location of such a fault. 

SERIES OHMMETER 
Most medium to high resistance meters use a circuit 

based on that shown in Fig. 1. The zero resistance 
mark is usually found on the right hand end of the scale. 
as meter current.f.s.d. is calibrated with the test clips 
short circuit. As resistance is increased the current at 
the meter is reduced, causing the meter pointer to be 
deflected to a position left of full scale. 

From these basic principles it is a simple matter to 

I 

4 
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Fig. 3. Practical circuit of the low ohmmeter 

Plïnted 
bonded to nid, .r Can, 

FIg. 5. WirIng of the ohmmeter 

COMPONENTS... 

t. 

BYI > 
(_ TtI 

R Mrshtec, ( 

r' X f 
VR, 

Fig. I. Basic series ohmmeter for measuring medium 
and high resistance 

S'A.--, 

BZ t 

< R 

I L_r 

Fig. 2. Basic parallel ohmmeter for measuring 
low resistance 

4r' 

j. 

i 

p 

Fig. 4. DrIlHng details of the chassis 

Tinned copper wire 20 or 18 s.w.g. 
Aluminium chassis 6m x 4m x 2+in 
Screw terminals (2 off) 
Spring clip for holding battery (see Fig. 5) 

557 

Resistors 
RI IO1, 4W, 10% carbon 
Rl I1 I/ wirewound 
R3 561, W, 1% wirewound 
Rl and R3 are selected from 5% types 

Potentiometer 
VRI 251 preset wirewound 

Meter 
Ml O-ImAf.s.d. 

Switches 
SI Single-pole, on/off, slide switch 
S2 Single-pole, on/off, push to make release to 

break 

Battery 
BYI 15V cell 

Miscellaneous 
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Rear view of the finished instrument 

white card, mark the curved part of the scale the same 
size as the scale already on meter dial. Stick the card 
onto the old scale with an impact adhesive. 
No difficulty should be encountered in making the 

instrument. The components aren't very critical other 
than the calibrating resistors. All leads however 
should be as short as possible and of fairly thick copper 
wire 20 s.w.g. or even thicker. The shunt resistors 
should be i per cent types if possible or selected from 

these in reverse using the full stop on a specially adapted 
printer. The indentations pf the printout can be read by 
blind programmers when the paper is turned over. 

U.S. Builds 8MeV Accelerator 

A NINE-MILLION electron volt tandem particle accelerator 
is being built in the U.S. to assist nuclear research at 

the Argonne National Laboratories. It uses a pair of 
45MeV accelerators to produce 9Mev positive ions with a 
direct current of more than 100 microamps. 

I 

s 

r_ 

__ J 

'7, 1 .-= 

L. 

NEWS BRIEFS 

Distortion Test-for Yachtsmen 

ACOMBINATION of electronics and photography is being 
used by ICI Fibres to measure the distortion that 

occurs in yacht sails at the time the sails are actually under 
stress, 

In contrast to previous laboratory methods of stretching 
materials artificially or measuring the permanent results of 
stress, the new technique is applied in the open air (on dry 
land) and the immediate effects of a breeze are recorded by 
precision photogrammetric cameras-similar to the * 
method used for making maps from aerial photographs. 

A Honeywell Visicorder provides a continuous trace of 
conditions as each photograph is taken. Information is 
fed in from a wind speed and direction indicator and from 
strain gauges in the mainsheet, together with a marker 
pulse from the shutters. 

Braille by Computer 

AMETHOD to enable System 4 computers to produce a 
Braille type of printing almost identical with true 

Braille has been developed by English Electric Computers. 
To convert to Braille, the printing is first copied into 

magnetic tape which is then read by a special programme. 
This splits the information into short lengths and prints 

mark is established by connecting a length of wire 
equal to 36/08503in (or approximately 425m) plus 
suflicient to wind round the screw terminals. Now the 
fractional and multiple values of resistance can be 
marked by connecting proportional lengths of wire. 
For example, 425in for 01 ohm, 2l25in for 05 ohm, 
85m for 2 ohms, and so on. 

Having completed calibration, replace the meter in its 
case and remove the calibration wire. The instrument 
is now ready for use. . * 
558 

Computer Masters Russian 

SOVIET scientists believe they will have achieved vocal 
conversation with computers by 1980. The claim 

follows development of a computer that can understand 
50 words and ten numbers, pronounced by any voice. 
Most of the world's so-called talking computers have 
difficulty in recognising words in an unfamiliar accent. 
The Russian machine is to be developed to understand 
some 2,000 words. lt has already been equipped with a 
fluent answering vocabulary. 

5 per cent resistors. 

CALIBRATION 
Probably the simplest and most accurate way of 

calibrating the meter, that is if a precision resistance 
box is not available, is to use ordinary copper wire. 
Reference to a table of wire gauges provides the 
resistance in ohms per nominal length for most standard 
wire gauges. In this instance 38 s.w.g. wire was chosen, 
it having a resistance of OE8503 ohms per yard. With 
the meter carefully removed from its case, the 56 ohm 
f.s.d. reference is established by. applying the press 
switch and varying the 25 ohm potentiometer until the 
meter needle reads full scale. The I ohm calibration 

An Emmy for Mr Rainger 

PETER 
RAINGER of the BBC Designs Department has 

received an Emmy, the international award given by the 
U.S. Academy of Arts and Sciences, for outstanding 
television engineering achievements. This is the first 
Emmy award given outside America for technological 
achievement associated with television. Mr Rainger was 
the leader of the team which in August last year developed 
the converter for use between Anerican and British colour 
television systems. 
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Court Road 
25 & 53 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON, W.1. TeI.O1.5801116/1117/4534/7679 

Open 9-6 p.m. Monday to Saturday inclusive. Open Thursday until 7 p.m: London, W.1 

- - - - - i EXCITlN CASSETTE RECORDER i!7io MOTOS. for model 

CfJP1PQMWWC.YI 

0:o 
si, 

Band Radw L.otenandreoor.lat the nome time 
-play hack anytime, anywhere. Unce standard 
Compact Caseettos. Complete with Dynamic 
microphone with remote control twitch, atand and 
caco, COO Canuettc and carrying strap. Sise 9bt4s. l' 

cxtonstonnpeokckrtcocke0forÂC 

304 gns. . F. 0/6. 

GARRAR D DECKS 
1500 with Son.otooe 9TARC Sterco Car.raigc OPiLO 
¶000 with Sonotonc SPARC Diamond Stereo 

Cartridge .......... 810.19.8 
.a,T60 MXII iena cartridge ...... 113.19.8 
ATOO MXII with Decco Ocrant Stereo Cartridge 

MXII ieee 
118.14.0 
111.19,6 SP. 20 cartridge ...... - - tIP. 20 MXII with Denen Ocrant Stereo Carteldgc 118.14,0 

TEAK FINiSH .hI'.70 lese cartridge ........ 124.3.11 
PLINTtoS with joropee IAB.8O MXII icor cartridge ...... 124.19.0 

SA.4AINS .-i; 
decks, cte. 

8.1 d.c. Motor. 
10,900 r.p.m. at 
23OinA. ijis. 

gdoifl: 
9/O. P. A P. 2/6. 

- P..tP.2/.. 
R. H. Take up 
Notor made for 

j, .' CoUsin Deck,. Many 
other once, nupplied 
with suitable re' 
eint.or for 240Va,c. 
Opeeatioo. 

'.1 Spindie ti. 
.1 dIa. ONLY 24/0. 

PA P.4/.. 

LIND-AIR 
DPTRDNICS LTD 

ALL POST 
ORDERS TO 
Dept P.E. 868 

25 Tottenham 

559 

rover 6 go.. (for LAB8O All pine P A P 12/6 
'SEND 8/ go..). P. k P. 12/6 lt POSTAGE AgecctolorThorefls,Dsaoi. Mono Cartridge 17/6 cetra. 
FOR OUR NEW Goidring. etc. fitereo Cartridge 22/6 entra. 
FULLY COMPRE- 
HENSIVE 24..PAGE 
CATALOGUE OF VALVES TRANSISTORS. 2-3 WATT AMPLIFIER 
DIODES. SEMI-CONDUCTORS, TRANS- 
FORMEES. ETC. THOUSANDS OF ITEMS Ala ideal buola for building your osca port- 

able record player. J act odd opouker ans) 

- 
, -, LISTED AND PRICED. SEND FOR YOUR 

COPY NOW AND BAVE MONEY WITH turntable, and you sviti hase an above- 
UNU-AJE COMPONENTI, overage coodel for a mere fraction of the 

coot. 2-3 watt prirateol circuit with - 

control paPel on Ilylog (rasi. ON, OFF. 

UNREPE ATABLE BARGAINS 
EZ8O. ECL82 md compoolto Installation 

FANE 122/17. booklet. Price 
85/- 

P. k P.3/fl. 
- 

- I2IvIn2IWATT 

¿II 

I. 

- 

HEAVY DUTY 

I 

TRANSISTOR F.M. TUNER 

SAVE £2.2.O! 

______ _._' 

- 
- .'antiatropic 

s Verritrmognet. 
17.000 guaso. lae(a. 3-8 otan,,. Brunst 1srw 

aSsel gooronteed. LisA Price 012. LIND- 
AIR PRICE 58.15.5. P. AP, 7/ci. 

t Tranalator FM toner. Frequency sango 55- 
108Mo!.. Oler 6 0 4 a lIlo. Read ballt for 
cace with 0000t aonp(iflern. laY battery operation. 
Cn.nplete so 11h Inotroaotiosae. LIST PRICE II gaas. 

I\ 

- 

I 
MULTIPLEX ADAPTOPI 

1,X1. COMBINATION 
- LOUD SPEAKERS 13/ P r Olin. Elliptical with 

311cc dia. Tweeter. Imp. 
8 ohms. Power handling 
IO watte. Brand new md 
gsars,nteesl. Liet price ( t 

88.6.0. LIID-AEE 
PRICE 99/6. P. A P. 7/6. 
(Alio avaIlable without 
tweeter 59/6, P. A P. 

j 

7/S.) / 

PANE 301 
vorlI 

%7 
TWEETIlBIfi 
loop. 3-li obma. 17,000 
gauss. 12 watt. Brand new 
and guaranteed. Lut price 

63.160. LIND-A PRICE 59/6. P. 8 P. 3/6. 

000DKAJS SPEAKER BARGAINS! 
Sin 3 obme, 15/8; 6to 3 iclana, 29/0; 81cc 
3 ohm, 82/6; lOin I oho.,, 08/-; lOin a Oie 
3 ohm. 12!S, Tweota'r, 18/0. P. & P. 3/6 
per Speaker. 

STEREO HEADPHONES 
Enjoy Sterco Sound as 

you bave never heard lt 
before. MODEL TIC. 
Gull os illuatrated. 
loft podded earpb000a. 

I" AsIjssetable headband. 
Impedance t) risma per 

- phone. Frequency range 
26-l3,000o/o. Wstb lit. 
load. PrIce 09/S. P. A P. 
4/6. Other similar typon 
available. AXAI ASE8S. 
8 oboe.. 67.10.0. CORAL lilI 16 ohmc. 46.18.8. 

EAGLE EEl. 16 ohne., 54/-. T.T.C. Stetho- 
ScOpe 8 ohm,, 49/0. P. 8 P.4/6 each. 

LINI.c-Allt PRICE 7 t'. - - 

ro 0r; o 

j 

- UNBAR AMPLIFIERS - 
Latest oc. Main. Model. aSering highest qaaliiy 

$_ce 

at modici aunt, 

_- ' 

- 

- ' i - .' 

- s . - 

LTO6, All Traa,iator 12 watte Stereo. Inpata for 
Tuner, (troco, Mike, Sepaente Baos. Treble, 
Italonce aad Volume Controlo £15.160. Caer. 7/O. 
Teak cose 53.10.0 entra. 
PTA16 (os Iliac.). Ail Trossaictor, 16 s atta Mollo. 
Inputs for Tuner, (trocos, Mike. Guitar, Italo. Treble 
ansi two volunae controls 515.16.0. Carr. 7/S.- Teak 
case 53,10.0 entro. 1145. 1 Valve 1 o-atta Mono. 
Inputs for Tuner, Gram, Ban.. Treble and voimne 

controlo, 16.18.0. ('ore. 7(6. Mrtal cover 18/- extras Puildetuf Is sent on requeat. 

9 io I ELECTRONIC KIT 

-°i...-'-ì1i 
III 

I 19-4\ '411 

Build clos different iarniecto fron. 00e 
basic bit-slonple lnstrsctt000, no tech' 
c,icai kcsowlerlfo required foe you to build 
a Police Miren Metronome, Morne Code 
amplifier. Electronic Maoaagor, W/T 
Tranomttter. RadIn Telephone. Ose- 
transistor Itadin Tn-o-teacslotor Radin, 
Electronic Mucic Kit. Completely vate- 
operated oca 9V FF3 battery. Honro of 
ionise bryn and dado of all age,. Complete 
with all parto and omeLie step by step 
innteuctfona. ONLY 69/6. P. k P. 8/'. 

MULTIMITICS 
MODEL'rIC.1O61. 
20,000 O.P.V. with 
overload proteetloo; 
ol.c.vnits, 5.28, 128, 
500, 2.100V; a.c. 

- volta, 10, 50, 250. 
- ' 500V; aIr. nsA 

G -u- 'JlOonA-öOA. WIth 
prasio ansi carrying 
casse. ONLY 

85/- 
P. k P. 3/6. 

MODEL TIC. 
1030. 50.000 - 

O.P.V.; sic. I 

volto, 0-2, 12, - 

60. 120, 300, 
600, 5200V; - -5 

a.C. volt., 6,30. 
- a. 

120, 600, '.t 

1,200V 
i 

sic. 
(,, rnA 0-03-300. -J 

WIth prodr 

-r 

- SYNCHRONOUS CLOCK 
MOTORS 

Geared for 41) revo- 
latfono per hour' 
230v 60 cycle, with 
mounting flanges. 
Sloe approxisoately 
1/in deep so 15m 

ati.as,etor. 0181! 22/6. F. 't P.2/fl. 

SELECTOR DRIVE 
Mt a e- u o 

- I' .- 
- y. Electro' 

for 11. An 
AuxIliary ca,,atavt in aorss.ally on but off 
1 ils every 21. Co,saplete ceRta nuppr0050r, 
reslotor., pisa serine contact for cnntinuou. 
operation. Ideal window dioplays. owitching 
lampo, models, cte. 12V nr 14V d.c. Brand 
new ond booed, 12/6. P. & P. 2/6. 

ELECTRIC MOTOR 

°FEW ONLY LEFT 
Made by Cronapton Paekina,sn. SIngle phase 
5 h.p. Motor. 230/250V, 50 cycle.. 1-3 ouatai. 
1,425 r.p.m. Continuons rating. Spindlr 
Ifa )In alma. Overoll ci., 1cm spIndle appron. 
8 a 61cc. Perfect condItion. A bargaIn for the 
sorb bench. ONLY 09/S. Caro. 20/'. 

DELAY ACTION - 

TIME SWITCH 
Made by 

- 

Smitbo. A.c. 
operation 
100 / 250V 

bI 

delayc from 
Ii-10 minutes- 

k 
o-aoa'-. Sioe2lindin.a 

2/In long inc 
li" o 3/l6in dia. spindle. BARGAIN PRICE 
17/8. P. k F. 2/6. 
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ON SALE WEDNESDAY, 17th JULY, 2/6 
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Other Outstanding Features in this 
Is Cleaning Ruining Your Car? 
Gauges. £10 Tune-up for a 
Hiliman Mmx Know-How. 
INSIDE THE AUGUST 

PRACTICAL 

I' 'I 

issue. 
Diagnosis by Vacuum 
Herald. Bill Hartley's 

6 TOWN MAPS 
More at-a-glance guides from Practicai Motorist- 
giving quick and easy through-routes in 
Bournemouth, Plymouth, Torquay, Brighton, 
Folkestone and Portsmouth. Just what you want 
for your holiday motoring' 
A Quick-Reference Wallet for all Practical 
Motorist Town Guide Cards is now available 
at 7/6. 
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is extremely accurate providing the d.c. supply voltage 
remains constant. 

Fig. I. Circuit diagram for automatic switching of the R. R. Churchett, 
Fluorescent Camping Light (C2 to be deleted) Stourport-on-Severn. 

561 

Fig. I. Circuit diagram of the unijunction motor car 
screen wipe! delay unit 

With the availability of unijunction transistors I 
feel this is a cheaper, simpler, and more elegant way to 
fire the thyristor. 

With the switches in the correct position Cl charges 
via Rl and VR! (hence time delay) to a point where 
emitter current starts to flow. Cl then rapidly dis- 
charges through TR! emitter, base I and R2 causing a 
pulse of sufficient amplitude (i.e. volts drop across R2) 
to fire the thyristor. 

The thyristor remains firing until the wiper motor has 
moved sufficiently to close the parking switch, the 
parking switch then takes over the motor supply and 
removes the supply from the timing circuit. This cycle 
is repeated each time the motor cornes to rest with the 
parking contacts open. 

This timer circuit can be used on various projects and 

FLUORESCENT CAMPING LIGHT 

MANUAL switching of the pre-heating current for the 
fluorescent tube may be something of a dis- 

advantage. If only to overcome the annoyance of 

P 
having to wait.a second or two before switching on the 
high voltage to the tube, automatic switching is 
desirable, see Fig. I. 

When SI is closed, C5 charges up through R5 and the 
base of TR2, causing a current of about 2OmA to flow 

MSCR 
STY I 

TIR 

MOI 

?ntroI Switch 

UNLIMITED! 
A selection of readers' suggested circuits. lt should be emphasised that 
these designs have not been proven by us. They will at any rate stimulate 
further thought. 
This is YOUR page and any idea published will be awarded payment accord- 
ing to its merit. 

FURTHER to the correspondence on Thyristor Screen- 
wiper Delay by A. Edge (February 1968 Ingenuity), 

The circuit Fig. 1 may be of interest. 

RlR 3 Wiper Porkinq 
BYI 

Switch 
12V 1 

ka 
Cor lwttery.....J...... 

L-1 

s 

through the relay coil for just over one second. The 
normally open contacts on the relay are thus closed for 
a moment after switching on, providing the required 
pre-heating. 

The diode DI is any small silicon or germanium 
diode, and provides a discharge path for C5 and 
prevents excessive reverse bias on TR2 when the light 
is switched off. 

If the relay requires more than 2OmA or TR2 has a 
gain much less than 50, R5 may be reduced and C5 
increased proportionately, e.g. 39 kilohm and 2OOF. 

The relay is the only component which takes up 
much space, and this will just fit into the case without 
too much trouble. 

D. A. Pollard, B.A., 
London, W.9. 

UNIJUNCTION WIPER 
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w'-. 

C iJ 

L: 
meet London's needs for long distance trunk and TV 
circuits until at least 1980. 

At present there are 60 microwave channels working 
'giving 7,200 telephone circuits and 16 television links, 
and a further 24 channels are being installed. 

As this vast complex of telecommunication traffic is 
intended to cover these islands by way of a network Qf 
two way city,to city links it is important, particularly 
with television signals, to provide facilities to test the 
circuits to be used each day and to monitor programmes 
being transmitted. This contról is maintained at the 
Tower's TV network switching centre which in addition 
provides over 5,000 switches a month in the routing of 
television programmes to fulfil day to day.schedules. 

'1 

IT is expected that the ultimate capacity of the Post 
I Office Tower will be about 200,000 telephone circuits, 
if used entirely for such purposes, or about 140 tele- 
vision links. A likely combination is 150,000 telephone 
trunk circuits and about 50 TV links. This should 

The BBC produce the picture in their own studios 
where it is transmitted to Broadcasting House and 

- 
split there into feeds for each transmitter where it is 
required. These feeds are sent via the control room to 

- - ti 
the local transmitter and provincial cities. Other pro- 

destinations be Goonhilly for trans- 
- 

gramme could - 

mission via Earlybird to America, or the Eurovision 
1. .1 link. 
1- -J 

- r______ 
I I 

- - 

: 
The iTA rent and control a network of inter-city radio 

links and programme material is provided by companies 
such as ABC and Granada. The Post Office, by means 

-' --- --- 
of network switching equipment, distribute the pro- 

- 'I- .S2. 
[ ] 

ri 
i 

iui ri - - 'I 1!L= _III ir 

- nuJ1J 4flnmnn. TTrTuInT 

I_ i 
'I" 

-- . [j 
f11T7 

IIHlI!frI 

- _____ 
J 

- -, 

-- . 

uui.:ii IcuI.rn.uIsuI!uIuuI _I - i - 
- 

- - IlL_I I III _l_ lii jti a... _- : .- 

pJ1IIr,IiiuIi,I!TIIvI.TIiuIlu 
; 

F 
. 

h?-Iftj. I,,uII, . - - 

PROGRAMME ROUTES 
i i 

I-.l_rL___i L 
The Post Office is commissioned to carry 1'V signals 

from studio to transmitter via the headquarters of the 
programme company concerned. Within towns and 
over distances below 20 miles, underground coaxial 
cables are used, but for inter-city links the signals are 
routed over microwave radio channels from the Post 

__]_______ Office Tower in the range 2(3Hz to 7G Hz. All the 

I () _________ 

links both local and main line, are routed through the 
control room on the second floor of the Tower. Here 
the signals, all at I volt into 75 ohms, are terminated on 
the vision distribution frame which forms a point where 
the signal can be tested and interconnected to its 

- 

required destination. 

_____ BBC AND ITA 
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I (left) General view of control room 405 line monitors and test 

. _________ 

- 

I (top right) Engineers seated at the test consoles where test gear can - 

be connected to any circuit terminating at the control room. The 
I 

panel in the foreground enables switching. of the circuits to the - 

monitor screens 
I 

i J .iÇ.' 

(center right) Programme switching operating position and display f 
- t 

panel for ITA switching. Note colour monitor on for right 

(right) One of seven of the large horn paraboloid reflector aerials 
which are fitted on the aerial galleries of the Post Office Tower. i - 

This is 2lft high and l4ft wide and weighs one ton. Each horn will 
ultimately cater for 14 broadband circuits in the 4GHz and 6GHz - 

¿ bands and possibly an additional I 1GHz channel and can transmit and 
i 

receive at the same time 
- rs - 

. 

* 

' .- P - 

- __ 

provides the engineer with a connection to programme 
companies, the ITA and the BBC, other Post Office 
switching centres, and important relay Stations. A 
panel of switches permits a picture from any source to 
be monitored on the console screens. 

OTHER FUNCTIONS 
The control rooth is staffed 24 hours a day nd deals 

with studio programmes and outside broadcasts from 
anywhere in England. Circuits connect provincial 
programme companies to their headquarters in London 
for monitoring purposes. Other functions such as 
data transmissions, confravision, and closed circuit 
television programmes for pay television or business 
organisation all pass through and are tested here. 

: 

r 

I 

'!IL 

I 

standards. The frequency range of the signals is O to 
3MHz for 405 line pictures and O to 5MHz for 625 line 
pictures, and the control room engineers send speÇial 
test signals over all circuits to be used each day and, if 
necessary, provide alternative routes. 

The normal test signal is called a "pulse and bar test" 
which is sent on the links and at the receiving end is 
inspected visually on an oscilloscope to check that all 
frequencies in the signal are of the correct amplitude and 
phase. More sophisticated checks are required for 
colour signals. 

Included on the consoles are high grade picture 
monitors and associated equipment used in the checking 
of circuit linearity and noise content. A switchboard 

i--.-.. - ' 
u 

i 
..lJ)ÂtJij )jlf Ii 

of 40 destinations to one of 30 sources. The actual 
switch itself is made by an electronic clock synchronised - 
to the "speaking clock" TIM (now 123). Two switches 
in advance can be set up by the operator and he can 
check that the switching function has been correctly 
performed by reference to the picture monitors pro- 
vided. 

CIRCUIT TESTING I!' 

The television signal is electrically very complex and 
the control room officer must ensure that distortion of 
the signal over Post Office equipment is kept to a 
minimum and the links are tested to very exacting 

ff 

L 

grammes to the transmitters required at times 
nominated 'by the ITA and notified to the Post Office 
daily on schedules, with the result that various patterns 
of switching are being carried out by Post Office 
operators on the switching console according to these 
schedules, with a total capability of switching any or all 

_rií 11ui ¿ 
III 

. -.uI 
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with applied voltage is from 500 kilohms at 02V to 
10 kilohms at 10V. In the Fig. 8.1 circuit, components 
forming the positive branch are identified by the 
letter A after a component number, and the letter B is 
appended to negative branch numbering. As both 
branches are identical, except for diode and bias 
polarities, it is not necessary to describe them separately. 

Dl is a gold-bonded diode, for a low voltage drop 
with small input voltages. All other diodes (D2-D7) 
are of silicon construction to keep reverse leakage low. 

564 

Two 3in X 31m s.r.b.p. panels are dri!led and 
shaped according to the Fig. 8.4a diagram. Before 
inserting turret tags, lay the prepared panels out as 
shown in Fig. 8.5, so that one panel is turned over in 
relation to the other, and components are clearly 
seen to be mounted on opposite sides. The underside 
wiring of the positive branch panel is shown in Fig. 
8.4b, and the wiring of the negative branch is in Fig. 8.4.c. 

All diodes are mounted on turret tags to allow them 
to be disconnected for special purposes, where for 

By D. BOLLEN 
AST month the Function Generator UNIT "C" was 

'- introduced. The principle of operation and some of 
the uses of the function generator were explained. We 
are continuing with a description of the practical circuit, 
constructional details, and application information. 

FUNCTION GENERATOR CIRCUIT 
The function generator circuit of Fig. 8.1 is designed 

to display a nominal resistance of 100 kilohm when the 
input voltage is ± 1V. A typical resistance variation 

UNIT "C FRONT PANEL 
The only items to be mounted on the 9+in X 4m 

plastics laminate front panel are eight coloured sockets; 
the layout is given in Fig. 8.3. A series of lin holes are 
drilled in the front panel to allow screwdriver access to 
slope, breakpoint, and set-zero controls. Panel mark- 
ings are similar to previous PEAC units. 

FUNCTION GENERATOR 
CONSTRUCTION 

The front panel sits on the wooden blocks and is 
recessed. 

[L©©[ÇIJI 

©©R11 LJLFItL. 

i' 

the upper limit will extend beyond Ei6. Corresponding 
root funçtions'1v'Ej to 6/E may also be generated. 
lt is sometimes possible to use the UNIT "C" function 
generator for certain trigonometrical functions, and 
logs to the base 10 or e. 

U NIT C BOX 
A wood and plastics laminate box, of small 

dimensions compared with other PEAC units, will serve 
to house the two function generator circuit panels. 
The suggested form of construction is shown in Fig. 8.2. 
Softwood blocks are glued to a 91m X 4m X lin 
plywood frame, which has its centre cut out, and white 
plastics laminate side pieces are then glued to the blocks. 

I//I//I 

-1Q 

by mid-track settings of breakpoint adjusters VR5, 
VR7, VR9 and VR! I. The combination VRI2 and R3 
serves to eliminate offset voltages resulting from diode 
leakage currents,and VRI2 is therefore used for zero- 
setting. 

With so many possible adjustments, including 
amplifier closed-loop gains determined by Rr or R1 
computing resistors, it is obviously impossible to cata- 
logue the coverage of the Fig. 8.! circuit. As a rough 
indication though, powers of ranging from about 
E111 to beyond E,3 are available. If both branches 
are cascaded in series with operational amplifiers, 

. 

»1 

y.. The natural forward voltage drop of DI and D2 
furnishes self-bias, and bias conditions for D3 are 
satisfied by a fixed resistor RI. The values of slope 
adjusters VRI, VR2, VR3, VR4, VR6, VR8 and VRIO 
were selected to give a parabolic function approximating 
to E0 = E2 when all sliders are at mid-track, and 
appropriate bias values for that function are provided 
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0A202 

2ZOkfl DzS 

L,,M.___ 

OAZOZ I 

T 
YR'S 

DIS 1550 

+12 SV 

Fig. 8.1. UNIT "C" function generator circuit diagram 

them to particular slope or breakpoint controls. 
To assist the reader, two tablès have been prepared 
covering square and cube functions, Table 8.1 and 
Table 8.2. 

1f a square function is tò be set up on the function 
generator, switch on S6 (Voltage Source) and set VSI 
for an output of -02V, then adjust VRIB for an OAI 
output of 004V. Next set VSI for -05V and adjust 
VR2B for an output of 025V, and so on, according to 
Table 8.1. After application of Ei = -20v, and 
adjustment of VR4, change the lOO kilohm computing 
resistor in the feedback loop of OAt to IO kilohm, to 
prevent the amplifier overloading when E1 exceeds 
/10. 

o-o 
Sk5 SK6 

NEGATIVE 
eANCH 

VRIIB SI/Il/SKI to VSJ/SK2, and ensure that S6 is off. 
T _______________ LJ'° The task of setting up the function generator is made 

vrnoe 
2Zka easier if two voltmeters are used, one for E11 connected 

D*S to Sl/1I/SK2 and the other for E0 to OAI/SKI3. 
I - - VR98 0*20? The Unit "B readout meter is ideal for monitoring 

T 
220kO 

I u4 E0 because ii can indicate voltages down to 001V. 
47kO Switch on the computer power supply and zero OAI 

I ose by means of its balance control VR 15. Set all function 
- - - - v7N 

I 
0*202 generator slope and breakpoint potentiometer sliders 

T 470kO 
14 to mid-track, and connect the red and blue wires from 

NIoB 
*0000 the function generator to the power supply terminals -N--- eze on the side of the UNiT A box (TLI and TL2). 
- - V1SS - 47Okfl Adjust VRI2B (zero-set) for zero output from OAI. 

1MO 
Because of the interdependence of slope and break- 

VI4B 
lookn -041 point adjustments, a systematic approach is called for 

OAZOZ when etting up a function. Start with the lowest 
- - III Ei and VRI and proceed in an orderly fashion towards 

I 
33MO 

14 VRII and the maximum E10 value. lt is a help to V'se 
220o0 ose tabulate specific input and output voltages and relate 

Ski SKZ 

+INPUT 

41k a 

-INPUT 

47kct 
1 

OAZO2 I.- z 

VR9A 
"i 

2ZOka 

I 

D6A -- 0A202 

ViOA 
22 kA 

SK3 5k4 ' 
47kQ 

I 

07A 
0A202 +OUTPUT 

YRIZA T 

PI3A IMA 

078 -OUTPUT 

SETTING UP THE FUNCTION 
GENERATOR 

Patching leads for the function generator should 
preferably be terminated at one end by miniature 
plugs, to permit connection to the UNIT "A" comput- 
ing component sockets. As the generation of powers 
and roots is the main area of interest, functions related 
to the square or cube of a number are used in the 
following setting-up instructions. 

To patch the function generator to OAI, join 
FG/SK5 to Sl/I1/SK3, FG/SK8 to Sl/ll/SK4, Sl/SK5 
to OAI/SK8, and link together OAI/SK9. SKIO, and 
SK4. Insert a 100 kilohm computing resistor into 
OAI/SKI I and SKI2. Take a patching lead from 

ZZOkfl 

OSA 
I vR5A 0A202 

J 

220kft 
II RIA 

33Mft 
J 

1VR4A 0A202 
04 A 

VR5A TPI 1 

INn I 

-m---- 470kA 

POSITIVE 
VRA 
IOOfl 

SRAMCH VR7A ' U - Ì 2 
470kû I 

OSA - t; 

Function generator circuit panel 

example it is desired to reduce the number of break- 
points, or combine a curved and straight line function. 
lt is advisable to check the polarity of all diodes with a 
meter before mounting them on the circuit panels. 

After completing the underside wiring, bolt the two 
circuit panels on the plywood frame, as in Fig. 8.5, and 
make sure that the front panel holes are aligned with the 
pre-set miniature potentiometer slots. 

-Iz. SV 

D2A 

VIlA DIA 1130 
IMfl 

OAZOZ 

'b 

i 
d4 

,;, 
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END (z oFF (2 oFF) ix 
WHITE PLASTIC LAMINATE WHITE PLASTIC LAMINATE 

FIg.8.2. Details and meaturements of UNIT "C" function TABLE 8.1 
generator case 

layout C funcon 
I 

tags 

t 

Lii,; i- 

04-J I.ORSNSHOLES 
DRILLED I/DIA 

AND SPACED AT 0.4e 
.4 

SL0PE4 

SET 

FC) I-BREAKPOINT 

ZERO 

2-ç ,;Ä 
SKI j 5K31 5K4 

r- 
SK6 

SK5 5KB 

6j_.BREAKP0INT 

SLOPE__4Qi 

FUNCTION GENERATOR 

91/20 

Adjust Adjust 
Diode E, slope break- 

point 

I -01V VRI - +004V 
2 -05V VR2 - ± 025V 

1. 

E0 = E,.' 
3 -10V VR3 - + 10V 

R, IOOkû - VR5 ± 225V 
t-iov VR4 - -- 40V 

r-25v - VR7 ± 0625V 
1 -35V VR6 - + 225V Eu' 

6 
1-4OV - VR9 + 16V L, = lO -60V VR8 - + 36V 

R, = lOkU -65V - VRI I + 4225v 
-90V VRIO - + 81V J 

COMPONENTS... 

UNIT "C" BOX 
Plywood 9+in X 4m X in 
Softwood +ifl X x 3fin 
White plastics laminate 91m x lin (2 off), 

4*in x lin (2 off) 
Rubber grommet in x ifl 

UNIT "C" Front Panel 
White plastics laminate 9in X 4m. Sockets: 2 red, 

2 yellow, 2 black, 2 blue. 

UNIT "C" Function Generator Components 
Resistors 

Rl 3.3Mi(2 off) 
Rl 470ki (2 off) 
R3 lM (loff) 
All 10%, +W carbon composition 

Pre-set Potentiometers 
VRI,VRS lMì 4off) 
VR1, VR3, VR9 2l0k 6 off) 
VR4, VR6 l00ki 4 off) 
VR7 470k (2 off) 
VR8 47kC1 (2 off) 
VRIO 12kC1 (2of() 
VRII,VRI2 47ko (4off) 
All miniature horizontal mounting 

Diodes 
DI lB3O (2 off) (Radiospares) 
D2-D7 0A202 (12 off) 
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FIg. 8.5. Topside and Interconnecting wiring of function 
generator panels. The circuit boards ore shown in position 

Interior view of UNIT C" function generator inside the UNIT "C" cose 

567 

k 33/ 

(a) drilling template (2 off) (b) positive branch underside wiring (c) negative branch underside wiring. 

TAStE Li Fig. 8.4. Function generator circtflt panels (2 off) 

r Adjust Adjust 
Diode L10 slope break- En, 

point 

I -03V VRI - + 0027V TO TLI,TLZ 
2 -05V VR2 - + 0115V . UNIT A 

3 -075V VR3 - + 0421V - Le- E,0 
I 
- 

f-10V 
l -l.ÇV 

- 
V54 

VR5 - + l-0V 
.4- I-9ÇW I - 

:. 1- I-5V - VR7 + 3375V 
I - 

) -20V VR6. - + 80V 

f-25V - VR9 + 156V ) E a 

-30v VR8 - + 27v 1 L - f6 f-35V - VRII + 4287V r - 
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AJ 
FUNCItON GENERATO 

yx2 FOR-x 
OR y=-f'xZ) FOR+t 

- 
,(x2 

B] 
f Y/FOR 

. x2 

L._i OR y=-(/Ç) FOR+x 

Ñ; lOOkfl 
Kg -A ___:_oy 

100k fl 
y=x2 FOR±x 

R12 lOOkfl 

S 

1(x) IGohn ; f(x2 , - -Oy 

D_J PI lOOkfl p1 WOkfl S 

y=x+x FOR-x 
OR y=_(xZ+x) FOR+x 

. 

1(x)=x2 S S 

EJ Ñ1OOhfl RflOOkO S 

y=x2 i. a FOR-x AND-a 
. 

OR y=-(x2+o)FOR+x 
AND + 

f(x)=xZ 

FJ P11lOOkfl 

RI 

a o-J/iA- 
lOoka 

AtiIOOkL) 

EJ 
= (x+o)2 FOR + x 

AND i o OR y= 
FOR-x AND-a ALSO 

_ 

xOJ y 

1OOk ff'x)x2 S 

GJ 
yx2-o2 FOR-x AND 40 
ALSO 

: 
NO OUTPUT FOR +x ANO-o 

1(x)=xZ 

H_J Ñ11OOk AfIOOk 
rl 

z ;i ;iii 
x1=_(x23) AND 

z= 42 FOR + x t(x} 
_ 

_ 

t(xZ) 
. 

NO OUTPUT FOR-x 

t(x1)x23 f(x2)=xF9 . 

S 

i] +10v 
+c(O-IOO) 

1(4= t lOOkfl 

+ Ax 

Ax 

FOR SOLVING QUADRATIC EQUATION ax2 ± bx-c=O OR 

S 
Fig. 8.6. The function generator used for equation sov Ing 
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Next month: The final item of the PEAC 
eqùipment, UNIT "D", will be described. 

p.s. 

I 

L 

Fig. 8.6b circuit, which shows the function generator 
arranged for square root operations. Circuit Fig. 
8.6c reverses the above situation and gives consistent 
outputs for a square function, but not for a cube 
function, by employing an extra sign reversing amplifier. 

Getting away now from thè complexities of square 
roots of negative numbers and other mathematical 
anomalies, Fig. 8.6d can be made to give outputs of 
y = x2 + x, or some other combination such as 
y = x2'5 - 3x, depending on the choice of function, 
voltage polarities, and computing r.sistor values. The 
purpose of other circuits E-H will be self-evident in 
Fig. 8.6. Fig. 8.6i gives the symbolised layout for 
solving a quadratic equation, where x is unknown and 
a, b, and c are constants. The function generator can 
also be introduced into problem set-ups where inte- 
grating amplifiers are used, as its frequency response is 
well in excess of any frequency likely to be encountered. 

S- 

:: 
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evident when the function generator is applied to 
equation solving, see Fig. 8.6. One type of function 
generator circuit configuration will produce consistant 
outputs for, say, the cube of a number, but not for its 
square, or vice versa, because ±x2 = +y, but 
+x3 = +y, and -x3 = -y. The computer operator 
must therefore choose, or devise, the appropriate 
circuit for a given task. 

Output y in Fig. 8.6a will be of the required sign 
when the input is -x, but the sign of y with an input 
of +x cannot be reconciled with mathematical con- 
vention. However, the circuit of Fig. 8.6a does 
provide a consistant output when the function is 
x3, with inputs of ±x. Much the same applies to the 

Slow Motion Tube 

ENGLISH 
ELECTRIC VALVE have developed the electronic 

equivalent of a high-speed cine camera. lt consists of 
an electrostatically-focused triode image-converter tube 
which can present on its integral fluorescent screen a 
sequence of frames showing the development of a high- 
speed event. The shutter action is achieved by deflection 
of the electron beam over a slit in an aperture plate in the 
tube. Speeds of 20 million frames per second can be 
obtained, and, dependent on image size, the number of 
frames to be recorded can be from eight to 32. 

(below) Control panel of the "windowless" signat boxeE 
Leeds City station 

w Table 8.1 has been covered, return to = -02V 
and go through the procedure again, to achieve opti- 
mum accuracy. The positive branch can be set up 
for the same function as the negative branch by trans- 
ferring patching leads from FG/SK5 to SKi, and 
FG/SK8 to SK4, but this time trim VR12A for zero-set, 
and apply positive values of E1. It may be necessary 
to slightly re-adjust slope controls VR1-VR3 when the 
two branches are connected in parallel, if there is some 
small bias voltage imbalance. 

THE FUNCTION GENERATOR IN 
EQUATION SOLVING 

The fact that an analogue computer can produce 
and handle imaginary numbers will be particularly 

transfers the code number to a fresh readout. 
British Rail say future developments could include 

automatic signal route setting and automatic train 
announcing. 

Lincompex Goes Afloat 

LIrCOMPEX, a Post Office invention which improves the 
intelligibility of high-frequency radio telephone services; 

has gone into service on three Cunard Liners. Lincompex, 
for Linked compressor and expander" uses a compressor 
at the sending end to maintain the caller's voice at 
maximum level thus preserving a good signal-to-noise 
ratio, while an expander restores the original dynamics at 
the receiving end for more natural reproduction. A. 
control signal links the two. 

\. \ 'L 

I. 

This photograph shows PEAC being used to solve simul- 
taneous equations 

After the entire range of input voltages listed in 

PROGRESS of trains over 47 miles of track in the Leeds area 
is being monitored and controlled with the aid of a 

computer recently instaUed at Leeds City station. 
The system is unique in that it uses a standard com- 

mercial computer (an Elliott 903) which can easily be 
adapted to new needs. Older systems using Post Office 
relays and uniselectors have to be extensively rewired 
when changes are caijed for. 

The Leeds signalmen never see the trains they control. 
Each locomotive is given a code number which appears on 
one of 67 cathode ray tube readouts on a large track 
diagram, and its progress is traced by coloured lights. 
When the train reaches a new stretch of track, the computer 

, 
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O All Change at British Rail 
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Heathcraft Metal Products Mini- by means of ready-made plug-in wire and lists items from Computer Hoards 
Drill with various attachments links. to Heat Sink Compounds. 

570 . 

- _k. 

marketed in the U.K. 
Caliputer slide rule from A. P. Warren by Radionic Products Ltd. Henry's catalogue 

whiçh may not have been etched away 
from adjacent strips. This time 
consuming task can be made a lot 
easier with a Heathcraft Mini-Drill 
from Heathcraft Metal Products 
Ltd., 54 Poland Street, London, W.1. 

These drills are battery operated 
(12V) and there are a number of 

4 

- 

the latest product for this market is 
the Chequerboards manufactured by 
Circuit Integration Ltd., and 
marketed in the U.K. by Radionic 
Products Ltd., Stephenson Way, 
Three Bridges, Crawley, Sussex. 

Chequerboards is a system for 
rapid inter-connection of integrated 
circuits and other electronic com- 
ponents. Using, this system test 
"lash-ups" can be assembled and 
tested without soldering expensive 
components, reducing the danger of 
damage. 

All kinds of integrated circuits, flat 
packs, T05 and dual-in-line with 14, 
16, 18, and 20 pins are catered for, 
and in addition provision is made for 
including special circuits made up 
from discrete components. 

The components are mounted on 
carriers so that they may be plugged 
into any one of the range of patch- 
boards. Power supplies are auto- 
matically applied to each carrier, and 
inter-connections between devices is 

LITERATURE 
A new 9th edition of Henry's 

Component catalogue is now avail- 
able from Henry's Radio Ltd., 303 
Edgware Road, London, W.2. 

The new edition contains over 280 
pages and lists 6,000 stock lines. As 
before, each edition is supplied with 
the five 2s discount vouchers for use 
on purchases. Price of the catalogue 
remains at 7s 6d plus Is postage and 
packing. 

Henry's also announce the opening 
of a new Electronics centre at 309 
Edgware Road, London, W.2. 

The new centie will be devoted to 
the sale and demonstration of all the 
latest high-fidelity equipment, inter- 
corns, public address equipment, 
microphones, test equipment, etc. 

Another very useful component 
catalogue is the LST 1968 Com- 
ponents Catalogue from LST Corn- 
ponents, 7 Coptfold Road, Brent- 
wood, Essex. 

The catalogue contains 33 pages 

printed circuit boards just to see if 
they can obtain the neat finish, and 
sometimes time saving associated 
with this method of construction. 

The problem with making your 
own circuit boards is the time taken 
to drill all the small holes and the 
cleaning away of any surplus copper 

other applications for these drills and 
further details and price list can be 
obtained from Heathcraft Metal 
Products Ltd. 

EDUCATIONAL AIDS 
The aids for educational purposes 

in electronics is always increasing and 

rule performs multiplication, division, 
square, and square root calculations. 

Made of satin finish stainless steel 
with the scales deep etched into the 
instrument, it measures 4in long 
overall and is available from A. P. 
Warren Ltd., 37 Sheen Road, Rich- 
mond, Surrey. 

Á:jTj,j. .,. 
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IMIC 
Items mentioned in this feature are usually 
available from electronic equipment and com- 

ponent retailers advertising in this magazine. 
However, where a full address is given, 
enquiries and orders should -then be made direct 
to the flrm concerned. 

All amateurs at one time or 
another like to "dabble" in making 

matter of seconds. 
It was found necessary to exercise 

care when cleaning away copper and 
solder from adjacent strips due to the 
very high speed of the drill, which if 
care was not taken could cut 
practically through the board before it 
was realised. 

The high speed of the drill also 
makes it useful for drilling holes in 
metal chassis as well as polishing 
finished equipment. 

Obviously there are 'numerous 

function of the device to be marked 
on the top. This enables a library of 
functions to be stored without 
reference to data sheets. 

Another educational aid is the 
Cal iputer measuring and.calculating 
instrument-combining a 4m vernier 
caliper, depth gauge and, slide rule. 

The instrument is available in 
either English or Metric scale. The 
inch vernier reads to 0001m, the 
metric to OEO2mm. Having standard 
"B", "C", and "D" scales, the slide 

Y 
I11ARHET mr 

drills, polishing mops, grinding 
wheels, cutting burrs, and inter- 
changeable chucks (not with 
standard model) available. The 
drill measures only 5m long and is 
relatively easy to handle and drills 
holes in printed circuit boards in a 

The system may b used for both 
digital and analogue system simula- 
tion and is particularly suitable for 
instruction in principles of computa- 
tion and allied subjects. Plastics 
covers to fit over any of the carriers 
are available to enable the logic 
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the effect isgreatly enhanced. The two media 
are mosatisfactory complements, one to the 
other! And it hardly needs emphasising that 
electronically composed music has an obvious 
and natural place here. 

The subject is not new. Modern technology 
merely makes it ore practical and extends 
the possibilities. 

and third articles. The series will conclude 
with a -discussion about the programming of 
both displays from audio signals. 

Precise " blueprint" details are not given- 
but there will be adequate information for 
those keen enough to start experimenting 
themselves in sound, light, and colour. 

Currently puch iertst is being shown in 
the artistic eploitation otQorolled lighting 
for decorative purposes. 

Ever changing levels of hg t, and different 
hues, can be blended to cCeate most pleasing 
and relaxing effects.0 When the visual display 
is directly controlled by a sound programme 

-1L 1 II 
In this series, the autlr first rLidés a 

background by referring to scrre work carried 
out in recent years in this This first 
article also provides details of a'mpk basic 
colour light display. A more ambitY deign 
involvïrg the modification of a ded 
television receiver will be given in the s otiji 

r 

a new series... By F.C.JUDD,A.Lnst.E. 
r -. 
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It seemed, however; that the cathode ray tube had transistor can be made to pass enough collector 
been overlooked as a controllable means of displaying current to light small flashlight bulbs connected in 
images of sound in abstract form. Multi-colour parallel or series-parallel in the collector circuit. 

572 

techniques of electronic music. Here the need for a 
visual element seemed obvious since most electronic 
music is of an abstract form. A search for information 
on such an unusual subject revealed that little had been 
written but that various methods had been used; for 
instance, at one exhibition in London a computer had 
been employed to analyse music and present its findings 
on a large screen in terms of colour illumination. 
Electronic organs have been used to control coloured 
lighting via the organ keys and coloured lighting has 
been combined with music as in Son et Lumiere pro- 
grammes. 

CATHODE RAY DISPLAY 

improved version of this c.r. display unit will be given 
in the next two articles. This month's cover incorpor- 
ates three colour photographs taken dire çtly from the 
screen of this c.r. colour pattern display unit. 

For the reader eager to start experimenting in this 
field, we now give some practical details of a coloured 
light display using- banks of small lamps. Less 
sophisticated than the c.r.t. device, this is relatively 
simple to construct, and is certainly very effective in 
operation. 

A COLOURED LIGHT DISPLAY 
The idea of controlling coloured lights by audio 

signals is by no means new. Almost any audio power 

This is the original c.r. colour pattern display as demon- 
strated at the ¡962 Audio Festival in London 

The author's own particular interest in sound and 
colour came about as the result of research in the 

scanner was made up from pieces of coloured (trans- 
parent) Cinemoid. A normal television tube produces 
a brilliant blue/white trace which when covered by 
Cinemoid transparency will change to whatever colour 
is being used. The scanner was made to rotate at 
about ten times per second whilst the c.r.t. grid was 
pulsed at around the same rate. Patterns displayed 
on the screen changed colour according to the rate of 
the scanner rotation and the frequency of the c.r.t. 
grid pulses. By varying the grid pulse rate as well as 
the repetition rate of the patterns themselves, quite 
beautiful and brilliant "psychedelic" effects can be 
produced. 

Details and circuits for constructing a new and 

tions such as coloured lighting controlled and syn- 
chronised by sound. Some experimenters have even 
tried to present sound in terms of colour, whereby 
each colour displayed as light on a screen represented a 
particular band of frequencies or specific. sounds. 
The various combinations and methods are quite 
intriguing and perhaps attractive to experimenters 
who would like to try something different. 

f' 
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As a result, a complete display as shown in the photo- 
graph was devised and constructed by the writer and 
demonstrated at the London Audio Festival of 1962. 
The display featured a lOin X 8m screen and em- 
ployed a standard 12m television' c.r.t. and a colour 
scanner. The audio signals for producing the colour 
patterns were recorded on tape and synch ronised with 
electronic, music, also on tape. The programme 
could therefore be repeated as often as desired. 

Such a display can be produced, as was the original 
version shown here, from an old television receiver with 
a 12 or 14m tube. The usual a.c./d.c. circuitry must be 
modified and all the normal r.f. and video sections 
removed. The experiment should in fact begin, with 
no .more than the c.r.t. and its e.h.t. supply. A 
separate power pack capable of delivering approxi- 
mately 300V at lOOmA is needed to cover all h.t. 
requirements. This should include a 63V heater 
winding suitable for about half adozen O'3A valves. 

USSAJOUS PATTERNS 
The basic function of the c.r.t is to display what are 

really complex Lissajous patterns derived from various 
audio frequency signals with different waveforms. 
Signals can also be taken from accompanying music 
as well. Auxiliary equipment therefore consists of 
audio signal generators with sine and square-wave 
outputs and a signal mixer. By tape recording the 
control signals, the editing techniques of magnetic tape 
can be applied, i.e. the pattern signals can be juxtaposed 
to a desired order. 

The original experimental display consisted of the 
c.r.t. and e.h.t. supply together with X and Y deflection 
coil amplifiers and pulse generators. The colour 

IN' music and audio 'and indeed in moving films, 
experiments have been made at one time or another 

with the co-ordination of sound, light and colour. A 
classic example in movie films was Walt Disney's 
Fantasia. Aside from films there have been applica- 

effects might also be produced by using colour tubes 
similar to those used in colour television receivers. 
These are of course expensive items, so.the possibilities 
of a standard blue/white trace television c.r.t. combined 
with a colour "scanner" were investigated. 
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Position of 2" 
lampholder in 
each square 

u -, 
2 square holes cut in 

positions shown and 
covered on rear face 
with 'Cinemoid (see 
text) 

I 

Colour Screen from heavy MES. type buibhokiers 

strowboord painted mot deto 
black on both sides 

Light%Conet 

projected onto 
Screen 

'F 

i Lr 
I 

I 

ncqI:: 

Cosmodefrom 
Rear Panel from1/8 thick I/'thick wood - hardboard and mounting 54 - 

I 

FIg. 1.2. Detailed section of 
the colour screen showing 

position of square holes which 
are covered with coloured 

"Cinemold" 

Cone from stiff card lined 
with metal bakinq foil for 
reflector 

Fig. 1.3. Lam pholder and reflector 
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Lei' L 
Squort holes cut Out 

-._in each (square - Each hole covered _ 
with coloured Cinemoid 

IIII. 

Fig. 1.1. General assembly of the coloured light display 
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DISPLAY SCREEN AND LAMPS 
The recommended size of the display is 3ft wide, 

2ft 6m high and 8m deep, see Fig. 1.1. This allows a 
front screen of translucent or frosted glass of 3ft X 
2ft. The lower part of the case contains the 12V h.t. 
supply and transistor filter/amplifiers. 

The 54 lamps are mounted on the back inside of the 
case as shown in Fig. 1.1. The colour screen is mounted 
approximately halfway between the lamps and the 
front glass screen so that squares of light approxi- 
mately 4m square are projected onto the front screen. 
With three filter amplifiers 18 lamps per transistor can 
be used. This calls for audio power transistors such 

as the 0C35 capable of passing a collector current of 
around óOOmA. Each transistor must of course be 
mounted on a suitable heat sink. 

Every lamp is fitted with a small circular reflector to 
increase the brilliance and to focus the light forward. 
The reflectors are made from 2m squares of "food 
foil" pressed into shape by wrapping round a small 
rubber ball or similar spherical object. Make a hole in 
the centre (before pressing into shapè) just large enough 
for the cap of the bulb to go through (see Fig. 1.3). The 
reflectors are fixed to the bases of the lamp holders 
with a spot of adhesive. 

and higher. 
In a display of this kind, the original of which was 

demonstrated in London in 1963, the colours can be 
arranged in various ways, e.g. at random or geo-. 
metrically. The effect was found to be more interesting 
when the colours and lamps were distributed at random. 
The display can be almost any size, i.e. smaller or 
larger than the one shown and described in this article. 
If a larger number of lamps are used the power transis- 
tors must of course be capable of passing the necessary 
current. Alternatively, more than three transistor 
amplifiers and filters could be used-together with 
extra lamps, accordingly. 

A colour display using small lamps. Constructional 
information is Included in this article 

Fig. 1.4. Filter amplifier circuit for the coloured light display. RI, nominally lOû, is selected to suit input source 

The basic principle is to drive the transistor from 
cut-off up to full collector current (no more) by applying 
signals at the base. As the collector current increases 
so also will the brilliance of the lamps. With a 12V 
supply and a maximum collector current of say 500 to 
600mA, approximately eighteen 006A (6V) lamps in 
series-parallel in the collector circuit will light to full 
brilliance. J 

The display as shown in the photograph (right) has a 
screen 3ft x 2ft and fifty-four 6V 006A lamps are used 
to display colour blocks measuring approximätely y 

4m X 4m on the frosted screen. Three transistor - 
amplifiers with audio filters are employed to divide the L 
audio frequency spectrum into bands covering approxi- -- - - 
mately 50-100Hz, 200-1,000Hz, and 1,000-5,000Hz- - 
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and (b) varying the value of the capacitors of the filter Next month: Details of a c.r. colour pattern 
çircuit. display unit 

575 
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This photograph shows the new version c.r. colour pattern 
display based upon a discarded television receiver and 
which will be described in subsequent articles 

may be found that less audio power can be used if the 
base of each transistor is biased a little toward the 
negative h.t. rail, but not sufficiently to causé the lamps 
to light. 

Instead of inductances consisting of wound pot 
cores as mentioned above and which are expensive, it 
should be possible to use the primary windings of 
small valve type audio output transformers. If these 
have tappings, so much the better. Each circuit can 
be checked with the aid of an audio signal generator 
and "tuned" experimentally for bandwidth by adjusting 
(a) tappings on the inductance or by using alternatives 

IN OPERATION 
When connected to the loudspeaker output of a 

record player, radio or hi-fi system, the lamps will 
light at random but relative to the level of sounds and 
the frequencies. In consequence the colour blocks 
will actually appear to change position and at times 
several may even appear to move in one direction. 
The room lighting should be low since the power of 
the lamps is small. 

There is no reason of course why such a system 
should not be developed so that higher power lamps 
could be employed, particularly as transistors capable 
of passing 5A to lOA at 24V are now available. The 
writer makes no claim for originality in the basic idea, 
but only for the display method and circuitry as 
described in this article. 

from the low impedance output of the amplifier em- 
ployed for the reproduction of music (extension 
speaker sockets of a radio or record- player, etc.). lt 

t. _ 

L.J 

¿1 
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DISTRIBUTION OF LAMPS AND 
COLOURS 

The lamps are wired in series-parallel, 18 to each 
transistor circuit, as in Fig. 1.4. It has been found that 
random distribution over the backboard produces the 
best effect. Much the same applies to the colour 
screen, i.e. the colours are placedat random(see Fig. 1.1). 

The final position of the colour screen relative to the 
lamps and the front screen is best found by experiment. 
The ultimate position is when squares of light approxi- 
mately 4m square ar& projected on to the opaque front 
screen (see Fig. 1.1). The coloured Cinemoid" from 
which pieces approximately 2in x 2-tin are cut is 
obtainable from Strand Electric and Engineering Com- 
pany Limited, 250 Kennington Lane, London, S.E.11. 
Pieces l2in x 12m cost2s 9d each and are known as 
reference 61". Colours available include red, green, 

blue, yellow, orange, purple. 

COMPONENTS FOR THE DISPLAY 
- Most of the components used in this display are 
standard, i.e. resistors are - watt and the electrolytics 
are minimum 12V working. The transistors are 
Mullard 0C35 or nearest equivalent. Pot cores are 
also available from Electroniques (S.T.C.) Limited, 
Edinburgh Way, Harlow, Essex, who can also supply 
all other components including a suitable transformer 
and rectifier for the power pack. The lamps are 
M.E.S. 6V006A types. - 

-each controlling a group of lamps. Each transistor 
is normally cut off and collector current will flow only 
when signals are applied to the base via the requisite 
filter. The inductances for the filters have to be 
determined experimentally but in the original circuits 
Mullard type LAi I or Vinkor LA2002 pot cores each 
with a full winding of 30 s.w.g. enamelled wire were 
used. The windings were tapped every 50 to 60 turns 
so that each coil could be adjusted to the desired 
frequency cut-off in conjunction with the tuning 
capacitors. 

The input signal required to drive the transistors 
into the fully conducting state can be taken directly 

Fig. ¡.5. Power supply circuit for the colour display 

A circuit suitable fora powersupply is given in Fig. 1.5. 
Smoothing other than that provided by the 2OOOaF 
capacitor Cl is not essential. There is ample room in 
the bottom section of the case for the filter amplifiers 
and the power supply. The power supply transformer 
TI and the bridge rectifier MRI together must be 
capable of supplying 12v at a peak d.c. current of I 8A. 

Those desirous of experimenting with a display of 
this nature are advised to carry out a few bench tests ,- st first of all with the transistors and lamps and the filter J8A 
circuits. In this way adjustments to the circuits and I it 
the tuning of the filters with the help of an audio signal 

The filter amplifier of Fig. 1.4 consists of three sections 

generator will facilitate final operation. 
- 

THE FILTER AMPLIFIER 
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Study of the relativistic electron The deviation from the true parabolic taneously, a great field for the 
spectrum may throw light on the form will be only 07mm. ingenuity of the amateur. 
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RADIO ASTRONOMY 
EXPLORER 

The first of the radio astronomy 
satellites has been through its tests 
at the Goddard Space Flight Centre 
in Greenbank, Maryland, U.S.A. 
It is due to be launched in June or 
July this year. The frequency range 
of operation will be from 03 to 
10MHz (100 metres to 3 metres). 

The choice of frequency was 
determined by the fact that in this 
band there is maximum absorption 
by the ionosphere preventing the 
ground based radio telescopes from 
obtaining information of value. With 
the telescope outside the ionosphere 
it will be possible to study the 
sources in the galaxy and determine 
details of the magnetic fields existing 
there. 

LARGE RADIO TELESCOPE 
West Germany is to have a radio- 

telescope of 100 metres diameter. It 
is being built for the Max Planck 
Institute .for Radio Astronomy. It 
will be erected in the Effeisberger 
Valley. 

The parabolic reflector will be 
built on the Teller principle. The 
whole reflector is supported only at 
points on the axis. As the dish is 
moved from the zenith position there 
are deformations of the original 
parabolic form. 

Construction is such that the 
reflector will always take up another 
parabolic form. The new forms will 
have different focal lengths and 
different axial inclinations. These 
can be corrected with the aid of a 
computer and corresponding dis- 
olacements of the aerial feed made. 

round them. 
A reactor of this size produces 

about 20kw. Thus one more step is 
taken toward the sort of power 
supply required by space vehicles. lt 
may well be that this will provide a 
cheaper method than that of solar 
cells when high powers are required. 

SATELLITE TRACKING 
Many amateurs have become a 

little blasé about the reception of 
satellite signals. Perhaps it is not 
generally realised that there are a 
number of useful observations to be 
made using the satellite transmissjons 
as a tool. 

Now that the sun is very active 
again there are opportunities to 
measure the changing density of the 
ionosphere by monitoring satellites 
at different frequencies simul- 

By Frank W. Hyde 

thing like 30 hours of computer time 
per week to reduce them to readable 
form. 

The success of this project will 
almost certainly lead to the launching 
of telescopes of higher resolution to 
study the more distant sources such 
as exploding galaxies and quasars. 
Pairs of such units could provide 
interferometer complexes with still 
more extensive observations. The 
projected height for the first telescope 
is 6,000km, the orbit will therefore 
precess and in about a year the whole 
of the celestial sphere would be 
scanned. - 

are eacn surrounuea oy an insuiatea 
cylinder cooled by liquid sodium to a 
temperature of 65Ó degrees centi- 
grade. During fission the interior 
temperature rises to 1,400 degrees 
centigrade and the thermionic elec- 
trons jump across the gap of 017mm 
between the two cylinders thereby 
producing an electrical current. 

Thermionic cells about 6cm in 
length each produce about 250A at 
065V. The cells are connected in 
groups of seven to each fuel rod. 
There are some 19 rods in all. These 
rods do not have enough fuel to start 
a chain reaction so further rods which 
do not produce current are packed 

The satellite, a wrinkled plastic 
balloon after nearly eight years in 
orbit, entered the earth's atmosphere 
soon after 0100 GMT over the 
Pacific Ocean near the west coast of 
South America. It passed over 
Guadalajara, Mexico, before striking 
the atmosphere but the final minutes 
were unobserved. It is not, there- 
fore, possible to say at this time 
whether it burned on re-entry or 
whether any part of it survived. 

The satellite was originally a 
30 metre diameter sphere when 
launched on August 12, 1960. It 
was the world's first passive com- 
munications satellite. The brightest 
of the man-made satellites, its 
aluminised skin reflected radio signals 
and enabled distant points to be 
connected by radio thus paving the 
way for the Intelstat communications 
satellites that today link the world by 
television and telephone. 

Echo- One might have remained 
circling the earth for a thousand 
years had it not been for the pressure 
of the sun's radiation which by 
perturbing the satellite's orbit caused 
its early death. 

only able to plot the progress of 
disturbances to about a twentieth of 
the distance. More data may become 
available about the decametric radia- 
tion of Jupiter, greater information 
will be available about the inter- 
planetary medium than can be 
obtained by ground stations alone. 

UNIQUE AERIALS 
The aerial systems are of ùnique 

design. They will consist of booms 
which will extend some 250 metres to 
form two V-shaped aerials. They are 
of flat tape which will curl round to 
form a hollow tube. The material 
used is silver plated beryllium-copper 
0005cm thick. The whole unit will be 
gravity stabilised so that the aerials 
will have a fixed directivity. 

The V-aerials may not always be 
pointing in the required direction to 
monitor solar or Jovian bursts of 
radiation. To overcome this a 
40 metre dipole aerial will be oriented 
at right angles to the V-aerials. The 
operation of the systems will be such 
that the noise levels are monitored 
every few seconds at a number of 
selected frequencies. The data 
returned to earth will require some- 

the focus of the dish will house the 
helium cooled receiver. There will be 
an elliptical reflector behind the 
focal point for wavelengths from 10 to 
30 centimetres. A maser will be used 
at the 3cm band and a parametric 
amplifier for the 20cm banl. 

The telescope is expected to be in 
operation by the end of 1969. It is 
hoped that it will be able to detect 
objects with low emission of the order, 
of 10-30 watts/sq.m. 

A NUCLEAR REACTOR IN A 
GALLON CAN 

West Germany has produced a 
nuclear reactor small enough to go 
into a one gallon measure. Known 
as an Incore Thermionic Reactor, 
it uses highly enriched uranium 
as fissile material and the coolant 
is liquid sodium. The operation 
is distinguished from most other 
methods of producing electrical 
power by the fact that there 
are no moving parts. Current is 
produced directly by thermionic 
effects. 

The uranium is contained in small 
tubes of molybdenum which are 
thinly coated with tungsten. These 

DEATH OF A MOON way in which cosmic rays are formed The dish is made of aluminium 
Another milestone in satellite within the galaxy. Important data plates for 80 metres of the diameter; 

history was marked on May 24, 1968 will be gathered about the effect of the remaining 20 metres is made up of 
when Echo One re-entered the earth's the sun's activity out to some 100 perforated plates forming an annular 
atmosphere to die unobserved so far solar radii. This aspect is of great ring. The perforations help to reduce 
as is known at the moment. importance since ground stations are the wind resistance. A large cabin at 
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I. 

ingenious but sjmple contact transducer ¡s made from a crystal pickup 
cartridge. 

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION 
Transistor TRI, relay RLArInd associated com- 

ponents (see Fig. I) form a timing circuit which allows 
the doorbell to 'play" for a preset period (about seven 
seconds) irrespective of the length of time the caller has 
his thumb on the bell push. The relay is additionally 
responsible for the mechanical start and stop of the 
misicaI box mechanism. 

The remainder of the circuit is a conventional push- 
pull audio amplifier which raises the transducer output 
to loudspeaker level. 

On pushing the bell push SI, a negative voltage is 
applied to -the base of TRI, via the no?mally closed 
relay contact RLAI, causing a rise in collector current. 
This energises the relay, which closes RLA2 (the. 
speaker muting contact) and RLA3 (the main power 
contact), and opens RLAI. The large capacitor Cl 
starts to charge, and the charging Current keeps TRI 
biased_on. As Cl continues to charge, the bias 
Current progresiVely falls until the point is reached 
where the corresponding collector current is insufficient 
to sustain the relay, which then drops out and switches 
off the whole assembly. The charge remaining in Cl is 
now discharged through RLÄland R2. 

r When the relay is energised, a lever attached to its 
armature (see Fig. 4) releases th clockwork musical 
box mechanism and the resulting sound is picked up 
and converted by the crystal transducer to an electrical 
signal. 

-. - 

., ,,d F -. :. 

L. 

- 
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THIS circuit provides a novel doorbell giving a musical tune. Unlike 
most doorbells it has the added advantage that a number of loud- 

speakers can be connected to announce callers in any room in the house. 
The cheerful sound triggered off by the caller originates in a clock- 

work musical box mechanism. The output from this mechanism is 

converted into an electrical signal which is then amplified. An 

i iLflLn\L By E.G. PRENTICE 
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Fig. 2T. Amplifier layout and wiring with (below) the underside of the Veroboard 
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Fig. I. Circuit diagram of the amplifier and timer 
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The length of playing time is of course governed by 
the charging time of Cl. This can be varied to 
suit requirements: raising the capacitance of Cl and/or 
the resistance of Rl lengthens the playing time, and 
vice versa. 

The mechanical noise of the lever hitting the butterfly 
on cutting out is prevented from reaching the speaker by 
the relay contact RLA2, which is adjusted by careful 
bending to break the speaker connection before the 
lever actually comes into contact with the butterfly. 

MECHANICAL CONSTRUCTION 
The unit is assembled on a in thick plywood base- 

board measuring approximately 8m by 4-tin, to which 

irr 
RLA Vl& : 

cbi !N+ 

2 3 4 5 6 1 $ 9 10 II 12 13 14 5 16 17 

This signal is applied to the base of TR2, the amplifier 
input stage, and is thus amplified and applied to the 
volume control VR! via the d.c. blocking capacitor C5. 
The appropriate level of signal is tapped off by the 
slider of VR1 and applied to the base of the driver 
transistor TR3. The resulting amplified signal at the 
collector of TR3 is conveyed by Ti to the base of the 
push-pull output transistors TR4 and TR5 in opposite 
phase, and after further amplification is recombined by 
the output transformer T2. 
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is screwed a vertical panel'of similar size and material. 
On the baseboard is mounted the amplifier board, the 

battery BYI, and the terminal block for the loudspeaker 
and bell push. The front panel carries the musical 
movement and transducer, as well as the relay and the 
volume control VRI. A Um diameter hole in the 
panel gives access to the winding key of the movement. 

Fig. 3. Layout of the timing module 
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Fig. 4. Flattened-out view of the front panel and baseboard, showing interconnections. The crystal 
transducer, Xl, is positioned to make light mechanical contact with one of the comb-fixing screws of 
the musical movement 
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Fig. 5. Relay wiring details two metal shims between it and the Pers pex plates 
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u cut off automatically 
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Loudspeaker 
LSI Any p.m. type of about Sin diameter or larger, 

and having a 3t coil 

Battery 
BYI 9 volt (PP9 or equivalent) 

Transducer 
Xl Crystal element removed from BSR cartridge 

type TC8M or TC8H (see text) 

Musical box mechanism 
Hobbies' Swiss Musical Movement No. I (tune as 

selected) 

Miscellaneous 
Battery clips. Four-way terminal block. Rubber 

strip. Cellulose cement and contact adhesive. 
Materials for transducer (see text and Fig. 6) 

strip. 
When connecting the transducer to the input of the 

amplifier, very thin wires, previously coiled, should be 
used to avoid microphony. The soldering thust be 
done very quickly to prevent damage to the crystal. A 
safer alternative would be to attach the leads to the 
metal shims already described, before assembling the 
transducer. 

Crystals from TC8M cartridges should be connected 
between points X and Y2 in the circuit diagram, .ànd 
TC8H types between X and Yl. 

SETTING UP 
Connection of the battery, speaker, and bell push 

completes the general construction. On turning up the 
volume and pressing the push, the relay should energise 
and release the movement. The amplified tune should 
issue from the speaker for about seven seconds and then 

Transistors 
TRI OC8l - 

TRi 0071 
TR3 OC8ID 
TR4 0081 
TRS 0081 

Transformers 
TI (driver) Radiospares type T/T6 
12 (output) Radiospares type T/T7 

Relay 
RLA Post Office type 3000. I00i coil with 

minimum of two make and one break 

Switches 
SI Bell push 

in such a position that the plastic bridge at the end of 
the crystal comes into contact with one of the comb- 
attaching screws of the musical movement. Final 
adjustment for best töne and volume is made when the 
amplifier is completed. The nut can then be locked 
into position with a little cellulose cement. Beeswax 
applied to the junction of the transducer and comb 
screw will remove chatter. 

AMPLIFIER CONSTRUCTION 
Building the amplifier and timer Circuits is quite 

straightforward and layout is not critical. The proto- 
type used Veroboard (wiring and interconnection 
details in Figs. 2, 3, and 4), but a chassis or tag board 
approach is equally suitable. Connections for the bell 
push and loudspeaker should be taken to a terminal 

AlI 10%. f wate carbon, except Rl8 two styli. The cartridge is held together by two rivets: 
when these are carefully drilled away, the two plastic 

Potentiometer halves can be parted and the crystal removed. Two 
VRI 5k1 log. small "Perspex" sideplates are cut and drilled to take 

8 B.A. screws, as in Fig. 6, and a small metal shim is Capacitors 
Cl l.000tF elect. 12V glued to each plate with contact adhesive so that when 

C2 00lF 15V the two sideplates are screwed together they form a 

C3 0003F 15V clamp across the crystal and make contact with its 
C4 l00F elect. 12V connecting foils. 
C5 8F elect. 12V The completed assembly is mounted on a 2fin length 
C6 I00F elect. 12V of 8 B.A. screwed studding at an angle of about 45 
Cl 05F ISV 

. degrees and held in place by a nut compressing the 
C8 l00tF elect. 12V assembly against a spring. 
C9 I00F elect. 12V The transducer is then screwed to the wooden panel 

R2 33011 
R3 4711 
R4 33Ok1 
RS IM11 
R6 82k11 
R7 ISkt3 
R8 56kt 
R9 IkIl 
RIO 27k11 
RH 33k11 
R12 IOk11 
R13 68011 
R14 1M11 
RIS 56011 
Rl6 47k11 
R17 10011 
R18 2711 wirewoud 3 watt 

panel. - 

Before installing the relay, a 3m length of 16 s.w.g. 
brass wire is soldered to the armature and bent in the 
form of an elongated L (see Fig. 4). The relay is then 
mounted on the panel by means of a small bracket 
made from in sheet brass, and so positioned that the 
wire comes into contact with the butterfly governor of 
the musical movement when the armature is open, and 
releases it when the armature is closed. 

THE TRANSDUCER 
Construction of the transducer is rather a delicate 

task. It uses the element from a crystal gramophone 
pickup cartridge type TC8M or TC8H. 

Remove the cartridge from its cradle and pull out the 

COMPONENTS... 

Resistors 
RI ÌOkcl 

To minimise nuicrophony and mechanical noise, the 
movement is mounted on to a piece of laminated 
plastics, the screws passing through rubber gromrnets, 
which is then attached with adhesive and in thick strip 
iubber spacers to the front panel, as in Fig. 4. Ensure 
that the heads of the mounting screws cannot touch the 
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supply. 
There are many other articles in this 

bumper issue -still not convinced? Buy 
this month's issue and find out for yourself. 
AUGUST ISSUE ON SALE NOW-2/6 - PRACTICAL TELEVISION - 
AUGUST ISSUE ON SALE JULY 19th 

TRANSISTORISED U.H.F.-V.H.F. 
AERIAL DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM 

Full details for driving a number of 
receivers from a common aerial installation 

VIDICONS 
A practical account of the type of camera 

tube most widely used by amateurs. 

ALSO: MAKE A 'WHISTLER' RECEIVER 

nd listen in to the "dawn Chorus" and 
the other fascinating naturat sounds de- 
scrled in the V.L.F. Phenomena article in 
the August Issue. 

PRACTICAL 

ELECTRONICS 
SEPTEMBER ISSUE ON SAIE FRIDAY A000ST 16 

MAKE SURE OF YOUR COPY - 
ORDER NOW! 

ordinary twin bell wire, but if very long leads to the 
speaker are involved,5 amp lighting flex is preferable to 
avoid loss of volume. It is possible to mount the 
speaker and "electronics" in one box, but microphony 
caused by mechanical feedback from speaker to trans- 
ducer may limit the maximum useable output. 

In conclusion the author finds that component 
values are not critical and can be varied somewhat to 
suit available parts, with the exception of the relay and 
timing components Cl and Rl. 

Current consumption averages 45mA and battery. 
life should be about a year. * 

PRACTICAL WIRELESS 
SIMPLE SIGNAL GENERATOR 

Invaluable as an aid to servicing or any 
application where you need an r.f. signal. 
Wide coverage- l2Okc/s-5OMc/s (200 Mc/s 
on harmonics). 

I WATT I.C. AMPLIFIER 
Almost unbelievable - I watt of audio 

from a tiny integrated circuit measuring 
X - X 

- 

in. Two of these could be your 
answer to stereo. Complete "how to 
build" plus circuit of a suitable power 

UCHEO 944$. 

L 

'I 

URPOS*.' 

armature of the relay to apply power, and then feeding 
in a signal to the transducer terminals (X añd Yl or Y2 
in. Fig. I) from a crystal set, a gramophone pickup, or a 
microphone. The speaker muting contact (RLA2) is a 
possible source of intermittent operation- it should be 
cleaned carefully with a proprietary fluid or with fine 
emery paper. Failure of the timing circuit to switct 
off after the appropriate period may be caused by a 
"leaky" Cl. 

FINAL INSTALLATION 
The movement will need winding about once a week 

-dependent on how popular you are-so the unit 
should be accessible. It should also, ifpossible, be 
protected from dust and the products of cooking (if 
installed in the kitchen) since these could in time 
contaminate the relay contacts. 

Connection to the speaker and bell push can. be via 

MICROELECTRONICS 
No enterprising amateur can ignore the 
striking advances made in microelectronics 
-and here's your chance to join in on 
these developments by designing and 
building equipment round an integrated 
circuit. The new series shows you how to 
carry out five practical projects, all based 
on the same readily available linear l.C. 
Don't miss the opening article which 
includes full details of Project No. 1: 

1f a loud howl is produced, reverse the connectiOns to 
the primary ofTi. PONiT1 If the Unit shows no signs of life,' check first the 
battery polarity and thén the relay connections. The 
amplifier can be tested by manually holding down the 
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separate controls for range and statistical accuracy. 

SPECTRUM COORDINATION 
Nevertheless, some attention is required to the questIon 

of allowing sufficient time for the correct meter reading to 
be established. If the integration time (product of 
integrating capacitor and discharge resistor in the rate- 
meter) is t seconds, then at least 2t seconds of recording are 
needed before the reading has risen close enough to its 
final value for practical purposes. 

Thus there is no objection to recording the integral top 
channel (channel 2) first of all in each 800 second scanner 
period. Consequently, the programme logic circuit 
ensures that the channel relay is set to channel 2 for the 
first 400 seconds, and to channel I for the last 400 seconds 
-not vice versa-of each 800 second period during which 
the scanner remains in the same spectrum step. 

This type of spectrum coordination, at least as far as the 
principles are concerned, is quite typical of sequential 
analogue spectrometer systems in general. 
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AUTOMATIC INTERLOCK 
More complicated professional equipments often do 

have some additional manual controls solely for the 
programme functions, especially if mechanical devices for 
automatically changing samples at predetermined intervals, 
or according to measured activities, are to be included. 
Nevertheless, a good nucleonic equipment design is 
always characterised by maximum possible automatic 
interlock with the already existing controls for the basic 
functions. 

We already met an example of this principle in the rate- 
meter sections of STRACE. Here we effected the range 
switching in such a manner as to preserve the design 
statistical accuracy for all ranges, instead of providing 

Now the differential output of the spectrometer encom- 
passes only a narrow range of detector pulse amplitudes, so 
that the counting rate may well be small on many occasions, 
requiring the 100 cp.m. range. We saw that the reading 
here takes some 400 seconds to be established, so that a 
streak instead of a clean spot would be recorded on the 
chart, if the differential channel (channel 1) were to be 
recorded first of all in each 800 second scanner period. On 
the other hand, the integral top output of the spectro- 
meter covers a larger pulse amplitude range and thus gives 
higher counting rates; The 100 c.p.m. range is here seldom 
if ever required, the 1,000 c.p.m. one normally being the 
lowest. This has an integration time of only 40 seconds, so 
that the reading is already established for most of a 400 
second recording period. 

chart recorder is first set running. Again, the e.h.t. 
supply for the G.M. counter detectors is not required when 
the scintillation detector and spectrometer is in operation, 
so extra contacts are used on the spectrometer mains 
switch on the front panel of the radiation meter, in order 
that G.M. counter e.h.t. is switched-on only when the 
scintillation detector is switched off, and vice versa. 
Furthermore, the programme logic circuit card is required 
only for spectroscopy with the scintillation detector; for 
work with the G.M. counter detectors, the 50 second 
master timebase is used alone (as explained below), and so 
both these switching functions are combined with the 
spectrometer on/off switch. in this manner, the pro- 
gramme control section as shown in Fig. 10.1 actually 
leads to no additional manual controls, apart from the 
mode switch, S4. 

In the STRACE equipment, the integration time for the 
100 c.p.m. range is 160 seconds, so that the reading is 
sensibly established after 400 seconds, which period has 
thus been chosen as the spectrometer step time. We saw 
that the programme logic circuit derives the 400 second 
intervals by scaling-down the 50 second master timebase by 
a factor of eight, using three binary counter stages. The 
differential output of the kick-sorter amplifier is fed to 
channel I of the radiation meter, and the integral top 
output to channel 2. Each channel is recorded for 400 
seconds before the scanner is moved to the next one of the 
12 spectrum steps. The scanner is thus fed with a shift 
pulse only once every 800 seconds. We saw that this 
interval is derived in the programme logic circuit by count- 
ing-down from the 400-second intervals by a further 
factor of two, using a fourth binary counter stage. 

EXPERIMENTER 
:. .LMiciiaelisM.A: 

10-PROGRAMME CONTROL ÇIRCUIT; OPERATING STRACE 

AWELL-DESIGNED programme control circuit should not 
lead to unnecessary increase of the number of manual 

controls. This rule is rigidly applied in the STRACE 
design. 

Thus the reset contacts,are combined with the chart 
recorder on/off switch, so that programme control is reset 
to the start of a sequence quite automatically when the 

The scanner of the kick-sorter amplifier in the scintilla- 
tion spectrometer must therefore be left operating for a 
sufficient time in each step. If we choose this "step time" 
to be of adequate length in relatiOn to the lowest ratemeter 
range which possesses the longest integration time, then 
the same "step time" is more than ample for all other 
ranges. 

r' j 
;.-' 

for the 

I I 
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on the chart paper, but a smaller width is available for 
each channel. 

Whether the separated or the coincident mode is more 
convenient, will depend upon the ranges and relative 
counting rates involved in a given experiment. The aim is 
always to avoid confusion between the two simultaneous 
recordings which would result from unintelligible inter- 
sections in the wrong mode. 
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WORKING WITH THE SCINTILLATION 
SPECTROMETER 

When the spectrometer on/ofF switch S4 is switched on, 
contact 3 feeds the mains voltäge to the scintillation 
spectrometer unit and to the mains transformer Ti of the 
programme logic subsidiary power supply, so that all these 
circuits can now operate. At the same time, contacts i and 
2 of S4 are broken, so that the G.M. counter e.h.t. circuit is 

spectrometer unit and for the programme logic subsidiary 
power pack is broken at contact 3 of S4. Provided the 
mode switch SS is set to position 2 or 4, the pulse switch 
RLE receives a brief pulse of current from the timebase 
relay RLC once every SO seconds. 

The contact of the pulse switch RIE closes and opens on 
alternate current pulses, so that the channel relay RID is 
alternatively energised and de-energised for 50 second 
periods. With the mode switch SS in positions 2 or 4, the 
channel relay RLD thus connects channel I and channel 2 
ratemeter outputs alternately through to the meter and 
chart recorder, for periods of 50 seconds. Channel I is 
always connected to the meter and recorder when the 
RID is energised, and channel 2 when it is de-energised. 
RECORDING MODES 

In position 4 of the mode switch SS, no d.c. backing 
voltage is fed to the meter and recorder, so that the 
electrical zero points for both channels lie at scale zero. 
In position 2 of the mode switch SS, an adjustable (preset) 
stabilised backing voltage from VRI is added in series with 
channel 2 only. The electrical zero for channel 1 is thus 
still at scale zero, but the electrical zero for channel 2 is 
then at 40 per cent or 50 per cent scale deflection, according 
to the setting of VR I. Forty per cent is convenient. The 
recordings for the two channels are then definitely separated 

timenase step. 
PAPER FEED SPEED 

The paper feed speed found to be most suitable for the 
Multiscript 3" chart recorder for all types of work is 

20mm/hour. The paper movement during each 50 second 
tiniebase period is then barely visible, so that the two traces 
for the respective channels appear essentially continuous, 
with no visible breaks. Yet the area between the'- two 
traces remains clear, because the recording is made by 
jerking the knife-edge pointer against the pressure sensitive 
paper only once every 2 seconds, with the help of the 
synchronous cam-driven stirrup of the recorder unit. 
Even.at the channel switch-over points, the pointer thus has 
ample time to move to the other trace without striking the 
paper on the way. 

A conventional pen-recorder would black-out the entire 
paper area between the two traces on moving back and 
forth between the channels, unless pen-lifting complications 
synchronised to the master timebase were introduced. The 
dropping-stirrup type of recorder is thus much more suit- 
able for twin-channel recording with a single-channel unit. 
The ts'f etra watt "Multiscript 3" recorder is obtainable from 
Messrs. Smiths Electric Clocks Ltd. It is also much 
cheaper than a conventional pen recorder, and quite free 
from ink dry-out and similar troubles. 

R AT E ME TE R 

MODULES 

EHT STABILISER 
MAINS TRANSFORMERS 
AUDIO AMPLIFIER 
PANEL LOUDSPEAKER 

Having understood the basic functions of the pro- 
gramme control section and why these are required, we 
may now consider the details of the actual circuit for 
STRACE, shown in Fig. 10.1. 

WORKING WITH G.M. COUNTERS 
The spectrometer switch S4 will be set to "OFF" for 

working with the G.M. counter detectors. Contact 1 of 
S4 then completes the ac. input to the internal e.h.t. 
circuit for the GM. counter tubes, whilst contact 2 switches 
the 50 second output from contact I of the master timebase 
relay RLC straight through to wafer S5A of the mode 
switch SS. Mains influt for the scintillation detector 

In position 3 of the mode switch S5, the channel switch- 
ing pulses may be derived from any external tirnebase, 
instead of from the built-in master timebase. This is 
necessary when coordinating with other equipments. 

The remaining two positions, I and 5, of the mode 
switch SS respectively switch-through channel 1 or channel 
2 permanently to the meter and chart recorder. This is 
useful for quick read-offs to select suitable ranges before 
starting a twin recording run, and for numerous other 
purposes. lt satisfies the essential need to be able to 
read-off either channel at will without disturbing the two 
raterneters and without having to wait for a corresponding 
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Fig. 10.1. STRACE RADIATION METER: circuit diagram of the programme control 
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continúous". A single continuous recording is then series of articles. 

588 - 

amount to roughly 2mm trace width. Thus each spectrum 
point appears as a black blob about 2mm in diameter on 
the chart. The centre-point can easily be assessed by the 
eye, as the true mean reading. The sequence of successive 
blobs for each spectrum trace is spaced with 2mm gaps, 
corresponding to the blobs of the other trace. The 12 
points of each spectrum run are thus clearly resolved, and 
the integral top for each spectrum step falls against the gap 
preceding the differential blob, since we have already 
explained that the integral top must be recorded for the 
first, and the differential for the second 400 seconds of 
each. 800 second step. 

CONTINUOUS RECORDINGS 
If it is desired to make continuous recordings for 

particular energy levels, instead of scanning complete 
spectra, then the scintillation spectrometer mode switch 
must be set to the "SIM" mode, the limit potentiometers 
set to the energy limits of interest, and the mode switch S5 
on the radiation meter unit set to position I "channel I 

between successive binary stages and the Schmitt trigger 
at the input to the programme logic, which prevents multiple 
responses to contact rebounds, of the timebase relay. 

The circuit has in practice never got out of step during 
many weeks of continuous running, except just once when 
somebody accidentally turned off a mains master switch, 
and on again at once upon seeing all pilot lamps extinguish! 

Such disturbances .of course make any computer forget 
what it has calculated so far, so it is no reproach when the 
programme thereby gets out of step. 

This concludes the present series in which we have surveyed 
nucleonic equipment in general, and have described in some 
detail a comprehensive equipment suitable for amateur con- 
struction. Schools and colleges will find this equipment 
valuable for teaching purposes as well as for pure research. 

In order that the possibilities of STRACE may be fully 
exploited, it is proposed to commence in a few months time 
a. short series of articles describing practical experiments 
using this equipment. In the meanwhile comments arc 
invited from those who have been following the present 

contact 2 of the timebase relay RLC, as input to the 
programme logic circuit for counting-down. But as long 
as the chart recorder switch S3 is still off, the programme 
logic can not respond to the master timebase, because 
contact i of Si holds the binary stages fast in the zero state. 
At the säme time, contact 2 of S3 holds Ci charged to 
-21v via Rl, if the channel relay RLD is energised, i.e. 
if the meter and recorder are connected to channel J. 

Now comes the moment when all is ready, and the chart 
recorder motor switch S3 is switched on. Contact i opens, 
and the programme logic can then commence to count- 
down the master timebase pulses. 1f and only if Cf was 
charged, the set line N receives a negative pulse via contact 
3 of S3 and causes a 400 second pulse to appear at once 
from the programme logic, throwing the meter and 
recorder onto channel 2, for the reasons already explained 
above. Contact 4 of S3 connects the mains voltage to the 
chart recorder motor. 

At the recommended paper feed speed of 20mm/hour, 
each 400 second interval corresponds to about 2mm paper 
movement. The statistical fluctuations of the trace also 

prevent the entry of r.f. interference picked-up by the chart 
recorder cable. Strong shortwave broadcast transmitters 
could cause trouble without the suppressor components, so 
that they should always be included. 

The chokes and capacitors behind the principal mains 
input socket (see Fig. 8.3) serve the same purpose for the 
mains cable. A fully enclosed metal cabinet is essential for 
all units. All pulse cables must be coaxial, but mains and 
recorder current cables may be ordinary unscreened types. 
The r.f. chokes each consist of a single layer of about 
100 turns of 30 s.w.g. enamelled copper wire wound onto a 
long 22 megohm 2W carbon resistor, with the wire ends 
soldered tightly to the resistor leads. 

The correlation between the channels and the 400 second 
pulses is thrown into the correct phase only at the moment 
when the chart recorder motor switch S3 (Fig. 10.1) is 
switched-on. If the logic were to get out of step at some 
later time, self-correction is impossible. High counting 
stability is thus demanded for the count-down system in the 
programme logic circuit. This is achieved by ample 
threshold margins in the binary stages used, driver stages 

 TIMEBASE RELAY 
r- 

. 

MASTER TIMEBASE CHANNEL RELAY 
MODULE 

switched off and the direct 50 second interval feed from the 
master timebase to the pulse switch is broken. Instead, 
contact 4 of the spectrometer switch S4 now feeds the 
400 second output pulses from the programme logic to the 
pulse switch RLE, via the mode switch SS. The, function 
of the mode switch has not been changed in any way. 

The 50 second master timebase pulses are now fed from 

FIg. 9.2 
RIE 

PULSE SWITCH -j-- . CS, C9 should be 
/ mF (=I,000pF) each 

traced for the differential channel, e.g. to study the rate of 
increase or decay of the sample activity in the tuned-in 
energy range. The programme logic is running, but with- 
out effect, in this setting. 

INTERFERENCE SUPPRESSION 
The chokes Lt, L2 and capacitors C6, C7 in Fig. 10.1 
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This FREE Plañsheet contains how-to-build dala for 
a decorative patio, planned in detail in relation to the 
house, with garden room, pergola, terrace, pool, garden 
bench, bird bath, simple barbecue, children's play area and 
sandpit. Full measurements, materials and instructions. 

Other Outstanding Features: 
BUILDING AND REPAIRING WALLS. An expert shows you how. 
TWO-WAY STRETCH. How to give your house an extra dimension 
by extending the front and rear living rooms. 
SURFORM WOODWORKING. How to widen your woodworking 
range with a selection of versatile tools. 
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record,. Fitted auto, stop and start. Ideal lot use with 
miniature transistor ampUter.. OUR PRICE E0 IA POST. 
4 speed Model 9 volt, lOI- extra. 1 2/0 
LIMITED QUANTITY ONLY-EXPORT MODELS. 

POCKET MOVING COIL MULTIMETER. 49'6 0-1.000 AC/D.C. ohms O to 1005. etc. I 

SUPERIOR MOVING COIL MULTIHETER 99/6 0-2-500v. D.C. 20,000 ohms per volt, 0-1,000,. AC. 
Ohms O to 0 meg. SO Microamps (Full list Meier, S.AE.) 

NEW MULLARD TRANSISTORS 6/- each 
0071. 0072. OC81, 0044. OC45 00171, OC17O. AF117. 

REPANCO TRANSISTOR CRAN8FORMERS 
TT45, Push Pull Drive. 9:1 CT, 8/-. TT40 Output. CT 8:161-. 
TT49. Intersiage eic. 4.5:1 5/- TOSS Output 3 ohms. 20: 15/- 
TRANSISTOR MAINS ELIMINATORS. FAMOUS MAKE 
FULLY SMOOTHED. FULL WAVE CIRCUIT 4916 
9 Volt 500mA Sine S X 31 2m. 
DITTO TRANSFORMER ONLY. Size 2 X 15 o 12... .10/0 

WEYRAD P50-TRANSISTOR COILS 
RA2W 6 ta. Ferriie Aerial Spare Cores .......... Od. 
with car aerial coil .... 12/6 Dctver Traut. LFDT4 .. 9/6 
Our. PSO/LAC .......... 5/4 Printed Circuit. PCA1 .. 9/6 
IF. P50/ICC 470 bc/s .. S/i ¡B. Toning Gang .... 10/6 
3rd IF. P50/ICC ........ 0/- Weyrad Booklet ...... 2/- 
TelescopIc Chrome Aerials 6m, euteodo to 23m. 5/-. 

VOLUME CONTROLS 8Omm Coax 8 

MAINS TRANSFORMERS 5/ 
50-0-25080 mA. 0.3,. 3.5 a. 6.3 via, orSo. 2a. 
50-0-350 80 mA. 8.3 V. 3.5 1.0.3v. io. or5v. 2 a. 
50-0-300 v.120 mA.. 0.3 e. 4 o.. CT.: 0.3 o. 25. 4 

IINIATURE 200 v.20 mA.. 6.3,. 1 o ........ 
IIDOET22Ov.45mA.,8.3v.2a ............... I 

EATER TRANS. 0.3v. 1/ .0.. 8/0; 6.Iv.40 ..... I 

tito tapped sec. 1.4 e.. 2, 3.4,5.6.3 v.1/ amp, . . 

ENERAL PURPOSE LOW VOLTAGE. Outputs 3, 4 

CRYSTAL MIKE INSERTS li X lin. 6/0; A000 il X lit. 8/0. BM3, 1' dma. 9/6 
MOVING COIL MIKE with Remote Control Switch 19/6 

ALL PURPOSE HEADPHONES 
HR. HEADPHONES 2000 ohms ........................... 19/6 
1CR. HEADPHONES 2000 ohms Super Quality ...... 35/. 
LOW RESISTANCE HEADPHONES 3-5 ohms .......... 35j. 

R. STEREO PADDED DEILUXE S ohms ............ 79/0 

RESISTORS. Preferred values, 10 ohms to 10 meg. 
tw..2w.,iw.,20%3d.;1/w.8d.;2w.1/.;/w.10%6d. 
HIGH STABILITY, w. 1% 10 ohms to 10 meg.. 2/-. 
Ditto 5%. Preferred value, 10 ohms to 22 meg., 9d. 
5 watt 'I 0.5 to 8.2 ohm 3 w. r 2/- 

10 watt > WIRE-WOUND RESISTORS 'Ç 2/- 
15 wait J 10 ohms to 6.800 ohms L 2/- 

10K, 15E, 20K, 25K, 88K. 10W. 3- 
SPEAKER FRET Tyran various colour,, 52m. urde, tram 
10/- It.; 2610. wide from 5/. lt. SAMPLES SAE. 
EXPANDED METAL Gold or Silver 12 X 12 ix. 6/-. 

VEROBOARD 0.15 MATRIX 
2' X Sin. I/Sd. 2/ 3/tn. 5/2d. 3/ X Iiln. 3/8d 

EDGE CONNECTORS 16 way 5/-; 24 way 7/6. 
PINS 38 per packet 3I4d. FACE CUTTERS 7/o. 

S.R.S.P. Board 015 MATRIX 2/in, wide Od. per lin; 31m. 
wide 94. per Sin; Sin, wide 1/- per lin. (op to 17m.) 
BLARE ALUMINIUM CHASSIS. 18 s.w.g. 21m, sides, 
7X4in., bIO; 9x 7m., 6/6; llxIln. 6/8; lix7in. 718; 
13 x Sin. 5/0; 14 x 11m. 12/6; 15 x 14m., 15/-. 
ALUMINIUM PANELS 18 s.w.g. 12 x 12m, 8/8; 140 9m. 
5/6; l2xSin. 4/8; lOxitn, 3/6; OxOin. 2/8; Ox4mn. 1/6. 

BRAND NEW QUALITY 
EXTENSION LOUDSPEAKER 
Cream plastie cabinet, 2011. lead and 
adaptors. For nay radio intercom, tape 
recorder. etc. 3 to 16 ohm. POST 30/- Sixe;72x55x3' 2/8 

ALL EAGLE PRODU 
EAGLE AM TUNER. Medium Wave. 
Transistor Soperhet, Ferrite aerial, etc. 

EAGLE DE LUXE TAPE SPLICER Cuts, trims, I 
iomns lot editing and repairs, With 3 btode,. ¡ 

EAGLE 4 CHANNEL TRANSISTOR MIXER. Amid 
musieal highligbls sad sound effects to recordlugs. Will 
mix Mierophone, recorde, tape and toner with 
separate controls into single outpnt, 

TRANSISTOR FM-LW-MW TUNER: 10 semI condùcior.. 
Calibrated tuning dial. 9 e. operation. P5189-108 Mc/i; 
MW 190-300 metres. LW 850-2000 metres. 14 Size 22 8 . 51m. 

EAGLE 3 WATT AMPLIFIER. 4 Transistor 6 6 Push-Pull Ready built, wmih volume control 
40-PAGE EAGLE CATALOGUE 5/- Post Fru 

* RADIO BOOKS * (Portage Od.) 
High Fidelity Speaker Enclosures and Plans ............... 5/. 
Tronuisior Superhet Commercial Receivers ............... 7/8 
MuSard Audio Amplifier Manual ........................... 8/6 
Radio Valve Guide, Books 1,2.5. or S ............... each 5/.; 
Practical Radio Inside Out .................................... 418 
Transistor Audio Amplifier Manual Book 1.3/8; Book 2.8/.; 
Shortwave Transistor Receivers .............................. 5/. 
Transistor Communication Seta .............................. 8/- 
International Rodio Otaiions List ........................... 2/O 
Modern Transistor Circuits for Beginners .................. 7/O 

aglance valve equivalents ................................. 
Valves. Tranoiolore, Diodes equivalents manual ........ 

WIRE-WOUND 3-WATT ' WIRE-WOUND 4-WATT 
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f 

General view of the 
complete signal operated switch 

perform this operation. Another possibility is radio 
control of models, where the battery life is very 
important indeed. Radio control is beyond the scope 
of this article, but the idea may be seeded in the minds 
of the enthusiast. 

BASIS OF THE SWITCH 
The basis of the low current standby switch is a high 

gain low current amplifier which feeds an electronic 
switch. The switch then turns on the power to the 
main circuit, which carries out whatever function that 
is required in the normal manner. 

To enable the required low leakage current to be 
obtained, silicon transistors are essential in a design of 
this type. The low cost epoxy transistor type 2N2926 
has been used in this instance. 

The signal input to the switch is fed in parallel with 
the signal input to the amplifier or other apparatus it is 
intended to control. 

PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION 
The minimum signal which may be fed into the unit 

to ensure reliable switching is lmV. If a higher level 
of voltage input, is required at a higher input impedance, 

of 5OmA or 500mA, depending upon which type of 
transistor is used in TR5 stage.) The output voltage 
will be the full battery voltage less the Vce saturation of 
the output transistor, and this can range between 300 
and 700mV. 

The signal modulation of the switched battery voltage 
is approximately ImV at 100Hz, and this decreases as 
the input frequency increases and may be attenuated by 
the addition of a suitable capacitor at the output. 

The leakage current into the load with no signal input 
will be very low, the measured current for a BFY5O 
transistor was 75nA. 

Table I 

Output 
current TR4 TR5 TR6 

2OmA 2N2926 - 
SOmA 2N2926 2N2926 - 

500mA 2N2926 BFY4O - 
5A 2N2926 2N2926 2N2697,2N2811,or2N2877 
7A 2N2926 BFYSO 2N3230 or 2N3231 

for a relatively short time. An instance where this 
may occur is an amplifier that has a standby current of, 
say, 2OmA and a current of lOOmA when delivering an 
output. In this case the battery has to stand the long 
term current of 2OmA as well as the short term current 
of lOOmA, and consequently has to be quite large 
physically in order to get a reasonable life out of it. If 
the standby current is very low then the peak current 
may be obtained when required from a much smaller 
battery. 

Typical instances where this idea can be applied area 
baby alarm amplifier or a loud speaking telephone; 
such devices need not be switched on manually when 
required, since the incoming signal can be made to 

input level is available, then the lower frequency limit 
may be reduced to 10Hz. The wave form is not 
critical as long as the duty ratio is less than 10 to 1; 
that is, if impulses are applied at the input at I kHz then 
the pulse width must be greater than l00is. 

The drain from the power supply is in the order of 
lOQuA in the no-signal condition; when a signal is 
received, the current taken by the amplifier part of the 
switch is in the order of 5mA. The total current taken 
by the switch depends on the load applied to it. 

The output current from the switch depends on the 
output transistors used and can be up to lOA. Table i 
gives a list of output currents and suitable transistors. 
(The model illustrated in this article has an output rating 

QFEEN a situation arises where an amplifier or other 
electronic device can be switched on fully at the 

instant an input signal appears, but in the absence of 
such a signal, it is on'standby"and consumes very little 
current. 

This is a factor of considerable importance in battery 
powered equipment; not only is the battery power 
important, but the amount of power that may be taken 

By A. THOMAS 
then â series resistor may be put at the input, the value 
being calculated to provide an input current of lOuA. 

The frequency range over which the unit will switch 
reliably is 100Hz to 100kHz. Tests have not been 
carried out at a higher frequency than 100kHz, but 
there is no reason why the Unit should not handle 
frequencies up to about 30MHz. Modification will be 
suggested later for high freQuency use. If a higher 

¿0W cuvr rvxr S#siîw... 
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voltage on C5 is fed via R7 current limiting resistor. 
The collector breakdown voltage BVCEO of the 2N2926 
is 18V, but in the position of TR3 the collector swings 
'.4 volts. Six transistors have been tried in this 
position with no ill effects. 

CONSTRUCTION 
Li, the inductor in TR3 collector 'circuit, has an 

inductance of 1H. In the prototype a Mullard 
Vinkor core type LA2416 has been employed. This 
coil former is wound with 1,180 turns of 42 s.w.g. 

592 

a. 
'The Items that make up the Vinkor core assembly 

The collector circuit of TR3 consists of an inductor 
of 1H with a parallel damping resistor of 47 kilohm. 
The input to TR3 base causes the collector to swing the 
full battery voltage, then, due to the inductance in the 
collector, to overswing the same amount, so producing 
a 24V peak to peak signal at C4. The damping resistor 
value has been chosen to suit the inductance at 100Hz to 
prevent ringing. 

The output from TR3 collector is fed via C4 to a 
voltage doubler rectifier, D3, D4, and thence to a 
reservoir capacitor CS, which tends to charge to the 
peak value of the signal, 24v. This level is clamped 
by the base collector junction of TR4 to the battery 
voltage. Thus, maximum driving voltage is applied to 
the Darlington emitter follower TR4 and TR5. The 

connected via a potential divider consisting of a 
120 kilohm resistor in series with a 100 ohm resistor. 
The 100 ohm resistor goes down to the negative battery, 
the 120 kilohm resistor to the speaker, and the junction 
to the amplifier input. The other side of the speaker 
also goes to the negative side of the battery. 

With the radio tuned into any station with a con- 
tinuous output, and the volume control set for a 
moderate level, approximately I mV of suitable signal 
will be fed to the switch. 

input signal is applied to Ci via a resistor if required as 
discussed earlier. TRI is a common emitter low 
current high gain amplifier, the output of which is fed 
via C2 to TR2. The resistors R3 and R4 make-up a 
20 megohm resistance feeding 500nA of base current to 
TR2. This small current helps overcome the VBE of 
TR2 and puts TR2 into a partially conducting state. 
The signal from C2 turns the stage on with the positive 
half cycle, and hard off with a portion of the negative 
half cycle. 

The output from TR2 collector is fed via C3 to a pair 
of diodes Dl and D2. These diodes form a voltage 
doubler rectifier and feed the full voltage swing from 
TR2 collector as a positive going signal at TR3 base. 

on a heat sink of minimum dimensions 3m X 2m made 
from aluminium. The heat sink may be mounted by 
means of spacers to the Veroboard. Fig. 4 gives the 
additional circuit for the power transistors referred to 
in Table I. 

TESTING THE UNIT 
With no load on the output of the unit, and no 

signal input, connect the battery via an ammeter. The 
meter should read something in the order of l0OtA. 

Disconnect the ammeter and connect a voltmeter 
across C5. Apply a signal in the order of lmV at a 
frequency greater than 100Hz. The output from a 
radio receiver speaker would be ideal, and should be 

11 11 
Fig. I. Circuit diagram of signal operated switch. This arrangement Is suitable for switching 
currents of up to 50m A. With different output transistors and an additional sta ge, currents of up 
to lA can be switched-see Table i and FIg. 4 

The threshold time of the switch is 75ms and the enamelled copper wire. The d.c. resistance of this 
hold time, after the cessation of the signal, is l5 winding is 110 ohms. Other forms of inductors may be 
seconds. used as long as they have a high Q. 

The unit is built up on a piece of Veroboard as shown 
CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. 

Fig. I shows the complete circuit of the switch. The Any power transistors that are used must be mounted 

_ Io 

I I Mfl 

TR )- MJ 
TR 

4-c. u 

IPF 2N2926 

INPUT 

[03 

J 
C4 

I TRI. I IpF 

2N2926 Pl2926 

+ 

IBYIJ 

TR TR5. 
Rl 

I12V 

tchidttiry 

12926 

IICfl 
2N '2N 
2926 03 

OAS 

Output I 2 

J I I L. +QV 

R3 RS LI R6 
110 K '> lo > 27 47 
kfl-' ÇMfx 'kfl Skfl 
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Fig. 5. TransIstor base details be increased from I mV to lOmV. * 
593 

SwìtcMd Output 

I 

Fig. 4. Additional stage for high current operation. Tran- 
sistor types are given in Table i - 

:iIII 

bEc6 
103 BrY5O' 2N2926 

present when a signal appears and zero volts when it is 
removed. If the unit works as above, it is now ready 
for use. 

If a switch-on pulse is apparent in the apparatus, then 
the threshold time may be increased by inserting a 
resistor experimentally in between D4 and C5. Any 
instability may be removed by connecting a suitable 
capacitor across the output from the switch. Warning: 
the output impedance of the last stage is very small, 
therefore the output transistor may be destroyed a 
short circuit is placed across the output terminals. 

MODIFICATIONS FOR H.F. USE 
For usé as a high frequency switch, the bandwidth 

will be from 100kHz to 30MHz. The capacitor and 
inductor values may be reduced by a factor of 100. 
The germanium diodes should be of a type designed for 
h.f. use. The input sensitivity level may be required to 

Fig. 3. Underside of the 
Veroboard showing breaks 
in the copper strips and 
connection points 

LSX!A!ZZ 
LZ.Z.I'__ _ 

The voltage across CS should be 12V when the signal 
is present and virtually zero two seconds after the signal 
has been removed. Connect the necessary load, 
depending on the output transistor used, and move the 
voltmeter connection from the top end of CS across to 
the switch output. Approximately ll5V should be 

I 2 34 5 6 7 8 9 1213141561718920 2122324 26272829303132 A00001 000 O Sc 00 Sc 0000 

0 0 I1ObTRS 0 0 
B 0 0 0 83Ç2 R5 R6'1 

o b i 

0 0 0 0 

E O 0 0+0 0 0 0 0 Ç)R7 O 0 0 0 

R4 

° 
TR 

e 00 

FIg. 2. Component arrange- 
ment on the Veroboard 

e 

TR3 
J 

O O O O O O 
0000 0 

, 
\RI) 

'&!I 
D2 

cs 
Ji 4thr+ì 

BYI+vt 

LI 

BY-ye 

Rl IlOk R6 47k1 
R3 IOMÛ Rl Ikû 
R4 IOMÛ 
All W, "Hystab" (Radiospares) 

TransistoTs 
TRI-4 2N2926 (4 off) 

}see Table I and text 

Miscellaneous 
LI 1H inductor, high Q (see text) 

Capacitors BYI 12V layer type battery 
CI lLF1elect ISV C4 OlF polyester Vlnkor core LA2416, housing DT2418, and former 
C2 
C3 lFJ sub. min. CS 21.F polyester DT2074 (Mullard); 42 s.w.g. enamelled wire for 

LI. Veroboard. Terminal pins. 

COMPONENTS . . 

Resistors Diodes 
RI IOM RS 27kû Dl-4 0A5 germanium diode (4 off) 
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NATIONAL GRID LEEK 

. 

F16, 

"Jones the Fuie will now demon- 
strate the instability of certain 
power supplies" 

concealed in rooms, set .and de-set by 
coded transmission, could be devised 
by ingenious readers, which would 
save many homes this summer from 
raiding during holidays by these idle, 
vicious pests. I have certainly fitted 
my. own maisonette with an 
unstoppable alarm-and booby-traps 
which would give an unpleasant 
reception to any unauthorised 
entrant! 

P. Benn, 
Somewhere in England. 

Transistor curve tracer 
Sir-The uniselector for the Transis- 
tor Curve Tracer in the May 1968 
issue will not step round auto- 
matically if its coil is connected as 
shown in the circuit diagram, Fig. 3, 
page 337. To achieve self-drive the 

The uniselector used was already partially 
wired to include the interrupter Contacts 
andl should have shown these in my circuit 
diagram. 

I did not find the spark quench circuit 
necessary but it is a wise precaution to 
include this across the contacts as 
suggested. 

With regard to uniselector adjustment ¡ 

would hesitate to suggest that the con- 

structor should adjust the interrupter arm 
by bending it. The manufacturer has 
generally adjusted this before leaving thè 
factory and the tension screws are 
sufficient to vary the stepping period. 

If bending is attempted then the use of a 
standard GPO relay adjustment tools is 
preferable to a pair of long-nosed pliers 
that the constructor would normally use. 
This is because a movement at right- 
angles to the lever is required which is 
difficult to achieve without damage 
when using pliers.-GKF 

the field of electronics with the help, 
of the committee and of the many 
professional members who are 
invariably willing to give advice. 

I will admit that electronics is the 
handmaiden to many other activities, 
but it is now about time that we 
amateurs united to help other 
individual societies instead of being 
"loners". This will not only be an 
advantage to the individual members 
but also to other societies who utilise 
electronics in their activities. 

I am certain that the present 
members of B.A.E.C. would like to 
see Mr Marchant's ñame along with 
those of many other electronics 
amateurs among the ever increasing 
membership of the B.A.E.C. 

John O. Owen, GW8BFT, 
Llangefni, Anglesey. 

boils down to wanting something for 
nothing, the ultimate in performance 
for a minimum time and effort. Is the 
hobby of electronics a utilitarian 
means to an end, a short Cut to some 
higher purpose, or is it a source of 
self-education and pleasure? 

D. Bollen, 
Devon. 

Guarding the home 
Sir-Of far more importance than 
car-theft preventers are house-theft 
foilers. Anything from half an hour 
to a fortnight's absence leaves one's 
home open to quick looting by 
yobboes. Surely alarms set off by 
mere approach of a human body, 

Rg. I 

The speed at which the uniselector 
rotates can be adjusted by turning the 
two screws each side of the coil, to 
alter the tension of the armature- 
return coil springs. It may also be 
necessary to alter, 'by careful bending, 
the setting of the interrupter operating 
lever (the extension arm on the 
armature) and the tension of the long 
interrupter contact spring. These 
adjustments are likely to be inter- 
dependent, and the settings should be 
such that there is smooth and regular 
stepping at the desired speed of 
rotation. Too much bending of the 
interrupter operating lever could 
break or crack it. 

W. E. Thompson, G3MQT, 
St. Leonards-on-Sea, Sussex. 

amateurs in South Wales have 
formed the British Amateur Elec- 
tronics Club. This is a rapidly 
growing club and with even more 
support from the electronics amateurs 
of this country it will undoubtedly 
become a very successful national 
club. 

The B.A.E.C., although only 18 
months old, has united many amateurs 
who now work on a single project of 
considerable size together-rather 
than each on his own personal small 
project. Through the B.A.E.C. it is 
also possible to solve any problem in 

sophistication in electronic circuits 
tends to reveal a double standard of 
thinking, with a marked disparity 
between the circuit most people 
prefer to build and the equipment 
they would most like to own. 

If Mr Heppell-as an instrument 
design engineer-was offered a choice 
between a free gift of a £500. oscillo- 
scope and a £30 oscilloscope; there 
can be little doubt which he would 
choose despite considerations of 
reliability and maintenance. 

It seems to me thùt the whole 
argument in favour of simplicity 

GES 

ust 
Coil 

INTERRUPTER 
CONTACTS 

A SELEC1ÌON FROM OUR POSTBAG 

United effort 
Sir-In reply to Mr R. F. Marchant's 
letter, published in the June 1968 
issue of PE., I shoulcL like to point 
out that instead of complaining, a 
group of enterprising electronics 

"Frilly" sophistication? 
Sir-The remarks made by D. H. 
Heppell in Readout (June issue) were 
indeed interesting, but are they valid? 
Comparison between honest-to-good- 
ness simplicity, and '.'frilly" 

otherwise there will be heavy sparking 
at the contacts and they will quickly 
bum out. This also prevents diode 
D4 having high back e.m.f. pulses 
applied to it, and the quench circuit 
also reduces radio interference; Suit- 
able values are shown in the diagram. 
The resistor should be a 1W carbon, 
and the capacitor a 250V working 
paper type. 

coil should be connected in serles 

alongside the coil. 
with the interrupter contacts located 

i i It is also necessary to connect a 
spark-quench across the interrupter 
contacts as I have shown in Fig. I. 
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ADDRESS .................. ... .... 

A WHOLE WORLD 
O KNOWLEDGE 

AWAITS YOU! 
.. ................................... 7.68 I 

WANTED 

VALVES WANTED, brand new popular 
types boxed. DURHAM SUPPLIES (E), 
367F, Kensington Street, Bradford 8, Yorkshire. 
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TV Engineering and Servicing, Electronics, Computers, etc. Expert coachIng for: 

INSTITUTION OF ELECTRONIC AND RADIO ENG'INEERS. 
C.& G. TELECOMMUNICATION TECHNICIANS' CERTS. 

* C.&G. ELECTRONIC SERVICING. 
* R.T.E.B. RADIO AND TV SERVICING CERTIFICATE. 
* RADIO AMATEURS' EXAMINATION. 
* P.M.G. CERTIFICATES IN RADIOTELEGRAPHY. 
Examination Students Coached until Successful. 
NEW SELF-BUILD RADIO AND ELECTRONIC COURSES 
Build your own 5-valve receiver, transistor portable, signal generator, multi- 
meter and valve volt meter-all under expert guidance. 
POST THIS COUPON TODAY and find out how I C S can help YOU in your 
career. Full details of I C S'courses in Radio, Television and Electronics will be 
sent to you by return mail. 
MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATION OF BRITISH CORRESPONDENCE COLLEGES -- -. 

International Correspondence Schools 
INTERNATIONAL (Dept. 152), lntertext House, Parkgare Road. I 
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S.A.E. with all enquiries please. 
Postage rates apply to U.K. only. 

Mail order only to:' 
Instructional Handbook Supplies 
Dept. P.E.. Talbot House, 28 Talbot Gardens 

Leeds 8 

RADAR THEORY & MAINTENANCE 
RADIOTELEGRAPHY 

TECHNICAL TRAINING by 

' C s IN RADIO, TELEVISION AND 

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING 
First-class opportunities in Radio and Electronics await the I C S trained man. 
Let I C S train YOU for a well-paid post in this expanding field. 

COURSES 

FUll TIME COURSE IN BASIC EllGTRONICS 
A pins month course, starting next September, 
for those wishing to work In Radio, Television. 
Computers or Automatic Control. The course 
leads to City and Guilds certificates and is deal 
for school leaver., for whom. In most cases, no 
fee is payable. For desaìls of this, or part time 
courses in Colour TV. etc.. write to: 

Section 47f48 
Sosathall College of Technology 

Beaconsfield Road. Sosathall. Middl..sg 

BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS 

A.M.I.E.It.E., A.M.S.E. (Elec.), City & 
Guilda, G.C.E., etc., on "Satisfaction or Refund 
of Fee" terms. Wide range of Home Study 
Courses In Electronics, Computers, Radio, 
TV., etc. 132-page GuIde-FREE. Please 
state subject of Interest. BRITISH 
INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECH- 
NOLOGY (Dept. 124K), Aldermaston Court, 
Aldermaston, Berks. 

RADIO OFFICER8 see theworidi Sea going 
sud shore appointments. Trainee vacancies In 
September. Grants available. Day and 
Boarding students. Stamp for prospectus. 
WIRELESS COLLEGE, olwyn Bay, Wales. 

20 Penywern Road. ErI, Coso, London S.w.5. Tel. 01-313 8721 HS T . This Private School provides full and part day training in the 
. .... .. following professional subjects 

RADIO & TELEVISION SERVICING 

courses for C.Eng., A.M.I.E.R.E., A.M.S.E. 
(Mech. k Eier.), City & Guilde, A.M.l.M.I., 
A.I.O.l3. and OECE. exams. Diploma courses 
in all branches of Engineering-Mech., Eier., 
Auto, Electronics, Radio, Computers, 
Draughts., Building, etc. For full detalle write 
for FREE 132-page guide. BRITISH 
INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECH- 
NOLOGY (Dept. 125M), Aiderinaston Court, 
Aidermaston, Berks. 

GET INTO ELECTRONICS-big opportunities 
for trained men. Learn the practical way with 
low-cost Postal Training, completo with equip- 
ment. A.M.I.E.R.E., 1t.T.E.B., City & Guilds, 
Radio, Tf V, Telecoms., etc. For FREE 100- 
page book, write Dept. 856K, CHAMBERS 
COLLEGE, 148 Hoiborn, London, ECl. 

TAPE RECORDERS, TAPES, ETC. 

TAPES TO DISC-using finest professional 
equlpment-45 r.p.m. 15/-. S.A.E. leaflet. 
DESLOY, High Bank, Hawk Street, Carnforth, 
Lancs. 

SITUATIONS VACANT 

RATES: 1/3 per word (minimum 12 

words). 'Box No. 1/6 extra. 

Advertisements must be prepaid and 

addressed to Advertisement Manager, 

Practical Electronic. 

15/17 Lon Acre. London, W.C.2 

EDUCATIONAL 

EDUCATIONAL 
(continued) 

STUDY RADIO, TELEVISION AND ELEC- 
TRONICS with the world's largest home study 
organisation. l.E.R.E.; City & Guilda; 
R.T.E.B., etc. Also practical courses with 
equipment. No books to buy. \Vrite for 
FREE Prospectus to ICS (Dept. 577), intertcat 
House, London, SW11. 

ENGINEERS. A technical certificate or 
qualification will bring you security and much 
better pay. Ejem, and adv. private postal 

Practicul Electronics Classified Ad ertisements 
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T FI I S Just write, enclosing 6d for our complete price lIst and Sample Resistors to: 
STUDENT ELECTRONIC SERVICES, 194 Regent Road, Salford 5, Lancs. 

S P A C E !.S. This naturally puts you straight on òur mailing list, which means you will receive information on all 
Tel. 061-872 5187 

increases as they arise. 

TRANSISTORS! 25 for 10/-. Tested P.N.P. 
Germ. Gen. Purpose. P. & P. 1/-. DREW, 81 
Robin Hood Lane, Birmingham, 2& 

BRAND NEW ELECTROLYTICS, sub-miuia 
turc 15 volt, 2, 8, 8, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 50, 
lOOmFd, 8/6 per doz.; postage 1/-. The 
C. R. SUPPLY Co., 127 Chesterfield Road, 
Sheffield, 88 ORN. 

SEMI-CONDUCTOR BARGAINS I 
lOO NEW UNMARKED. UNTESTED TRAN- 
SISTORS 1116. 
BYIOO RECTIFIERS 4/- EACH 
BYIOO TYPE RECTIFIERS 3/- EACH. UN- 
MARKED. 
BCIOS TYPE TRANSISTORS. TOle CAN, 
UNMARKED 3/6 EACH. 

C.W.O. P. & P. II-. 
ORDERS OVER LI POST FREE 

V. OCONNOR, DEPT. P.E.I. 
212 MIDDLE LANE. HORNSEY. N.8 

BOIIIAPACK LOW-COST GERMANIUM 
P.pdP. TRANSISTORS. Excellent substitute 
for 0071/72, AP. amplifiers, multivibrators, 

R & R RADIO 
51 Burnley Road, Rawtenstall 

Rossendale, Lanca 
Tel.: Rossendale 3152 

VALVES BOXED. TESTED & GUARANTEED 
EBFBO 3/- PCCS4 31- PYB2 3/- 
EBF89 3/6 PCF8O 3/- .UI9I 4/6 
ECC82 3/- PCFB2 3/6 U3OI 46 
ECLBO 3/- PCLS2 4fr 6F23 SI- 
EFSO 1/6 PCLB3 4/- IOPI4 3/- 
EFES 31- PCLB4 5/- 20P5 3/- 
EF183 3/6 PL36 SI- 30F5 2/6 
EFI84 3/6 PL8I 4f- 301.15 5/- 
EY86 41- PLB3 4/- 30P12 4/6 
EL4I S/- PY33 5/- 3OCIS SI- 
EZ4O 4/6 P'Y'SI 3/6 3OPLI3 5/6 
EBC4I 4/6 PY800 3/6 30PL14 5/6 

POST. ONE VALVE9d.TWOTOSIX6d. 
OVER SIX POST PAID. 

REPANCO Transistor Coils and Transformer. 
for the Constructor. Send stamp for lists 
RADIO EXPERIMENTAL PODUCTS 
LTD., 33 Much Park Street, Coventry. 

WE ARE BREAKING UP COMPUTERS 
COMPUTER PANELS 
(us shown) 2m s 4/fl B fe, 
IO!-. Post free with min. 30 
t,snslste,,. loo fer 65/- + 
P. & P. 6/6 1,000 fer £30 + 

rr. 
GIANT PANELS 54m a 
4in with 20 trans., 30 min. 
diodos, 36 min resistors 
end nino 56iaH inductors 
en each beard. 3 fo, LI. 
Pest free. 
PANELS with 2 power 
trensistorl elm. te 0C28 en 
each boa,d + Components. i boards (4 s OC2B) IO!-. 
SILICON P.W. BRIDGES ON FINNED 
HEAT SINK. ISO pis. 20 amp. Tatty but 
guaranteed end a bC,ECin P lO/- etch. P. & P. 

2/. each. 
OVERLOAD CUT OUTS. Panel mounting 
in che following values P 5f- etth 18. 2, 3, 4, 5. 

In the next few months we hope you will spend a few minutes of your time to read about the news from S.E.S. W 441 J.' ( }j Each month will be devoted to a single range of our stocks of electronic components and constructional aids. 
- of course, you can be one step ahead of us by finding out now - 

RESISTORS (Carbon film), very low nolee. Range: 
8%, 470 to 1MO 10%, 100 to 10MO. 
5W (10%), 15d (over 99, l5d), 100 off per value 18/-. 
4W (5%), Id (over 99, lfd). 100 oft pee value 13/S. 
5W (10%), Id (over 99, 15d), 100 oft pee valoe '11/9. 
jW (5%), 254. (over 99, 3d), loo oIT per velue 15/6. 

SEMI-CONDUCTORS: OLI, OASi, 1/6. 0C44, 2/-. 
0045, 1/9, 0071, 0072. 0072, 0CM, 0081D, 00820. 
00170, 00171, 2(3. 00140, AVIlI, AFilO, A9'i17. 8/-. 
Aloe entire current Nrwmarket range. 
SILICON RECTWIERS (OSA): 170 P.! V., 8/9. 400 
PlY.. 1/-. 900 P.1.V.. 5/5. 1,310 PlY., 8/9. 3,000 
PLY.. 4/-. 

Send SAE. for May, 1968 Catalogue 

800rcA, 6/-; or completo with inotr. reeletor. 
rondenere, 7/6; 400 PlY KW SA, 6/-; 300 Ply MW 
SA, 6/.. 

Stomped rnvelope foe full relection and bargain 
olTerc lu Multlrnrtere, Radion, Baby Alarm,, later. 
rom,, Walkie-Talkie,, RertiSere and Eagle Lieta. 
UNDER £1-P. & P. Od. OVER £1 poot free. 
C.O.D. 3/6. MAIL ORDER ONLY. 

DURHAM SUPPLIES 
367F, KENSINGTON STREET 

BRADFORD 8, YORKSHIRE 

596 . . . 

Gerrerd 1025 ¿9.7.3. le,, cut. 
Gorrard 3500 ¿10.14.11 
Gerrord SI (65 ¿15.5.0 
Gorrard 2000 ¿9.11.0 
G,rrard SL55 ¿12.0.0 ,, ,, PD. 6/'- 
Gurrurd SP15 ¿13.5.0 
Gerrord AT6O ¿14.16.0 
Gerrard APiS ¿20.0.0 
Gerrord 3L75 ¿24.4.0 
Gerrerd AlO ¿15.15.0 
Cartridr,: GP9I Monn 14/5 P. Paid; GP93 
USI; GP94 ¿1.10.0 P. Paid. - 

MAIL ORDER ONLY 

J. ROBINSON (RADIO. TV) 
(Dept. PE), 4 Hlghcliff e Road, Blackley 

Mancheeter 9. Tel. 061-740 1115 

etc., to 1MHz. We guarantee very low 
leakage, greater than lO. 9d each or 5 for 
3/3. S.A.E. to: BONAPACK", 13 Dowgate 
Road, Leverington, Lambs. 

DUXFORD ELECTRONICS (PE) 
Duxford, Combs. (Sawston 3031) 

MINIMUM ORDER VALUE 5f- 

C.W.O. Post and Packing 1f- 

DISCOUNT 

ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS (Mullnrd).-l0% to 
+10%. 
Sabministur, (all value, in MF) 
4V 8 32 64 125 250 400 
64v 64 25 20 100 200 226 
10V 4 16 32 64 125 20 
16V 25 10 10 40 80 129 
29V 1'6 64 115 25 50 60 
40V 1 4 8 16 30 00 
04V 064 25 5 10 20 32 

-Frico i/O l'i 1/2 1/- 1/1 1/2 

POLYESTER CAPACITORS (Helloed) 
Tabuler 10% 166V: 001. 0015, OOI2p}', Id. 0033, 
O947MF. Od. 0-008, 0IMF, Od. OISMF, lid. O2IMP. l/-. 
0-3314F, hl. 0-47MF, i/O. O-68MF, 2/8. laP, 2(8. 
480V: 1.000, 1,500, 2.200, 3,300, 4,700pP. 6d. 6,600pF, 
0.01. 0-010. 0-022MF. 74. O-033MF. 54. O-0470F. Od. 
0-060, O-IgaF, lid. O-1SMF. i/S. 0-IIMF. i/6. 0-33osP. 
2/3. 0-4714F, 2/O. 
Moda/nr, metallieeoi. P.C. mounting, 10%, 200V: 001. 
0-015, 0-02%oF. 7d. 0-033, 0-O47uF, Od. 0-000, 0-lpF, Od. 
01514F. lid. O-22MF, li-. 0-f3M. 1/5. 0-47148, i/S. 
0-60Mg, 2/3. 114F. 2/S. 

POLYSTYRENE CAPACITORS: 0%, 166V (msencap. 
mslote:l): 10. 12, 13, 08, 22, 27, 32, 39, 47, 96, 60, 02, 100, 
110, 100, 100, 220, 270, 330. 390, 470, 560, 680, O2OpF, 
Sd. 1,000, 1,900, 2.200pP, 64.. 3,300, 4,760, 5,000pP, 3d. 
6.000. 8.200, l0,000pF. 8d. 15,000, 21,000pF, Od. 
1%. 100V (encap,ulateoi): 100, 120. 190. 180, 220, 270. 
330, 390. 470. 960, 650, SlOF. 1/-. 1,000, 1.100, 1,900, 
1,600, 2,200, 2,700, 3,300, d.700pF, 1/8. 2,600, 6,800. 
0,000, 10,000, 12,000, 15,000pF, 1/6. 10,000, 21,006, 
27,000, 23,600, 39,000pF, i/O. 0-047. 0-056i.tF, 21-. 
0-068, 0-682. O'IioF, 2/S. 6-lIa?, 2/9. 4HS. 0-i8pF, 5/-. 
0-2214F. 4/-. 6-27, O3aF, 5/-. 0-3814F. O/O. O-47147. 6/2. 

POTENTIOMETERS (Carbonl miniatur,, lin o lin 
,pindi. Lin. 100(2 to 10MO, Log. 5h12 to 0MO. 2/8. 

SKELETON PEE-SET POTENTIOMETERS (Carbon): 
Lin. 10013 to 09011. Horizontal and vertical P.C. mounting. 
Miniature (03W). 1/-, Oubmin. (01W), 104. 

TAPE HEADS 
BSR BRAD.39l6 I MICHIGAJI REC./PLAT 
S TRACK / pa r HIGH IMP. 45/ 

SOR MALL 39 '6 BOGEN ERASE 
TRACK I 

pair UL21O/6 27/6 
I 4-TRACK 

REUTER - COLLABO I COSMOCORD ERASE 
ERASE 27/61 TES/S 

: 27/6 4-TRACK i I 4-TRACK 

F.M. WIRELESS MICROPHONE 
94.10455cl,. Tranoletorieed. Operate, from 0V 
battery. Co,npiete with odditional ,ecret tie clip 
microphone. Li.t 4.12/16/- ONLY £6. I 5.0 These cannot be operated in U.1C. 

TEANSISTORISED FM TUNER 
6 TRANSISTOR HIGH QUALITY TUNER. 
SIZE ONLY 6inx din X 21m 31.8. etOgen. Double 
tuned discriminator. Ample output to feed most 
aropliOere. OperaI... on 9V battery. Coverage 
88.166Mo/. Ready built ready for £6. 17.6 

FM IrOLTIPLEX STEREO ADAPTOR 
Printed circuit biscuit. 4 tear.,. 6 £5 19 6 diode, 0V with (ail in,tructlonn 

12' i2 25 uatt. 15 ohm, 

looGUITAR £4.15.O SPEAKER 
L RANGE HIGH 

EPLIANCE. 8' 16 10' iO watt, 19 ohm, 
.19 wntt 9 i CERAMIC - 44 - /6K MAGNET 

-- --------- 

32/- LOUDSPEAKERS. 2 
9/6 from 400hm,1('Soohm. 

___________________ 
ISTWIN CONEjO 

35/ REflEX CONE TYPE 
WATERPROOF SPEit. 

watt, lOor 3ohm 
TWEETER 36 ohm 

29/6 
O watt, 3 ohm, 300- 10 watt. 1OK-CP9 
16,000c/, PA £4 5 0 

CROSSOVER NET- 
WORKI6OhOfl 15/6 

SUPER SILICON RECT. T.V., Cte.. 1.200 22V 

7, 8,.pmp. 
T05 ThANSISTOR COOLERS. 7/6 doz. 
MINIATURE GLASS NEONS. II/e doz. 
LONG ARM- TOGGLE SWITCHES. ex 
eqpt. Price 15/- dez. + 2/- P. & P. 
NEW MIXED DISC CERAMICS. iSO for 
IO/-. P. & P. I/-. 
LARGE CAPACITY ELECTROLYTICS 
4km, lin diam. Screw t,rminsl,. 
All dt 6/- eaeh + 1/6 each P. & P. 
4.000mF 72V d.c. wkg. 
6,300mF 79V d.c. wkg. - 

IO,000mF 25V d.c. wkg. 
I6.000mF 20V d.c. wkg. 
25.000mF ISV d.c. wkg. 
KEYTRONICS. SI Eerie Court Read. 
London, W.S. Mail order only. 

TRANSISTORS AND COMPONENTS 
D.c. to ac. Converter Kit il volt, d.c. input, 
output 240-250 volt, a-c. 50 cycle, 40 wetci, 
fully tron,i,teri,ed, £S.S.S. PP. With easy 
to fellow circuit. Manda 61.12 valve, (ECC85) 
new 4/6 euch plu, 6d PP. 

OCPi 2/-, 0C26 6/6. AF1I7 1/6, AC127 1/6, 
OCi72 3/-, APi i9 3/-. AFYi9 1/6 BSY95A 
Grade (i) 10/6, BYIOO branded 5/-. AFII5 4/-, 
AF1 14 4/-. ACY22 3/6, Above 64 PP. Any 
quantity. 
TEXAS TRANSISTORS 
23301 2/6. GM0290 uhF. 700 lIt/s 15/6. 
2Ni3O2 ASY1O 6/6. 213301 GET87) 7/6. 
SG302 7/6 + 64 P. & P. Any quantity. 
NEWMARKET TRANSISTORS (Crude (i) 
NKT279A 3/4, NKT214 6/6, NKT12O 13/-, 
NKT713 11/6. 
SILICON RECTIFIERS 
800 P.I.V.. 5 amp, 6/6 each + 64 P. & P. 800 
P.i.V., 400n,A 4/- ach + 64 P. & P. 75 Ply.. 
25 emp., 11/6 each + 64 P. & P. SYZ19 
200 P.I,V.. 5 amp, 5/- each + 64 P. & P. 

MAT TRANSISTORS 
MAT 20 1/9, MAT 121 8/61 MAT lOO 7/9. 
24m. 3 ohm speaker. 7/6 + 64 P. & P. 
Ato. record player cartridge, replaces Garrard, 
Coiiaro Da,,ettz, E.T.C., I4/6 + 64 P. & P. 
Denco technical ball. 2/- + 44 P. & P. 

MIN TRANSISTOR CONDENSERS 
0-01, 0-02 7d euch; 0-04, 005 84 each; 0-002, 
0005 7d each + 64 P. & P. Any qdant,ty. 
lnsF i2V If-. O-25,nF 1/3 
iO,nF 2V I/) 0'S,nF 1/3 
3OmF 2V I/3 
SOn,F i2V If) 
iOOnsF 42V 1/4 

RECORD PLAYER DECKS 
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AF139 ... lOI- 0C44 
AFI9I ... IO)- 0C45 
AFIB6 ... IO)- 0C201 
ADI4O ... 7/- 0C309 
AD149 ... 1/6 STI4O 
A0161 ... 7/- 51141 
ADI62 ... 7/- 2N696 
AFZI2 ... IO!- 2N697 
BCIO7 ... 5/- 2N1090 
BCIO8 ... 5/- 2N1306 
BCIO9 ... 5/- 2NI613 
BCY33 ... 5/- 2N2147 
BCY34 ... 6/- 2N2894 
BCZIO ... 5/- 2N3819 
BCZII ... 6- 2N3820 
BFYSO ... 7/- 2N3906 
BFY5I .., 1/6 2S302 
BFY52 ... 7/6 2S303 
MATIOO ... 3/- 25304 

Il, - P.P. 2/6 Code Nos, mentioned above are given as Mallard TAA263 
a gjdc to the type of device in the Fab. 

7/6 
I9 

S.C.R. MANUAL BY G.E Un. Amp. The devices themtelves .rc norn,.liy ,,.- 
4/ 

1 
I unmarked. PLASTIC PLANARS 3/- 

2N3708A TRANSISTOR EQUIVALENT BOOK 
4/6 SII.. PI.ANAR TRANS. h/ 

I B FOR lOf-; 20 FOR 52 pages of Cross References for 
4/- 

4/9 FULLY TESTED European, American and Japanese. Specially 211709 HPN FIRST VALITY EACH 

I 

20/-; lOO FOR £4. sitters and diodes, types ociado Brutnh, 

4/ 1S130 SIL. DIODES 30 FOR 10/- TRANS. imported by BI-PAK 10/. nach. 
4/6 - 
1: OCP7I IMPORTANT NOTICE WEHAVE NOTCHANGEDOURNAMEORAMALGAMATED 

WITH ANY OTHER PAK FIRM. YOU CAN ONLY OBTAIN 
15/- OUF. ADVERTISED STOCK BY SENDING TO: C.W.O. please add I/-p. & p. Min. Order 10f- 

8/6 each BI-PAK SEMICONDUCTORS, 8 RADNOR HOUSE, 93.97 REGENT ST., LONDON, W.I 
5/- 
4/- 'i-. BI-PAK GUARANTEE SATISFACTION OR MONEY BACK 

597 

fi fill FüIflLIfhløTflflt1 8 Radnor House KING OFTHEPAKS SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 

DI-rMR EI'1IbUMhJUbIUfl 93/97 Regent 
DEPT E) London W.1 

QUALITY-TESTED VALUE PAKS* BARGAINS 
2 Drift Trans. 2N1225 Germ. PNP 4 Silicon Rects. IOU PIV 75OmA 10/- 

lOOMc/s ............ lOI.- 3 AFt Ii Trans. Mullard Type lO/- 
6 Matched Trans. 0C44/45/8l/8ID I0/ 

i 0081 Type Truns IO!- 

::: 1 
3 0Cl Trans. Mollard Type io/ 

Silicon Rects. 3A 100-400 PIV .10/- 5 2N2926 Sil. Epoxy Trans. lO/- 
loA Silicon Rects. 100 PIV I0/ i OCh Type Trans. ... . ioi- 

0C140 Trans. NPN Switching loj.- 25 Trans. Hnatsinks fit TO-lB. TO-I 10/- 
12A 5CR 100 Ply 10/- 2 25701 Sil. Trans. Texas ...... 10/- 
Sil. Trans. 25303 PNP ...... lOI- 3 12V Zeners 400mW ... IO!- 
Zener Diodes 250mW 3-12V lOI- 2 lOA 600 PIV SI P. cts 1S425R 10/- 2OOMrisSLTrns.NPNBSY26f27 

3 BCIOB Sil. NPN High Gain Trans 15/- 

4 High Current Trans. 0C42 Eqot. loi- I 21.1910 NPN Sil. Trant. VCBIOO 

Power Tronsistors I 0C26 I 0C35 lO/..' 2 I,oOlV Siï'Re«:'i SA '.3lo 
5- 

Sihcon Pacts. 400 PIV 2SOmA ... l0/.' BSY95A Sil. Trans. NPN 200Mc/s 15/- or' T::: : 0C200 Sil. Trans. Mallard ... 15/- 
IO 0A202 SII. Diodes Sub-mm ..... lOi- 2 Sil. Power Rncts. BYZI3 ... 15/- 
2 Low Noise Trans. NPN 2N929/30 10/- I Sil. Pownr Trans. NPN lOOMs/s 
I Sil. Trans. NPN VCB tOO ZT86 lO/- TK2OIA ............ 15i 
o 0A81 Diodes ......... lO/- 6 Zener Diodes 3-ISV Sub-mm 15/- 
4 0072 Transistors Mallard Type lO/ 2 2N1 132 PNP Epitaoial Planar Sil. 
4 0077 Transistors Mollard Type.., 10/- Trans. ......... 15/- 
5 Metal Alloy Transistors Mat. Type 10/- 3 2N697 Episuomal Planar Trans. Sil 15& 
4 Sil. Roots. 400 'IV 500mA , IO!- T 0 en,. OWer rant, qn 15- 
O GET884 Trans. Eqot. 0C44 
S GET883 Trans. Eqvt. 0C45 ... 

ioi- 
lOf- I Unijunction Trans. 2N26 15/- 

2 2N708 Sil. Trans. 300Mc/s NPN iO/- 2 SIl. Trans. 200Mc/o 6OVcb ZT83184 15/- 
S GT4I/4S Germ. Trans. PNP Eqvt. I Unijunction Trans. 2N2160 TO-S 

0071 ............ 10/... can G.E ............. 15/- 
3 GT3I LP Low Noise Germ. Trans. 2 Sil. Rests. SA 400 PIV Stud Typo 15/- 

PNP ............ 
6 1N914 Sil. Diodes 75 PIV 7SmA 

10/- 
¡0/- 2 G OC2 29 erm. OW r rant. IS- 

8 0A95 Germ Diodes Sub-mm IO!- I lOA Sil. Stud. Rocs. 800 Ply 15/- 
3 NPN Germ. Trans. NKT773 ' loi- I Tunnel Diod4 AEVI I l,O5OMc/s 15/- 
2 0C22 Power Trans, Germ .... I0- 2 2N2712 Sil. Epoxy Planar HFE225 15/- 

St SUPER PAKS-BRAND NEW 
Untested Semiconductors 

PSt 5.1(5 

UNIjUNC1ION U . 120 Glass Sub-mie. General Pur- 
pose Germanium. Diodes .,. 10/- 

I U5 Eqon. 2N2646, U2 60 Mixed Germanium Transistors 
Eqos. T1543. BEN3000 AFIRE ............ 10/- 

U3 75 Germanium Gold Bonded 
7,6 EACH . ' . Diodes Sub-mie. Sim. OAS. 0A47 IO!- 

U4 40 Germanium Transistors like 
OC8I,AC128 ......... lo/- 

SIL RECTS. TESTED US 60 200mA Sub.min. Sil. Diodes 10/- 
U6 40 Silicon PlanarTransistors NPN 

PIV 7SOmA 3A lOA 30A Sim. BSY95A, 2N706 ...... ¡0/- 
9 1/- V- 4/6 9/6 Ui 16 Silicon Rectifiers Top.Hat 

IUU sis ajo ei- iuj- 
200 2/6 4/6 616 20/- 
300 3/- 4/9 8/- 22/- 
400 3/6 6/- 9/- 25/- 
S00 4/- 6/6 916 30/- 
600 4/3 7/- 10/- 37/- 
800 4/9. 8)- 15/- 40/- 

bOO 6/- lO/-. ¡7/6 50/- 

SCR's. 
LOWEST PRICE 

LARGEST RANGE 
Ply, AMP lA 16A 30A 

25 - 7/6 - 30/- 
50 7/6 8/6 10/6 3S1- 

100 8/6 lO/- 15/- 48/- 
200 12/6 15/- 201- 55/- 
300 15/- 20/- 25/- - 
400 17/6 23/- 35/- 801- 
S00 30/- 40/- 45/- 95/- 
600 - 40/- 50/- - 

CADMIUM CELLS 
ORPI2, ORP6O 8/6 eaCh 

2 0C25 Power Trans. Germ .... lO'!- 6 BY 100 Type Sil. Rects. ' ... 20/.- PRINTED CLRCUITS 
2 OC73 Mullrd Trans. ...... lO/- 25 Sil. and Germ. Trans. Miod, oil EX-COMPUTER 
4 AC128 Trans, NPN High Gain ... IO!- markod Nw ......... 30/ Packed wish sensicon- 
2 AC127/128 Comp, pair PNP/NPN IO/ 4 OAIO Diodes Mallard ...... 10/- dactors and components, 
3 2Nl3Oi PNP Switching Trans .... lO/- 0C44 G T IO- O boards give a guaran- 

IO CG62H Germ. Diodes Eqvt. OA7I l0/ ' ............. 
- seed 30 crans and 30 

3 AFI 16 Mallard Type Trans. ... 10/- diodes. Our price 
12 Assorted Germ. Dodos Marked... 10/- 8 boards 10/-. Plus 
4 AC126 Gorse. PNP Trans .... bO/ On. lO/- Pack of your own 2/- P. & P. 

I ORP6I Photo-conductive cell ,,, 10/- choice fire, with ordara 
2 GET880 Low Noise Germ. Trans. IO)- valued £4 or oVe,.. INTEGRATED 

CIRCUITS 
* TESTED DEVICES * TRANSISTOR MANUAL BY G.E. 

CIRCUITS, APPLICATIONS. '' INC. jaL 914 Dual Gatn 
AC125 ... 2/3 MATIOI ... 3/ STICS _.,.- LA SC R's Ill- 

::: 
MATI2O 

::: 
CHARACTERI 

30/- 
G.T.SWITCHES, pL 923 J-K Flip Flop 

ACYIB ... 3/6 NKT773 4/ THEORY, RATINGS IC circuits daca. 
APII4 ... 316 NKT78I ... 5/6 647 PAGES ...-' EACH APPLICATIONS ecc. 1/6 

7SOmA Vltg. Range 0-1.000 ... 10/- 
1)8 SO Silicon Planar Diodes DO-7 

Glass 2SOmA 51m. OA200/202 10/- 
U9 20 Mioed Volts I watt Zener 

Diodes ............ lO/ 
UlO 20 BAY5O charge storage Diodes 

DO-7 Glass ......... IO/ 
UI 130 PNP Silicon Planar Transistors 

TO-5Sisn.2NI132 ...... loi- 
1)12 12 Silicon Rectifiers Epoxy 500.- 

mA up to 800 PIV loi- 
U13 30 PNP-NPN SII. Transistors 

OC200 and 2S104 10/- 
Ul4 ISO Mixed Silicon and German- 

ium Diodes ......... IO/ 
UlS 30 NPN Silicon Planar Trae- 

sissors TO-5 Sim. BFY5O. 2N697 IO!- 
Ul6 IO 3A Silicon Rectifiers Stud 

Type apto 1,000 PIV ...... 10/- 

UIl 30 Germanium PNP AP Transis- 
tors TO-S like ACYI7-22 ... IO)- 

U18 O, 6A Silicon Rectifiers BYZI3 
Type ap so 600 PIV ...... IO!- 

U19 30 Silicon NPN Transistors like 
BCIS8 ............ IO)- 

U20 12 l'SA Silicon Rectifiers Top 
Has up so 1,000 PIV ...... loi- 

U21 30 AP. Germanium Alloy Tran- 
sistors 2G300 Series and OC1I 10/- 

U22 IO IA Glass Min. Silicon Resti- 
finrs High Volts ......... I0/ 

1)23 30 MADT's like MAT series FNP 
Transistors ......... IO/ 

U24 20 Germanium 'IA Rectifiers 
03M Series up so 300 PIV ... IO!- 

1)25 25 300Mc/s NPN Silicon Tran- 
sistors 2N708, 8SY27 ...... IO/_ 

U26 30 Fass Switching Silicon Diodes 
like IN914 Micro-Min ....... 10/- 

1)27 12 NPN Germanium AP Transis- 
tors TO-I like ACI27 ...... 101- 

1)28 Experimenters Assortment of 
Incregated Circuits, Untested. 
Conaisting of GasEs, Flip-Flops, 
Buffers. Registers. etc. In Fias- 
Pack and Dual-in-Line, O Assor- 
ted Pieces .......... 20/- 

U29 IO SCR'2 I Amp O-500 PIV ... 20! 

COMPONENTS .. 
POSTAL SERVICE ITr'.i 
* RECHARGEABLE 

BATTERIES \ UI 
(Sesled DEAC Ni-Cod) 

PP3 Equiv.: 9v. 31fr(p.& p.2/ 
U2 Equiv.: 1.25v. 32/6 p. & p. 2/- 
Ui Equiv.: 1.25v. 12/-(p.& p.1/6 
UI I Eqoiv.: .25v. 261-(p. & pli6) 
* BARGAIN PACK 

lOO Hi-Stab Resistors .................. 'I 

30 Silicon Diodes ....................... 15/- 
8 Silicon Top Hot RectiEers ............ 

* ASSORTED RESISTORS-Hi-Stab. 300 off 
(5%, -s,p, , * watt, worth £3) .................. 15/- 

(P.. & P. /6 per order) C.W.O. 

SAE. for list of Industriol Components 
(or the Home Constructor 

ELMBRIDGE INSTRUMENTS LTD. 
Island Farm Avenue, West Ilol.sey, Surrey 

RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS (continued) 

lN9l4 2/- AC126 4/- BFX29 15/- NKT26I 4/6 0C44 3/- 
RECORDING lSl3O 216 ACI27 3/- BFXB4 8/- NK.T262 4/6 oc45 2/6 

15132 2/6 ACYI7 4/- 8PX85 10/- NKT264 4/6 OC7l 2/6 
TAPES 2N696 5/- ACYI8 4/- BPYSO 5/6 NKT27I 4/6 0072 2/6 

Fully Guaranteed 
2N697 5/- 
2Ñ706 3/- 

ACYI9 4/- 
ACY2O 4/- 

BPY5I 5/6 
BFY52 5/6 

NKT4O3 IS!- 
NKT6O3 6/6 0074 4/6 r oip 2,400 191- 2N706A 3/ ACY2I 4/ BSXI9 5/6 NKT6I3 6/6 0075 3/. 

7' LIP 1,800' 1213 2Nl302 4/6 ACY22 4/- BSX2O 5/6 Nl(T674 5/- 0083 4/- 
7' STD 1,200' 7/3 2N1304 5/6 ADI4O 8/- BSY26 4/- NKT677 5/- OChO 5/- 
55' D/P 1,800' 14/9 2N1305 5/6 ADI49 8/- 65(27 4/- NKT7I3 5/6 0C202 1/6 
51' LIP 200' 9/-. 2N2220 5/- 

2N2369A 8/- 
AFI 14 5/- 

4/- 
BSY28 4/- 
BSY29 4/6 

NKT78I 6/- 0A81 1/6 
55' STD 900' 6/6 APII6 0C23 
5' D/P 1,200' 10/9 2N2926 3/- API Il 5/-. BSY3B 4/6 0C28 7/6 0A91 I/h 
5' 1./P 900' 7/3 2N3053 7/6 

2N3702 5/6 
8C107 4/... 
BCIO8 4/6 

8SY39 4/6 
BSY4O 5/6 0C35 1/6 

0A95 1/6 
0A200 2/- 5' STD 600' 5/3 

3' DIP 185' 2/3 2N3703 9/6 BCIO9 4/6 BSY95A 4/- 0C36 7/6 0A202 2/- 
3'. LIP 225' 3/ 2N3704 5/6 8CY33 5/6 8(100 4/6 
4' DiP 300' 4/- 2N3705 5/- BCY34 4/6 BYZIG 9/- VEROBOARDS: 35' X 2f', 3/6; 
7' DiP Concorde 2N3706 5/- 8CY39 4/6 BYZI I 7/6 35' X 35'. 4/3; cutter, 9/-. 

3.000' 33/6 2N3707 6/- 
2N3708 4/- 

BCY7O 6/6 
BCY7I 10/6 

BYZI2 6/- 
BYZI3 5/ FAIRCHILD I.C.s L9I4, 11/-. 

Spools: 85', 6/3; 7', 2N371 I 5/6 BCY1I 6/6 GETIO3 'PEAKERS: 3 ohm, 5', 14/6; 8' 
216; 5(', 2/3; 5', I/S 25/6; 12'. 39/6; 7'X4', 16/6; 3',9/6. Send 5.A.E. for complete list. P. & P.1/- 3', 9d. 
Postond Packing a 93 

,qESISTORS: + wucc.4d;kwott,4d A, MARSHALL & SON (London) LTD. 
reels 2/9 other,,/se 4/6. 28 Crickl.woed Broadway, N.W1 ELECTROL'Y'TICS: ISv I MFD up 

Tel. 01-452 016112. Dept. P.E.19 co loo MFO, 1/6 each. 
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ASZ2I 4/- 0C23 25/- STI4I 
BAII5 2/6 0C24 19/- TAA262 
BCIO7 4/3 0C25 7/- IB4OKIO 
6C108 4/- OC24 Ill- 2N1302 
BCIO9 4/3 0C28 Ill- 2N1303 
BCV3O 7/- 0C29 15/- 2NI304 
BCY3I 9/- 0C35 9/6 2N1305 
BCV32 8/- 0C36 13/- 2N1306 
3CY33 6/- 0C41 3/6 2N1307 
BCY34 8/- 0C42 4/- 2N1308 
BCV3B 19/- 0C43 3/- 2N1309 
BCV4O 16/- 0C44 3/- 2N2147 
BCZI I 10/- 0C45 3/- 2N2160 
BFY5O 6/- OdI 3/- 2N2646 
BFY5I 5/- 0072 4/6 2N2926 
BFY51 6f- 0073 3f- 243528 
85X76 3/- 0075 5/- 2N3819 
BTY79-400R 24/6 0076 3/- 2N3926 
BTY87-150R 13/- OC8I 3/- UL900. 
BTY9I-150R 35/- OC8ID 3/- UL914 
BTY87-500R 47/- 0082 4/6 UL923 
BYZIO 11/- 0082D 4/3 

MULLARD & FAIRCHILD Intogntod C,cuit$ 
296 I: Handbooks of all typos 

5/- 4Okc/ Transducors £3.180 pair with (roo Circaits. 

X-Uno Modùlos-Solid Stuo-.roady bwlt and 

10/6 ALL THE ABOVE AND MUCH MORE 
IN OUR 1968 CATALOGUE 

COMPONENTSr 
PLEASE SEND TO ME YOUR 34 PAGE CATALOGUE 

19f- 7 COPTFOLD ROAD I endoso 1/6 stanspI 
11/- BRENTWOOD ESSEX 
::: 7904 NAME ........................................................................... BRENTWOOD 

24 1-IOUR POSTAL SERVICE ADDRESS ..................................................................... 

RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS (conijnued) 

TRANSISTORS EX STOCK 
ACIO7 1416 BYZI2 7/6 0083 
AC127 6/- BYZI3 5/- OCB-4 
ACI28 4/- BYIOO 5/- 0Cl23 
AC176 6/- BYX2O-200 8/- 0Cl39 
ACYI7 5/- 3ZY93 12/- 0Cl40 
ACY2O 3/6 GET 102 
ACY2I 4/- GETIO3 
ACY22 2/6 GETI Il 
ADI4O 11/8 GETS73 
ADI49 11/- OAS 
ADI6I 7/6 OAIO 
ADI62 7/6 0A47 
ADTI4O 11/6 0MO 
AFIO2 18/- 0A73 
AFII4 4/9 0A79 
AFII5 4/9 0A8I 
AFII6 4/9 0A85 
AFII7 4/9 0A90 
AFIB6 Il/- 0A91 
AF239 12/- 0A95 
AFZI I 10/- 0A200 
AFZI2 11/9 0A202 
ASY26 5- 0Cl9 
ASY28 5- OCiO 
ASY29 6/6 0C22 

MATIO I 

MATI2O 
MATI2I 
ST 140 

-ir' 
4/- 
7/- 

11/- 
11/- 
6/- 
4/- 
6/- 
6/- 

10/- BARGAINS IN 13/- 

: SEMICONDUCTORS 
10/6 
19/6 ALL TYPES 9/- 
8/- 

- 
18/- 
19/6 
7/9 
8/6 
7/9 
8/6 
3!- 

WE ALSO STOCK: 
20 watt Solid State Amplifier Kit-AFI I £18.0 

Solid State Pre-Amp for above, Complete ...... (6.10.3 

Send now fa, details 

'S-Dee" 8readbords ............... 19/6 

4 end 4 watt 5% Carbon Film Sob-Mm. Resistor, 4d each 

Skeleton Presets .................. I/o 

Mallard Sob-Mm. Electrolytics .nd Polyester Capacitors 

Heut Sink fori X 0C35, etc 6/- 

Veroboard-All standard sizes 

Aluminium Chassis and Panels 

Internatioh Rectifier 

SEMICONDUCTOR CENTRE Stockists 

A. J. H. ELECTRONICS (G8AQN) 
59 WAVERLEY ROAD, THE KENT 

RUGBY, WARWICKS HIRE 
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- *pt. TIN, colour samples and instructions. 
SERVICE SHEETS, Radio, TV, 5000 models. Send NOW. 
List 1/6. S.A.E. enquiries. TELRAY, ii 

I 

FINNIGANiSPECIALITY PAINTS Dept. PE. 
Maudland ]tauk, Preston. i STOCKSFIELD. Tel: 2280 Northumberland. 

GUARANTEE: All the above-listed semiconductor devices are Brand New First 
Grade, and guaranteed. We will replace at no charge any device found to bef'aulty. 
Further: all devices carry the Manufacturer's name or Trade Mark, type number 
and batch number. We do not offer for sale devices often described as "new and 
tested' or bearing re-marked type numbers, these often have a short and unreliable 
life. LST COMPONENTS , BLOCK LETTERS PLEASE PE/6 

COMPONENTS AT GIVE-AWAY-PRICES! 
Comprising: Transistors; 1% Resistors; 
Condensers; Diodes; Valve Holders; plue 
very useful 9-way plug/sockets. Over loo 
components from e-Brnnd New Equipment 
10/-, or 250 assorted as above 20/- post paid. 
Order now and avoid disappointment. 
DIAMOND MAIL ORDER PRODUCTS, 
Prospect House, ('anal Head, Pocicllngton, 
York. 

3 gang tsmlng capacitors approc. 3O3pF per section. 
aloe only 2m X Silo X ulkt long spindle dual 
reduction uith anti-backlash gears 65) and 15,1 
reduction, brand new only 7/6 each. 
Transistor audio transformers, driver und output suit 
OC8ls. etc. i watt ratIng 7/- paIr, 4/8 each. 500MW 
ratIng 6/- paIr, 3/6 each. - Sotoll transistor n,edions 
wuve ferrite slab aerials 21/6 loot with coupling coil 
(no lato) 3/9 each. 
Sin ferrite ro,) aerials MW and LW (00 dataI 6/-. 
DIno ceramIc capacitors 0-00l,nF, 3000 W, P.C. 
type. 2/6 los. 0002,5sF, 3SOVW; 0-01,ssF. O2VW; 
0-Oint?. 22Vw, P.C. type, alI 3/- los. 0-01,01', 
2.006VW, P.C. type, 4/. dos, 3-3 PF. 3/- dos. 
Transistor capacitors 0-imF, 5OVW, 3/- los. 
Transistor electrolytlws, 20sF 6VW; 4snF, 64VW; 
lOmF, 120W; iOmF, 2SVW; 20,nF, 6VW; 50m?, 
10W. ail Od each. lOOmF, 6VW; 100m?, 90W; 
100m?, IOVw; 100o,F, 12VW; oil 8d euch, 
320mF. 9VW, 400mF. I5VW, 500mF. 0VW. 
l,000mF, 6VW; Od euch. 
Pce-set slider pots 25000,2MG, 2/6 dos. 
Double gang pots lin dia. 000k +100k rev, log., 
220k +250h log. 200h +000k lin., j soeg. +1 meg. 
log, long spindleu, 3/- each. 
Electrolytics, SmF, 300VW. 1/- each. 
Small slivee micas, ideal br transistor. OOpF, 10% 
toi., 4/6 per 100 (brand neo'). 
0-00m?, 320VW, moulded type. E/O doa. 
Ceramic compressIon trimmers 5-dOpF. 4/- los, 
Tubular ceramic trimmers 0'S-SpF, P.C. type In 
dia. Sin long. 6/6 per doz. 
Small MW transistor radios in leather case, Ideal for 
sparen or repaIr, 455)00cl cadmium batto., store soiled 
no guarantee, a few /6 24/6 p. paId. L'ocrossed P.O. 
please for this Item. 

TRANSISTOR PANELS 
New booed, sise Oit X 6m X i4in with "Volvo" 
transistors type 0C45 or similar, with full 
length leads, also an equal number of 0A05 
diodes. H/S resistorn, etc, Built on perforated 
board in s metal frame. 
Pond of 20 tronsistors, diodes. eic. 20/- 30-25/- 60-40/- 
40 - 30/- 70 - 45/- Psstoge 2/- per pond. 
SO - 35/- 00 - 50/. 
TRANSISTOR CAPACITORS (ELEC- 
TROLYTIC) 
S0OmF 4V 64seF 40V l6seF 25V 
320sF 10V SOmF 10V lOsoF 35V 
2SOmF 4V 3OmF 10V 64mF 64V 
200rnF 10V l5mF 25V 4,nF 64V 

2OseF i2V 1seP 25V 
if- each. 9/- Per doc. Min. order 10/- 
COMPUTOR PANELS with 40 sil. pnp or 
npn transistors, Diodes and res.. 22/6 Post 
Paid. 
COMPUTOR PANELS (Flip-Flop) with 
8.2G371 with diodes. 7/6 without diodes. 5/-. 
Panel with i6-0084, etc. 10/- 

0-0C43 or GET87S & OAsI 1/. 
8-0084 6/- 

S0-OA0I 6/- 
Postage bd per panel 
ELECTROLYTICS 25,000 /6 12V. 16,000 /6 
12V, 15,000 /6 10V. 10.000 /6 30V, 4.000 @1 

60V. 3,000/680V. 2,000 8J 50V. 1,100 /6 100V, 

ZENER DIODES-2-4, 27. 3-6. 475 525 
S'iS, 6-2. 6-8, 75 i3, IS, 16. IS, 20,17, 30, 33 
volts. 3/6 each, mostly I watt 
POLYSTYRENE CAPACITORS 350V: lOO, 
270. 330, 390, 470, 560, 680 S2OpF. i,000, 2,200, 
2700 3,300 .5.600. 6,800, &200 - 

15.3V, 1.200. (.500. 1,800, 1,100, 1,700, 3,300, 
3.900, 4.700, seco, 6.800. 8.200. 0-01. 0-015. BOpF 
ceramic lOOpF. SM. any selection 2/- dea. 
4.4OpF trimmers 4/- dos. 
BRAND NEW BOXED CHASSIS contain- 
ing 2-0C35, 2-0C29 12 WW resistorn30/- 
Postage 1/6. 

NEW CROSS RADIO 
6 OLDHAH ROAD, MANCHESTER 4 

SERVICE SHEETS 

SERVICE SHEETS 
(continued) 

RADIO- TELEVISION, over 8,000 'Models. 
JOHN GILBERT TELEVISION, lb Shep- 
herds Bush Rd., London, W.6. SHE 8441. 

SERVICE SHEETS. RADIO, TELEVISION, 
TAPE RECORDERS, 1925-1908, by return 
post, from If- wIth free fault-finding guide. 
Catalogue 6,000 models, 2/S. Please send 
stamped addresses! envelope with all orders! 
enquiries. HAMILTON RADIO, 54e London 
Itoad, Bexhill, Sussex. 

- FOR SALE 

100 PAGE illustrated Catalogue No. 17 
Government and manufacturers' electronic 
surplus, also new section of latest semi- 
conductora and miniature components. Credit 
voucher for 2/6 Included. Price 3/-' post free. 
ARTHUR SALLIS LTD., 93 North Road,- 
Brighton. 

HIGH GLOSS METALLIC 

HAMMERED ENAEL 
- MAKES FANTASTIC 

DIFFERENCE TO PANELSt - 

say hundreds of enthusiastic use 
'Crackle' pattern appearsIikemast°"_ 
on wood and metal. No under- 
coat, Air dries 15 min. 
to hard glossy finish . - - 

Heat, liquid and -. -. BRUSH 
scratchproof. Lt. - 0R SPRAY-ON 
and Dk. Blue; Brònze; Silver; Green; Black. 
Send for Free list, or 8/- (+ 119 post) for trial 
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MISCELLANEOUS 

MAGAZI1 E BINDl1G-reasonable charges- 
S.A.E. details, N. B. WILKIE, 51 Hamilton 
Drive, Elgin, Morayshire. 

ARTIFICIAL LIFE 
Wall almost, becauna the NEW range of 
projects include: an electronic 'animal' 
which LEARNS, and a device capable of 
REPRODUCING itself! Ocher projects 
SURE TO INTRIGUE YOU are an audio 
transmitter/receiver which has quite an 
amazing range and requires NO LICENCE; 
also a machine which recognizes itself, and 
an electronic dog whistle, etc. ecc. HOSTS 
OF EASY-TO-CONSTRUC1T projects. 
SEND 2/6 for our list of BOFFIN 
PROjECTS'-NOWI - 

To: 'BOFFIN PROJECTS' 
4 CUNLIFFE RD. 

STON E LEIGH 
E WE LI 

SURREY. 

build io n ubort tin,e. Fs.ily comprehensive inetruc- 
ttons. Employs the latest components and transis- 
tors. Complete noun to the last detail. An ideal 
project for beginners. Prier 65/.. Post Z./-. Money 
bock II not delighted. 

AIRCRAFT/POLICE BAND RECEIVER 
A annali transistorisent receiver thot miii receive 
clvii aircraft ami police/fire/nnnbulanre bro.ndcneta. 
Operates fron, a volt battery that tite Internally, 6 
transistors. Robust actai cabinet sise approx. 
I X 4 ' 41.,. Attractive front panni. Opeuker or 
headphone obtpsit. Peke £7.100. carriage lOe-. 
Few only. Brand ne,v und ununrd. 

FANTASTICf(gy 
CONSUMP ON 

12v DC ' 

:250v ;':c:':'::'::" . 
AC 

POWER CONVERTER 
SCOOP PURCHASE 

The iass( electronic 12 volt d.c. to 140 soit ac. 
converter unit. Ideal for running th,oreaeent lighting 
and n.e. only equipnient from your 12 volt car 
battery These transvertoro have a remarkably low 

MAY 

ABC'S of - 

THERM OC OU P LES 
by John D. Lenk 22/6 

AMATEUR RADIO 
ANTENNA 
by Harry D. Hooton 35/- 

FM MULTIPLEXING 
FOR STEREO 
by Leonard Feldman 30/- 

JUNE 

M IC RO MIN IATU RE 
ELECTRON ICS 

by I. H. Kalish 40/- 

PRACT ICAL 

FOR SALE 
(continued) 

ENTHUSIASTS! Discover the fascinating world 
of model railway sIgnalling! Send for details 
of. Conrad model railway control equipment, 
2. post free from COCK1tOBIN CONTROLS, 
36 Villiers Avenue, Surbiton, Surrey. 

BRASS, STEEL, LIGHT ALLOY, STAINLESS 
STEEL TUBE. Bar Material, Tools, Mechan- 
ical, lilectrical, plus Assorted Lots. Send 
S.A.E. for latest Cat. of 1,000 items. L lt. 
WHISTON, Dept. BPE, New Mills Stockport. 

ELECTRICAL 

Kl 
Thia amcir,lul little act will iaovl,le borna o! 
ii.teolng plenauce. Liuten to the thrilling .ournl of no 
SOS at ara. Super for listening to the Slum, t 
aork. A printeol circuit luçout suhr, It .jn,ple to 

NEW. 
BOOKS 

INVENTIONS 
Electronics Manufacturer seeking 
new lines suitable mass market 
exploitation any field invites 
enquiries from Inventors, Royalty 
payments guarinteed. Brief par- 
ticulars to Box No. 12. 

10f.. COD. If requirerl. 

SElF. HEAVY DUTY 1224 voli a.c./d.c. RELAYS. 
With 1 pair of Iscovy duty D.P.D.T. contacts plus 
numerous low current Contact.. Metal baseplate. 
PancHo terminai block. Mossy oeca. Ideol for op to 
20 amp, current ewitebing. Only 7ff each, P.O P. 2/0. 
Four toe 25/- post frec. 

3m Ccopoomol CroIre apeo el Iii. cidre... 

GLOBE SCIENTIFIC LTD 
DEPT. P.R. 14.24 CAWOODS YARD. 
MILL STREET. LEEDS 9 

FOU LSHAM -SAMS 
TECHNICAL BOOKS 
(W. FOULSHAM & CO.LTD.) 

VEOVIL RD.. SLOUGH, BUCKS, LGLAND 
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CALL OR SENO for list front the most interest- 
ing shop in Lancashire. Electrical Mech- 
anical and Electronic Goods. ROGERS. 31 
Nelson Street, Southport. 

-EFFECTS 

TO YOUR LISTENING. 
"NEW DIMENSIONS" giveo fabulous Big 
Hail 3.dimen,ion effect to sil muele. PLUS 
adjustable echo, vibrato und tone. Battery 9v. 
model for radio, tope or ployer. 
Speaker 25!- eXtra. gns. 
CAR VERSION for iv. oe 12v. + or - eaeth. 
IO gee, including rear epeaker. 3/- poet and inn. 
dthre model. 
NOTE. Requiere 100mW Iow.imprdaoee topot. 

O.E.W. LTD. 
P.E.. 154 Ringwood Road. Farndown, Dorn.t 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 

battery drab,. They employ the latest highly 
efficient method of power conversion. Complete with 
toll connecting tendu and clips. Fuit instructions. 
Brand new and ready to use. A, supplied to ho,- 
pliais, qlnivereitir,, and Govt. Pepto. Price Only 
£5.100, eire. 10/-. COD. if required. 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Miniature hin dia, moving call speakeru. 3/0 each. 
P. a P. 1/6. Two far 8/. port free 
HEAVY DUTT D.P.DT SWITCHES. 10 amp rating. 
Contre off 2/0 rank. P. 5 P. Gd. 

MOVING COIL HEADPHONES AND MICRO- 
PHONES. Brand ucw In soaker,' cartone. 25/-. P. & 

P. 5/-. 
TRANS/RECEIVERS AIZ!SZA/RESCUE TYPE. 
MoOt be dimoontlerl or exported. Comptrte with 
mike/speaker aerial. Work up to 100 miles. Coot 
Govt. over £40 each. £510.0 per sot, 10/- P. 8 P. 
2 rets £5, post free. 

MEA T 
LIGHT > 
SPEED 

\'I -'. 

jì "Ti; 
Ms. V 3000 onto Model. Fiugcrtlp coated of ali 
ac/d.c. electrical equipment. Suitable for oil typee 
of lighting orrangenients. Incandescent lampe. 
Spot lamps. Are lampe. Flomllighta. Make, su ideal 
dimming unit. Ideal foe controlling all-type, of 
electric drille and ali ac.Id.c. electric Motora for ail 
applications. Ideni foc all typer of electric krater,. 
Suitable for icthro and power tools. Contains the 
latest electeonk, switching devieea ami associated 
thycistor circuitry. Sian li S .' Sin. I.ouvee,l 
metal case in pleasing hou,mre finish. Attractive 
front panel with snatching socket und controlo. 
Reeoo,mended price 25 gnu. Huge purchase enable, 
us to offer them at 28.19.6, curetage anti Insuronce 

TRANSISTOR THEORY 
by E. Patrick 
Wiesner 20/- 

CONTROL INSTRUMENT 
MECHANISMS 
by John E. Warren 40/- 
ELECTRONIC GAMES 
& TOYS You Can Build 
by Len Buckwalter 24/- 

JULY 

INERTIAL 
GUIDANCE SYSTEMS 
by Robert L. Gates 40/- 

MODERN DICTIONARY 
OF ELECTRONICS 
by Rudolf F. Graf 70/- 

UNDERSTANDING 
ELECTRONIC TEST 
EQUIPMENT 
by Joseph A. Risse 30/- 
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All items previously ad- 
vertised available, also see 
items advertised in Prac- 
tical Wireless. Huge Hi- 
Fi and Components stocks 
at all branch... 

TECHNICAL 
TRADING 

* LONDON (MUS 2639) 
IO Tottanham Court Road 

* PORTSMOUTH 
(Tel. 22034) 

350-351 Fratton Road 
* SOUTHAMPTON 

(Tel. 25851) ns__e ------ 

FANTASTICALLY POPULAR 

* TAPE * 
We oSer you fully tensilijed polyester/mylar 
and P.V.C. tapes o! identical quality hl-fi, wIde 
range recording eharacterlsticu u top grade 
tapes. Qsality control manufacture. They 
are truly worth a few more coppers than 
acetate, sub-standard, jointed or cheap imports 
TRY ORR AND PROVE IT YOURSELF. 

Standard Play Long Play 
San. SPott. 218 fian. 2251g. 2/9 
4ta, 2001k. 4/6 dIn. 450th. 5/6 
Sin. 600tt. 716 5to. 900th. 10/6 
fille. SOOft. 10/6 filIn. 1,200lt. 13/- 
71e. 1,2001t. 12/8 71e. 1,000tt. 1816 

Dosbie Play T.ipis Play 
Sin. 300ft. 4/- 41e. 900lt. 13/- 
4to. SOOft. 8/- Sin. 1,800ft. 26/- 
Pie, 1,2001t. 15/- SIte. 2,400ft. 34/- 
32m. 1,6001k. 19/8 71e. 3.600tt. 44/- 
71e. 2,400tt. 27f- Quadruple Play 

Sin. SoOft. 816 

* BRIGHTON (Tel. 23975) on three reels. 
6 Queen's Road Quantity and Trade enecirteo Innited. 

oli sodi order ßrighson NOIE. Lorgr tope storks al oil brooches. 

r BAKER MAJOR £8 
The remarkable quality and performance 
of the "Major" makes possible truly 
brilliant and rich sound from a single 

¶ loudspeaker. lt recreates the entire 
musical spectrum (rom 30 to 4,500 c.p.a. 

P 
The unit consists of the latest double 
cone, woofer and Swelter cone together ,. with a special Baker magnet assembly 
Alcornax II having a flux density of 
14,000 gauss and a total flua of 145,000 
Maxwells. Bass resonance 45 c.p.s. 
Outed 20 watts. Voice coil s available 3 

er 8 or IS ohms. Price £8, 
or Module as illustrated 30- 17,000 c.p.s. 
with tweeter, crossover, baffle and 
instructions. ¿10.19.6. 

Baker Reproducers Lid 
Bensham Monor Road Passage. Thornton Heath, Surrey. 01-684 1665 

BAR 3087 

WENTWORTH RADIO 
104 SALISBURY ROAD, HIGH BARNET 

ACYI8 4110 BCIO8 5/2 NKT2I4 3/II NKT6I2 5/6 OdO 5'/- OCI7I 6/6 
ACYI9 4/IO 8Cl09 5/6 NKT2I7 8/6 NKT67S 4/6 OCh i/S 0C172 4/6 
ACY2O 4/7 BCY3I 11/3 NKT26I 3/IO NKT676 4/6 0072 I/IO 20371 3/3 
ACY2I S/S BFY5O 7/- NKT27I 3/IO NKT7I3 4/8 2G308 6/- 1N404 6/- 
ACY22 3/I I BSY95A 6/- NKT273 3710 2G103 10/6 20309 6/9 1N696 4/6 
ACY23 8/9 ADTI4O IS/- 2N9l4 6/_ 20301 3/9 20388A 9/- 2N706A 4/6 
ACY32 6/3 ADI6I 8/6 2N918 13/6 20302 4/II 2N708 4/6 2N1302 3/9 
ACY4O 4/2 ADI6IP 8/6 2N919 8/- 20303 4/- 2N709 10/6 2NI304 4/6 
ADI4O 8/6 ADi62 8/6 2N930 8/6 2G304 6/6 2N2926 4(9 2Ni305 4/6 
AIl4 4/3 ADI62P 8/6 2N2160 16/- 20306 7/9 0074 3(9 2Ni307 7/- 
AFIlO 4/3 MATI2O 7/9 2N2217 10/6 NKT773 4/6 OCiO 3/9 2Ni308 9/- 
API 16 2/3 MATI2I 8/3 NKT274 3/II 0C35 8/6 0077 3/6 25501 9/6 
AFI17 2/3 MATIOO 7/9 NKT3O4 Ill- 0C36 8/6 0C8l 1/9 25512 4/6 
AFIlO 4/6 MATIOI 8/6 NKT4O3 16/6 0C44 I/Il OC8ID 2/3 25746A 8/6 
BCIO7 5/2. NKTI2 5/6 NKT45I 13/6 0C45 I/S 0CI70 2/6 2S30l0 6/7 

CASH WITH ORDER P. & P. Od. 

SOUND & SCIENCE 
CATALOGUE 

Send t'or the tabu/aus lull colour. 88-page 
"Sound and Science" catalogue. Crammed 
with pictures and information on all the 
latest electronic and scientific gadgets. 
accessories and equipment. lt is invaluable 
for the radio amateur. Electronic hobbyist 

and do-it-yourself enthusiasts. 
ONLY 1/6 plus 1/- postage & packing 
from 

NEWMART ELECTRONICS 
PEU, 30/32 'Shudenlll, Manchester 4 

Telephone: 061-832 7710 
Also at 15, Whitochaptl (near Lord St.). 

Liverpool 
Telephone: 051 CEN 0738 

j 

TRANSONA FIVE 
MED. AND LONG MID TRAWLER 

-- 
BAND. WITH PPEAKER AV 
EARPIECE. S tronsiotoro and 2 

</. diode., ferrite rod aeral toning 
condenoer, voimoe contro], 2j1n 
speaker. 6L X 4 a S)in. Totn] 
Building Conti 47/6. P. k i. 
4/6. Plano and Parte list 1/6 (free 

MELODY MAKER SIX 
MED. AND LONG WAVES AND 
EXTENDED MED. WAVE BAND. 
6 tranuintoro and 2 dIode.. Pooh- 
po]] ootpot, toning condenser. 

__J4/6 PIn. d p t lit 2/ 
(froc with porto). Person.,] Ear. 
piece with switched socket for 
private listenIng. 5/. cotra. 

RADIO EXCHANGE Ltd 

POCKET FIVE 
MED. nid LONG WAVES AND 
EXTENDED MED. WAVE BAND. 
WITH .PPEAJCEJ6 A.VL) EAR- 
PIECE. ô teansiutoes and 2,]jooirs. 'f' .O°' 
ferrite rod aerial, tuning condenser. 
2fb speaker, cte. .-' 
3f in. Total Building Cost. 44/6. 
P. & P. 5/6. Plan. cosi Pori. lint 
1/6 (free lih i,oeis). 

SUPER SEVEN 
MED. LONG AND TRAWLER ROAMER SIX 

-.- BAND. 7 teon,,storu and 
diode,. 3n speaker, 2 ItS. 6 WAVEBANDS - MW]. MW!. 
otagee. prich-pull o,stpot, SWS SW! LW AND TRAWLER 

it 5f X 1(1... Toto] Building BANk). 6 trnnni,tor. and 2 diodes. 

Cost. 69/6. P. k P. 4/6. Plan. F reit rod and telescopic arrio].. 
.riPt 

and porto ],ot _/ (free with 
3m speaker. Top grade rom- 
ponent. Nice 7. r. S, ra f.m. 4 part.). Peroona] Earpieco with Total Building Cost. 19/6. P. .t P. 

snitched socket for private 4/6. Plano and part. list 2f- lrrtoning. 5/. extra. (tree with part.). Personal Earpiccc 
with switched sonkct for private 

61a, High St., Bedford. Tel. 52367 fl.teolng. 5/-extra. 

Col loro side entronco Stylo Shoe Shop. Open 9.5. Sot. 9.12. 

SEVEN WAVEBAND PORTABLE THE v1AGNllCENJT 
R DAi E R AND CAR RADIO WITH A 

¡ 
i f' O 'SUPER SPECIFICATION - 

it 
7 FULLY TUNABLE WAVE BANDS-MW I, MW2, LW, SWI, SW2, SW3 and Trawler Band. . 

Extra Medium waveband provides easier tuning of Radio Luxembourg, etc. Built in ferrite 
rod aerial for Medium and Long Waves. 5 Section 22m chrome plated telescopic aerial for J 

Short Waves-can be angled and rotated for peak SW. listening. Socket for Car Aerial. 
Powerful push-pull output. 7 transistors and two diodes including Philco Micro-Alloy R.F. 
Transistors. Famous make i 4m P.M. speaker. Air spaced ganged tuning condenser. 
Separate on/off switch, volume control, wave change switches and tuning.control. Attractive 
case with hand and shoulder straps. Size 9 < 7 X 4m Total building costs Parts price list and 
approx. First grade components. Easy to follow instructions 

£5 19 6 
P. L P. easy build plans 3j 

and diagrams make the Roamer 7 a pleasure to build 7/ (FREE with parts). 
with guaranteed results. Personal Earpiece with switched socket for private listening, 5j- extra. 

BUILD YOURSELF A QUALITY TRANSISTOR 
RADIO-FULL AFTER SALES SERVICE! 
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L 
I Vater Supply - Pci rol Tccl(. Ga,-ngc Management. 

WE HAVE A WIDE RANGE OF COURSES IN OTHER SUBJECTS IN- 
CLUDING CHEMICAL ENG., AERO ENG., MANAGEMENT, INSTRU- 

MENT TECHNOLOGY, WORKS STUDY, MATHEMATICS, ETC. 

Which qualification would increase your earning power? 
A.M.I.E.RE., B.Sc(Eng.). A.M.S.E.. .A.M.I.P.E., A.M.I.M.l., A.R.I.B.A., 
A.I.O.B., A.M.I.Ex., A.R.I.C.S., M.R.S.H., A.M.I.E.D.,A.M.I.MunE., C.ENG., 
CITY & GUILDS. GEN. CERT. OF EDUCATION, ETC. 

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 

316A ALDERMASTON COURT, ALDERMASTON, BERKSHIRE 

IPlease 
send me a FREE copy of "ENGINEERING 

OPPORTUNI TJES." J am interested in (slate subject, 
exam., or career). 

INAME............................................................... I 

ADDRESS .................. 

I 

i I 

WRITE IF YOU PREFER NOT TO CUT THIS PAGE 

ITS-KIND IN THE WORLD THE B.I.E.T. IS THE LEADING INSTITUTE-OF s 

4 

I- 

Have you had your copy of "Engineering Opportunities"? 
The new edition of "ENGINEERING OPPOR- 
TUNITIES" is now available-without chargè- 
to all who are anxious for a worthwhile post in 
Engineering. Frank, informative and completely 
up to date, the new "ENGINEERING OPPOR- 
TUNITIES" should be in the hands of every 
person engaged in any branch of the Engineering 
industry,irrespective ofage,experienceortraining. 

On'SATISFACTION OR 
REFUND OF FEE' terms 

This remarkable book gives details ofexaminations 
and courses in every branch of Engineering, 
Building, etc., outlines the openings available and 
describes our Special Appointments Department. 

WHICH OF THESE IS 
YOUR PET SUBJECT? 

ELECTRONIC ENG. RADIO & T.V. FNG. 
Advanced Electronic Eng.- Advanced Radio - General 
Gen. Electronic Eng.- Ap- Radio- Radio & TI' Seri'iciang 

plied Electronics - Practical - TI' Engineering - Tele- 

Electronics - Radar Tech.- co,n,u,,uications - Sound 
Recording - A uto,nation - 

Frequency Modulation Practical Radio - Radio 
Tránsistors. Amateurs' Examinado,,. 
ELETRICAL ENG. MECHANICAL ENG. 
Advanced Electrical Eng.- Advanced Mechanical Eng.- 
General Electrical Eng. - Gen. flied,. E,,g.-Mainten 
Installations -Dran, gicisircan- once Eng. - Diesel Eng. - 
ship - Ilb,n,i,caticrg Eng. - 

Press Tool Design - Sheet 
Illegal t York - Welding - 

Refrigeration, - Elen,. Elec. Eng. Patter,, Making - 
Science - Elec. Siippl.v - Inspection - Draughtsnncanship 
Mining Elec. Eng. - Metallurgy - Production 

CIVIL ENG. Eng. 

Advanced Civil Eng.- AUTOMOBILE ENG. 
General Civil Eng. - Muni- Advanced Automobile Eng.- 
cipal Eng. - Structural E,cg. General Auto. Eng. - Auto. 

-Sanitary Eng -Road Eng, 
rniain,te,,ance - Repair - 
Acuto. Diesel Mainte,,ance - - Hydraulics - Ilhininig - Auto. Electrical Equip,,u',,t-. 

THIS BOOK TELLS YOU * HOW to geta better paid, more interest- 
¡ng job. * HOW to qualify for rapid promotion. * HOW to put some letters after your name 
and become a key man ..... quickly and 
easily. * HOW to benefit from our free Advisory 
and Appointments Depts. * HOW you can take advantage of the 
chances you are now missing. * HOW, irrespective of your age, education 
or experience, YOU can succeed in any 
branch of Engineering. 

¡32 PAGES OF EXPERT 
CAREER - GUIDANCE 

PRACTICAL INCLUDING 
EQUIPMENT TOOLS 

tanin Practical and Theo,e Tice specialist Elec- 
lic Courses for beginners in tronics Divisio,c of 
Electronics, Radio,T.V., Itt.. Il.l.E.T. 
A.M.I.F.R.E. City & buds NOW offers you a 

Radio Amateurs' Foam. ,'eal laboratory train- 
R.T.F.B. Certificate ing at home with 
P.M.G. Certificate practical equipment.. 
Practical Electronics Ask for details. 

Ilrctnonics Engineering 
Practical Radio 

ludio &Telenision Sernicing,_ 
Automation 

You are bound to benefit ftom reading 
"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNI- 
TIES" - send for your copy ,totv- 
FREE and without obligation. 

L w 
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POST COUPON NOW' W 

TO B.I.E.T., 316A ALDERMASTON COURT. stamp if poslerlin 
ALDERMASTON; BERKSHIRE. a,c unsealed envelope. 
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BITIOUS 

i 

VALUABLE NEW 'HANDBOOK i 
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HENRY'S 

L_2± 
TWO STOP SHOPPING FOR ALL YOUR NEEDS 
303 Edgware Road, London, W.2. Mall Order Dept. 

RADIO lTD ail types of Components, Orpan Dept. Tel. 01.723 
S 309 Edgware Road, London, W.2. High Fidelity Sale: 

and Test Equipment, Record Decks, etc. Tel. 01.! 

I f1 $ 
/ / 

j 

MAYFAIR .ELECTRONIC 
PORTABLE. ORGAN Deferred 

OMPLET KIT 

12 monthly pay- 
mento of £7. 

- - 

o 
TOTAL 1113.19.0. 

READYBUILTA1ID 
\ 

TESTED. Deposit 
- £368.0 amI 12 

monthly Payments of 
£9. Total 8144.8.0. 

Build this instrument stage by stage ORGAN in your own borne. COMPONENTS A truly portable instrument for oil PflCT we curry a compre- enthusisuto. U bensive stock of Fully TRANSISTORISED 
POLYPHONIC. BrItIsh droign. GO 

organ component.. 
Cull in for a DEMONSTRATION. r' iie 13 lOTE PEDAL KIT 
EXPORT PRICES ON APPLICATION U IU. 518.0,0 PP. 10/-. 

Completely new 9th 
CATALOGUE j 1968 Edition 

1/ 300 Big pages 
The uost COMPREHENSiVE- / 6 500 items 
CONCISE - CLEAR - COM- 00 PONENTS CATALOGUE. Complete illustrations 
with 10/- worth dincount.vouehers . - 

FREE WITH EVERY COPY _,.. I 

*32 pages of transistors and Oil OMM 

ocmi-conductor devices, valves 
iird crystals. 

* 200 pages of components und - 

equipment. 
* 86 pacco of microphone, decks 

and Ei-Fi equipment. - 

Send today 8/6 

L 

FM STEREO DECODER 
7 Nullard Transistors. Printed Circuit 
Design with Stereo Indicator. Por use with 

- auj valve or transistor FM. Uses poi 
to Mollard design and Ser. Lud silicon 

as./coree 
byBB.C&ndGP.O 

L/ 
Build a Quality TAPE RECORDER with MARTIN RECORDAKITS 

* TWOTRACK. Deck. Amplifier. Cabinet 
and epoaker. Complete kite mith MICRO- 

.,. 
PHONE and 71e 1,IOOlt tape. spare spool. 

oda'nValus15o 36 gns. PP. SB/S 

* POt/k-TRACK. Deck. Amplifier. Cabinet 
sad speaker. Completo kite vita MICRO- 
PHONE and 7io l,2001t tape spare opoot. 

Today's Value 39 gns. PP. 22/6 
Ask for Brochure 6. 

7-TRANSISTOR - MW-LW SUPERRET' 
PORTABLE 

L 
'-.. t New printed circuit deaigu with tall power 

- output. Fully tunable on both mw/lw bande. 
7 tranoletora plus diode, puah-pull eternit. 
Fitted 8 inch speaker, large lorrtto aerial 
and Mollard traneiutore. Easy to build with 

e terrific recuite. All local and Continental 
statIons. 
TOTALCOST sae 
TO BUILD 7.0.1 .0 PP. 4/6 
Ask for Brochure 1. 

TRAPISISIORS SI MICOPIOUCTOAS GARRARD DECKS 
COMPLETE RANGE OF 

COMPLETELY NEW 1968 LIST OF 1000 SUITABLE 
types available learn atoek. Send br your 'PLAYER 
FREE COPY TODAY. (List No. 36) 

- DECKS. 
*SC.R.'s from 5/- "-" SPEAKERS 
*FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS from 9/6 '\ 
*PO WER TRANSISTORS from 5/- hERS 
*DIODES AND RECTIFIERS from 2/- 

FROM £5 19 6 
30 page illustrated brochare as above includ- 
ing Valves cud Quartn Cryital. 1/- post paid, à Send for illoitraied brochure 16 & 3.7 

-il 

YEP FM TUNER 
- 87/103 Me/s Transistor Superhet. Geared tmsissg. 

Terrifie quality ami sensitivity. For valve or 
. transistor amplifiers. 4 X 33 o 211v. Complete 

with dial plate. Mallard Travaïstors, pins 4dlodee. 
(CabInet Assembly '26/ rxtrx.) 
TOTAL COST 

- TO BUILD LO. I LO PP. 1/8 
.1 Ask for Brochure 3, 

AUTO-BAN TRANSISTOR 6-Transistor MW/LW Car Radio I2voltoperated. 
CAR RADIO. Britinh Mod. 3 watt output. Push-button, wavechange. 

Supplied buIlt, boxed, ready to esse with Speaker 
-n -.-__- .._. and Baffle. Car fixing lait and manufacturen 

l.. eu au as I- scoerent guarantee. Speeial Bargain Offer. 
I 

I 
. Positive or Negateve Eartle. 

____________- Do-Lune Five Puibbssltoss jn PP. - 
. PP.4/6 

lU gns. 4/8. 

ME'A" 
8-TRANSISTOR INTEGRATED 7 WAT1 fl AMPLIFIER AND PREAMPLIFIER_MA 7 

WITH FULL BASS-TREBLE AND 
VOLUME CONTROLS. 

re Drai?3ii5II'I'L //'/////// 

7/4//f/f//I / / A brilliant new design suitable for home or 

.7 
portabie iustallationj. Designed for use with 

t) magnetic and crystal/ceramlo cartridges, radio 

/ tuners, microphones, tape head replay and 
.' /7'/ auniliaey inputs. Output is for 3 to 16 ohm 

/1 speakers. It favours the user luso masly ways- 
with lantautin poseer, with lar greater 
adaptability, with lreedom to operate it from 
batteries or mains power supply assit tthr new 

P820 is ideal io, this). Hi-k Inatallationo, electronic guitars asad organs, PA, installa- 
tiOns, intercom systems, cts.- TM. true 7 assit amplifier ii supplied crudi built, tested 
and guaranieed. Fut complete listening .niisfneiion. POR ONLY 
(Optlonai main unit P820 62/6 PP. 3/-) 
ILLUSTRATED BROCHURE NO. 12 - - -' 

SOLID HIGH FIDELITY AUDIO EQUIPMENT BRITISH MADE 
POWER AMPLIFIERS - PRE-AMPLIFIERS/CONTROL UNITS - POWER SUPPLIES 

MP3 mono prcamplifirr/ THE FINEST VALUE IN HIGH FIDELITY-CHOOSE A 

Ik- 
control unit £6.19.6 pp. 3/- SYSTEM TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS AND SAVE POUNDS 

t - -- 4 MP3 S 5P4-A mono/etereo vercion of 
- .-.. .,..-. MP3 LII. 19.6 4/6 Audio Equipment developed from Dinidole Mt. fl-each undt or 

_____________________________________ .potem will compare favourably with other proleauional equipment 
S 8P6-2 mono/etereo (tutee mog. ceiling at much higher price.. Brief detail, are below: 

p chop os well) 
r .- 

. 
4 SP4-A 

L 13. I U.0 p.p. 5!- 
MPA12 3 12 watt noplifier _' 3-5 ohm output 

SPO-2 - l' 2/5, _______________________________________ 
- 

MPA1OI1P 12-ldohm 
12 watt £5.5.O pp. 2/6 

ooe ,. crucen - 11 MPA25 22-30 watt amplifier 
. ; .. 

j 

for 7f-16 ohm speoter 

r9' acc*Tj] 
PS24/4Opoumaupplyf 
MPA22/3 k A1 

!j 
16 PAGE BROCHURE ON REQUEST. No. 21 MUfiOpower oupply for 

All units sold separately. £4. 17.6 pp. 4/6 
r 

Co,oplef e .aggesled licou Price 

lA MP3-fMPA2I/3+MU24 615.5.0 pp. 5/- 

ii MP3+MPA12/15+MU40 610.0.0 p.,. o- - 

4 MP3+(2) MPAI2/15-fMUdo £212.6 pp.7/- 

MP3+MPA15+MU6O - 618.15.0 pp. 7/- 

SA 8P4-A+(2) MPA22/12-f MUdO L28O.O p.p. 8/6 

10 8P8-2+(2) MPA12/la+M1J4O 129.5,0 pp. 8/6 

8P4-A-f(2) MPA1I+(2) MUOO 036.10.0 pp. 20/- 

10 8P6-2-f(2) MPA25+(2) Muts 130.17.6 pp. 10/- 
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